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ABSTRACT
Energy audits and energy models are an important aspect of the retrofit design process, as
they provide project teams with an opportunity to evaluate a facilities current building systems’
and energy performance. The information collected during an energy audit is typically used to
develop an energy model and an energy audit report that are both used to assist in making
decisions about the design and implementation of energy conservation measures in a facility. The
current lack of energy auditing standards results in a high degree of variability in energy audit
outcomes depending on the individual performing the audit. The research presented is based on
the conviction that performing an energy audit and producing a value adding energy model for
retrofit buildings can benefit from a revised approach.
The research was divided into four phases, with the initial three phases consisting of:
1.) process mapping activity - aimed at reducing variability in the energy auditing and
energy modeling process.
2.) survey analysis – To examine the misalignment between how industry members use
the top energy modeling tools compared to their intended use as defined by software
representatives.
3.) sensitivity analysis – analysis of the affect key energy modeling inputs are having on
energy modeling analysis results.
The initial three phases helped define the need for an improved energy audit approach
that better aligns data collection with facility owners’ needs and priorities. The initial three
phases also assisted in the development of a multi-criteria decision support tool that incorporates
a House of Quality approach to guide a pre-audit planning activity.
For the fourth and final research phase explored the impacts and evaluation methods of a
pre-audit planning activity using two comparative energy audits as case studies. In each case, an
energy audit professionals was asked to complete an audit using their traditional methods along
with an audit which involved them first participating in a pre-audit planning activity that aligned
the owner’s priorities with the data collection. A comparative analysis was then used to evaluate
the effects of the pre-audit planning activity in developing a more strategic method for collecting
data and representing findings in an energy audit report to a facility owner.
The case studies demonstrated that pre-audit planning has the potential to improve the
efficiency of an energy audit process through reductions in transition time waste. The cases also
demonstrated the value of audit report designs that are perceived by owners to be project specific
vs. generic. The research demonstrated the ability to influence and alter an auditors’ behavior
through participating in a pre-audit planning activity. It also shows the potential benefits of using
the House of Quality as a method of aligning data collection with owner’s goals and priorities to
develop reports that have increased value.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Rising energy costs, growing societal interest in sustainability, and government funded
incentive programs have all contributed to increased interest of building owners in reducing the
energy consumption of their facilities. More building owners are now requiring energy models to
be part of their design process. Energy simulation software packages are used by individuals in
the architectural, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry in a variety of approaches. While
it is commonly understood that energy simulations can be helpful to make early design decisions
as well as to analyze multiple energy strategies, few best practices or work standards exist that
apply to energy modeling processes.
When identifying the research area, emphasis was placed on evaluating energy modeling
requirements and energy auditing processes in the energy retrofit building sector, which is widely
recognized as a potential contributor to the reeducation of energy waste and greenhouse gas
emissions in the United States.
While a variety of energy modeling tools have been developed, most existing energy
modeling tools available on the market were originally developed for use on new construction
projects. One of the main intended uses of the current energy simulation tools is comparing
system design options, as opposed to accurately predicting building energy performance. While
the current tools are valuable, particularly if implemented correctly, there remains a void with
respect to the retrofit building sector (Zhu, 2006). When developing an energy model for a
retrofit building project the accuracy of the baseline model plays an important role in the
calculation of accurate, feasible retrofit upgrade design options (Crawley et al., 2008). The
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baseline model is intended to represent the existing building conditions and energy conservation
measures (ECM’s) energy savings are calculated with respect to the developed baseline model.
Unfortunately, sometimes the energy models that are produced for retrofit projects are not
properly calibrated to the actual building performance making them largely worthless and too
often produced to fulfill a requirement, rather than to contribute to the design process (Sprau
Coulter et al., 2012).
Buildings have many complex systems, and each of these systems is comprised of
components which must be considered when evaluating a building’s energy performance. When
performing an energy analysis, a building design team must consider how the various building
systems work together. A retrofit building provides a design team with additional complexities
not seen on new construction projects.

“Retrofit buildings require the building designer to

consider some issues that are not present in new construction building projects:
•

Evaluation and benchmarking of the previous building systems

•

Review of the building for new code requirements

•

The building potentially being occupied

•

Only a portion of the building may be considered for renovation.”
(Sprau Coulter et. al., 2012)

Developing a valuable energy analysis for a retrofit project requires an accurate
characterization of existing building conditions. The purpose of this research is to better define
the process for conducting energy audits that lead to energy models and energy reports that have
increased value to the project team on existing commercial retrofit projects. To achieve this, the
research focused on improving the energy auditing process by eliminating time wasted
transitioning from one area of a building to another and debating about what information to
collect next, which detracts from the collection of accurate data, and aligning the data collection
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with an owners’ priorities and needs. The research includes steps that allow for a comprehensive
understanding of the current energy modeling tools, and procedures necessary to perform
effective energy audits. The research began by studying and standardizing the energy auditing
process for retrofit projects. The research then captured how common energy modeling tools are
currently being used to evaluate energy use in retrofit projects. With an improved understanding
of how energy modeling tools are currently being used, a planning tool was developed to improve
how time is spent during the audit process. The planning tool focuses largely on enabling
auditors to improve how they are delegating their time during the audit and the elimination of
time wasted.

The anticipated outcome was an improved energy auditing process, leading to

energy audit reports that better support building owners, and designers in making more informed
energy based retrofit decisions.

1.1 Background
As the sustainable building initiative has continued to gain momentum, building owners
and designers alike have become increasingly aware of the influence energy use has on a
building’s overall environmental impact. As a result, increased emphasis has been placed on the
retrofit of buildings with energy conservation measures (ECMs) and the application of energy
audits and energy modeling simulation tools.

To date little emphasis has been placed on

developing a standardized energy auditing process and energy simulation tools specifically for
retrofit building projects (Krarti, 2011).
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1.1.1 How Buildings’ Energy Consumption Relates to Sustainability
Over the past several years, the building industry has begun to increase the emphasis on
sustainability. The Association of Energy Engineers (2010) has identified three national priorities
which they believe “dictate saving energy,
1. Environmental Quality – reduce global climate change and acid rain
2. Economic Competitiveness – Reduce costs and create jobs
3. Energy Security – Reduce oil imports and balance of payments.”
(Association of Energy Engineers, 2010)
As the building industry has become increasingly aware of the impact buildings’ energy
consumption have on overall sustainable outcomes; rating systems such as LEED have adjusted
the rating system point distribution accordingly. About 27% of the points of LEED for Existing
Buildings rating system in 2005 were available for energy and atmosphere related improvements
(USGBC, 2005). The LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance rating
system now awards about 32% of its points for energy and atmosphere related improvements
(USGBC, 2012).

The updated rating system also places more emphasis on performance

measurement and system metering to ensure that the building is not only designed to be energy
efficient but also built and continuously metered and maintained to operate efficiently (USGBC,
2012).

1.1.2 Energy Auditing
Prior to doing an in-depth energy analysis, energy audits are typically performed on
retrofit buildings to collect existing facility performance data, and to gauge a project’s ability to
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conserve energy and reduce operating costs. There are varying levels of energy audits that can be
performed depending on the desired outputs (Deru, 2011).
The intent of a Level 1 walk-through audit is to quickly identify what projects would be
appropriate to perform more in-depth energy studies at a relatively low cost. Once viable retrofit
projects are identified, more comprehensive audits may be performed to support the development
of detailed energy models for performing analyses. One problem with the current energy auditing
process is that companies and individuals perform energy audits in varying ways. In recent
studies, owners receiving multiple audit reports for the same building have perceived vastly
different results. This research seeks to identify the nature of these differences in an effort to
understand the approach different organizations are pursuing and explore the critical processes
and information to characterize the energy auditing process for the retrofit building sector.

1.1.3 Energy Modeling
Once sufficient building data has been collected and a building energy audit has been
used to justify investing in a retrofit, an in-depth energy analysis will typically be performed.
There are number of energy simulation modeling software tools currently available for industry
use. The tools vary in their user friendliness, cost, the type of input data requirements, and the
different types of analyses each simulation tool is able to perform.
While there a number of energy simulation tools available, industry members surveyed
about the tools commented about, “software limitations and inflexibilities,” “lack of reliability in
the confidence of the results,” and “lack of transparency in the outputs” (Sprau Coulter, 2012).
This research identified the common problems with the current retrofit energy modeling uses and
methodologies for minimizing these risks.
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1.2 Problem Statement
Building owners recognize the importance of buildings’ energy use and increased
emphasis is being placed on the reliability of the energy auditing processes and energy simulation
tools utilized. While the AEC industry has begun to place increase emphasis on energy modeling
efforts, the research and modeling efforts have largely focused on the new building sector and
have not placed emphasis on the reliability of the modeler and the input assumptions. The
complexities of predicting building energy use for existing building retrofit feasibility is further
compounded by the diverse and dynamic conditions of existing buildings and the variability in
the methods to assess and characterize these conditions. There is limited research on how to guide
energy auditing processes and energy modeling techniques on retrofit building projects.
The first portion of the research was an in-depth diagnostic study of the retrofit building
sectors energy auditing practices. The intent was to pinpoint issues with the auditing process and
energy modeling simulation practices. The study defined the main challenges with the energy
modeling initiatives for retrofit projects, and investigated how the baseline model energy use is
defined for retrofit energy models. A common criticism by building owners regarding retrofit
energy models is their inability to trust the reliability of the results. The current methodology for
defining the baseline energy model often results in a model that does not accurately represent the
existing building conditions. The research explored energy modeling inefficiency and possible
solutions to the problem. The final portion of research examined the impact of a decision support
tool targeted at assisting industry members in improving how they allocate their time when
collecting data during an energy audit based on owner goals. This phase of the research was
based on the hypothesis that the data collected will result in a baseline energy models that better
assists the design process for advanced energy retrofits. To analyze this impact, the research
examined the impact that a pre-audit planning activity has on the energy auditing on-site
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assessment process and the audit reports that are produced using the data collected during the
audit. The goal was to increase owner confidence through performing a rigorous analysis of two
case study buildings to determine if the planning activity yielded improved project outcomes.

1.3 Research Questions
This research explores current energy auditing and energy modeling initiatives within the
retrofit building sector. The research questions this study poses are:
•

What are the current process issues with the energy auditing and energy modeling
initiatives for the retrofit building sector?

•

What are the key challenges to data collection to produce reliable baseline energy
models?

•

How can the energy auditing and energy modeling processes for the retrofit building
sector efforts be standardized to produce better baseline models?

•

What impact does a pre-audit planning activity have on how energy auditors allocate
their time during the audit process?

•

Does the pre-audit planning activity result in an audit report that is of increased
value to the facility owner?

1.4 Research Goal
The goal of the research was to improve the current energy auditing and energy modeling
effort for retrofit buildings so the audit reports can be used to better support the decision making
process on retrofit projects. By producing a consistent reliable process to develop baseline
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energy models, industry members will be able to make better projections about potential energy
savings and how different design decisions will influence energy outcomes associated with
proposed retrofit buildings designs. This in turn will allow buildings owners to make more
informed decisions about the proposed retrofit upgrades they should pursue.

This research

involved defining the problems with the current energy modeling process for retrofit buildings,
defining the process for producing baseline models, and defining the problems with the current
energy modeling tools. In an effort to improve the quality of the energy auditing data collected,
the research involved the development of a pre-audit planning activity that aligns data collection
with owner goals. Data collected was analyzed to understand the impact that the pre-audit
activity had on both the on-site data collection portion of the audit process, and the quality of the
audit reports produced using a variety of value assessment techniques.
The overall purpose was to increase the alignment between audit data collection and
owner’s project goals so there is also a closer connection between the analysis performed and the
owner’s goals. By doing this, the resulting audit reports had an increased level of value to the
facility owners.

1.5 Research Objectives
To meet the previously identified research goals, the following objectives have been
defined:
1) Evaluate energy modeling requirements for retrofit building sector and identification
of current energy auditing practices that contribute and detract from energy modeling practices:
A literature review has been performed to gain insight and background on what has been done in
this area to date. This provided a preliminary assessment of the magnitude of the energy auditing
and energy modeling limitations for retrofit projects and strategies to explore further. Interviews
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and surveys were administered to industry members to gain insight into the energy modeling
simulation tools as they relate to industry practice.
2) Conduct a critical evaluation of energy auditing practices for retrofit building sector
and identify inconsistencies and effective practices: An existing building which has had multiple
building audits performed by different companies was studied. The intent of the study was to
define each company’s approach to performing the energy audit. When performing the study,
emphasis will be placed on the assumptions that were made throughout the duration of the energy
audit, the overall process followed to perform the energy audit, energy conservation measures
considered (ECMs) explored, and recommendations.

Emphasis was placed on documenting

variability within the processes implemented and the defining the implications the variability
presents to design process.

The research also evaluated current energy modeling practices

through a workshop, field observations, and semi-structured interviews. “Effective” practices
will be identified and summarized in a standard energy auditing technical report.
3) Evaluation of the most commonly used energy modeling simulation tools to gain
familiarity with the types of existing building data needed for effective energy modeling: A
survey was used to identify the most commonly used energy modeling simulation tools. Once the
most commonly used modeling programs were identified, a series of surveys and interviews were
conducted to identify misalignment between how the energy modeling tools are current being
used compared to their intended use. The intention of this study was to provide answers to the
following commonly debated questions: Is there a problem with the programs themselves? Or is
there an issue with how the energy modelers are utilizing the programs? The goal of this
objective was to define how the limitations identified are influencing the energy modeling
initiative and how this is impacting the audit reports and to identify the type of building data
needed for the development of an effective energy model. A sensitivity analysis helped in
assessing the impact that various input parameters have on analysis results, so industry members
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can begin to identify where they should be focusing their time during the auditing and modeling
processes.
4) Develop a pre-audit planning activity as an improved process for collecting the data
necessary to perform an effective and valuable energy analysis: The data from the energy
auditing process model, tool misalignment study, and sensitivity analysis was used in the
development of a House of Quality (HoQ) pre-audit planning tool. The tool will focus on
aligning audit data collection with owner’s goals and priorities in an effort to minimize time
wasted, and improve the overall value of an audit.
5) Analysis of the impact that a pre-audit planning activity has on the on-site assessment
process and the value of the resulting audit reports. The planning activity focused on aligning
owner requirements with data collected during the on-site assessment portion of an energy audit.
An experimental case study will be used to study the impact the pre-audit planning activity has on
both the on-site assessment portion of the audit process and the quality of the audit reports that
are produced using the data collected during the audit. The analysis looked at factors such as
whether or not the pre-audit planning tool enabled the auditors to better predict how they would
spend their time during the on-site assessment, and the alignment between the data collected and
the ECMs recommended within the audit reports. Facility owner representatives also evaluated
the audit reports developed as a result of the experimental case studies.

1.6 Research Scope
Data collection for the evaluation of the current energy modeling simulation tools, and
the problems with those current tools was limited to the United States. While there are other
energy simulation tools used worldwide, at the onset of the project, it was understood that the
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energy auditing process and benchmarking data would be studied in the U.S.; while potentially
applicable, the effort was not validated outside of this region.
Similarly, the energy auditing process was limited to the United States. Data
documenting the variability associated with the current energy auditing practices portion of the
research was obtained from and focused solely on the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and State
College, Pennsylvania regions; while the impact of the pre-audit planning activity was studied in
the context of the Centre County, Pennsylvania region. However, the methodology used in
developing the “best practice” energy auditing standards and findings of the pre-audit planning
study could be adapted and reproduced for any region.

1.7 Contributions
The research contributions include a defined standardized energy auditing process model
for retrofit projects. Identification of the most commonly used energy modeling tools by means
of a widely distributed survey and clearly defining the common issues associated with the current
energy auditing and energy modeling practices. This research included documentation of the data
requirements necessary to perform a valuable energy model simulation.

The research also

included a pre-audit planning decision support tool that will assist industry members in
identifying a more strategic method for performing an energy audit process based on relationships
between typical data collection and owner’s goals and priorities. The expected contribution is a
pre-audit planning tool along with an evaluation of the value the pre-audit planning tool has both
in the context of the process itself and to the facility owner.
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1.8 Readers Guide
The literature review which explored energy auditing and energy modeling research and
current industry practices to date was summarized and presented in Chapter 2.

A detailed

overview of the research methodology, along with the research goals and objectives will be
discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 will discuss the
research completed along with some findings. Chapter 4 contains information pertaining to the
energy auditing process modeling effort. While Chapters’ 5 and 6 contain details about the
energy modeling tool misalignment study and sensitivity analysis, respectively. The development
and implementation of the House of Quality pre-audit planning activity are included in Chapter 6.
The conclusions, contributions, research limitations, and proposed future work are outlined in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry has been using energy
model tools to aid in the design process for decades. Similarly, industry members have been
performing energy audits for many years. The intent of this chapter is to provide background on
how energy models and energy audits are currently being used with respect to the retrofit building
sector, and the limitations within these processes. Performing an energy analysis of an existing
building involves complex issues; such as determining efficiently levels of existing equipment
and examining new code requirements, factors that can be ignored when performing energy
analysis of a new building. When examining the energy auditing process for the retrofit building
sector; each stakeholders’ role, the processes implemented, and information collected at each step
must be carefully documented.
The literature review will explore the current energy auditing and energy modeling
initiatives, specific to the retrofit building sector. This will include an examination of the role
energy modeling plays in achieving energy goals and how the LEED rating system has recently
been adapted to accommodate for the industry’s increasing emphasis on energy reduction in
existing buildings. The literature review will also review the current status of the energy auditing
process and the challenges with both the process and the recommendations that are developed as
an end product. This will conclude with a brief summary of the challenges these processes create
for building owners. There will be a summary of where the energy auditing industry is going, a
discussion of the benefits of an integrated project delivery methods and how some of these
concepts could be applied to the retrofit assessment process.
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The majority of the energy modeling analysis tools were developed for the new
construction building sector. The study will present the differences between new construction
projects and retrofit projects, and information on why these two project types require different
energy modeling processes and tools to support them.

Similar to the energy auditing literature

presented, inconsistencies with the energy modeling process for the retrofit building sector will be
presented, along with the challenges and research gaps they present.
The literature review will also examine the role of benchmarking, baselining, and model
calibration with respect to retrofit building sector. The literature presented will explain the
importance of establishing a reliable, accurate baseline and the problems that may result if this
does not occur, the influence baseline models have on a design decision process and limitations in
use. Finally, the literature will demonstrate the need for energy audit process standards and
decision support tools designed specifically for the retrofit building sector which will make it
assist the auditors in determining the optimal ways to allocate their time during the audits based
on owner goals and desired retrofit building outcomes.
The overall intent of this chapter is to provide background research and to begin to define
the limitations with the energy auditing and energy modeling processes for the commercial
retrofit building sector.

2.1 Sustainability and Retrofit Buildings
Sustainability has gained recognition within the building industry throughout the past
decade (Tobias and Vavaroutsos, 2009). In recent years, society as a whole has become more
environmentally conscious.

Everything from material selection and site location, to waste

disposal during the construction process contributes to a building’s perceived level of
sustainability. With buildings in the United States accounting for approximately 39% of our total
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energy consumption and 71% of electricity consumption; society is becoming increasingly aware
of sustainability as it relates to a building’s energy reduction (Annual Energy Review, 2012).
Facility owners have also become more invested in reducing their operating costs and reducing
their building’s energy consumption.

While the previous emphasis was on “form” over

“function”, members of the AEC community now recognize the importance of not only designing
a building that is aesthetically beautifully, but also having a building that operates efficiently
(Foley, 2012). Similarly, industry members are beginning to place more of an emphasis on
continuous commissioning efforts and ensuring that building systems are being maintained
properly.
With the rising energy costs, and government incentives in place to help offset
installation costs, there are many opportunities for building owners to pursue a building retrofit
rather then investing in a new construction project. In fact, of all the stock buildings currently in
the United States, almost 90% of the total floor area in residential and commercial buildings
combined was constructed prior to the year 2000 (EIA 2008) (EIA, 2010). With such a large
percent of the existing building stock constructed over a decade ago with outdated, inefficient
equipment; there are a lot of opportunities to improve existing building performance. According
to a recent study conducted by Benson, existing buildings have “. . . the potential to reduce its
energy costs by approximately 22% through energy efficiency retrofits because most were built
prior to 1990 and still use outdated, energy-inefficient technologies and building materials”
(Benson et al., 2011).

2.1.1 Assessment of Energy in Retrofit Projects
Reducing a building’s energy use can reduce operating and maintenance costs, thereby
saving an owner money overtime. The decision on what retrofit upgrades to implement on a
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project is most commonly dictated by investments that have low payback periods and high return
on investments (ROIs). Some of the most common retrofit upgrades include improving building
insulation and lighting system upgrades. These building upgrades are often employed due to the
fact that they are relatively easy to install and offer high ROI. The predictability of the ROI of
the installation and lighting upgrades also makes these two upgrades favorable. (Benson et al.,
2011)
The energy auditing process is utilized to collect data about the building systems,
geometry, usage, and energy consumption (ASHRAE, 2011).

Energy auditing is important

because it allows an owner and the individual(s) studying the building to get a better
understanding of how the building systems are performing and operating; and gauge some
potential retrofit options. Energy audits can take on a different meaning depending on the
individual performing the audit. An audit process can be as simple as brief building walkthrough, to a more detailed on-site data collection followed by a thorough energy analysis that
includes hourly computer simulation (Krarti, 2011). The energy audit process generally results in
the collection of enough data for somebody, often an engineer, to develop a baseline energy
model that can be used to evaluate potential energy savings and retrofit feasibility. Facility
owners also utilize information collected during the audit process to make the decision about
whether or not they are going to pursue a more detailed energy simulation, more detailed
metering and data collection, or particular retrofit option(s) (Waltz, 2000).
A variety of energy modeling tools can be used to develop baseline energy models, used
to represent existing conditions, and to perform the simulations necessary to evaluate the benefits
of proposed retrofit upgrades. There are over 300 energy modeling tools for industry members to
choose from, and the tools vary both in terms of modeling capabilities and input data
requirements (Building Technologies Program, 2012). Some energy modeling programs are
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designed specifically for performing load calculations while other tools were developed for use in
evaluating energy conservation measures (ECMs).
Energy audits and energy models play a crucial role in terms of sustainability. Energy
audits are valuable because they provide insight about system energy use within the building and
provide valuable opportunities to troubleshoot building operation and system maintenance issues.
Audits also allow for the capture of important data about the building systems. Design teams and
owners then use energy model outputs to aid them in making informed decisions about retrofit
upgrades. “Energy modeling is a critical item for two reasons – one is to guide good choices in
envelope and systems during design phases, and the other is because it is required by LEED in
most instances and by some jurisdictions” (Rosenbaum, 2009). However, performing energy
audits often require a lot of time and resources while the energy models often produce unreliable
simulation results (Menassa, 2011).

2.1.2 LEED Rating System and Energy Reduction
As the sustainability green building movement has continued to grow, a variety of rating
systems have emerged. The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating
system was developed by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) and is the most widely
accepted throughout the United States. The original LEED rating system was developed as a
result of research that started in 1993 as a way to measure “green building” metrics. LEED 1.0
was launched in 1998 and the rating system has undergone several revisions as the sustainable
movement has continued to evolve with industry trends. (USGBC, 2005)
The current LEED rating system is divided into 6 sections: Sustainable Sites, Water
Efficiency, Energy & Atmosphere, Materials & Resources, Indoor Environmental Quality and
Innovation in Upgrades, Operations & Maintenance (USGBC, 2012). The rating system has
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different point distributions and guidelines, which are customized based on project type. When
the “LEED Green Building Rating System for Existing Buildings Upgrades, Operations and
Maintenance: Version 2.0” was updated to “LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings for Operations
and Maintenance,” an increased emphasis was placed on building’s energy consumption and
continuous operation and maintenance (USGBC, 2005) (USGBC, 2012).

The LEED rating

system’s increase emphasis on energy reduction has helped reinforce the AEC industry’s interest
in improving existing buildings energy performance through retrofit projects.
Recognizing the importance energy reduction plays in achieving a sustainable building
outcome, the USGBC LEED 2009 version redistributed their points to now have 32% of the total
LEED points dedicated to reducing a building’s energy consumption and ensuring that a building
is maintained properly, in place of the previously 27% of the total points (USGBC, 2005)
(USGBC, 2012).

LEED 2009 awards points for ongoing commissioning and performance

measurement. “It has often been said (by designers) that inept building operators can defeat the
best, most energy-efficient building design. It has also long been recognized that conscientious,
intelligent building operators are frustrated by buildings that are incapable of being operated
efficiently because of inherently inefficiently designs,” (Meckler, 1994). Commissioning and
performance measurement ensures that buildings are not only designed efficiently, but also that
they are installed and operating and installed as they were intended (USGBC, 2012).
With LEED as the widely used rating system throughout the United States, many industry
members have reported wanting to achieve LEED certification as one of the primary reasons for
creating an energy model on for their project (Sprau Coulter, 2013). Creating a model for LEED
certification has different requirements then an energy model that is created simply to assist with
the design process. An energy model intended to fulfill a LEED requirement will have to follow
the guidelines outlined within the “LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings Operations and
Maintenance” rating system guidelines (USGBC, 2012). This will affect the data that is collected
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during the audit process and the assumptions that are made during the energy modeling
assessment process.

2.1.3 Existing Buildings Energy Use
While there has been an increase emphasis on sustainability within the building industry
over the past decade, the focus has largely been on new construction and the existing building
sector has remained largely underemphasized (Tobias and Vavaroutsos, 2009). In developed
countries, like the United States, 98% of building stock is classified as existing buildings while
only 1 to 1.5 percent of the total building stock are considered new construction (Tobias and
Vavaroutsos, 2009). With these statistics in mind, if the industry continues to focus sustainable
efforts solely on new construction the positive environmental impact will be minimal.
Not only does our society have a large number of existing buildings, but we need to
consider many of these existing buildings were built using outdated, energy-inefficient
technologies (Benson et al., 2011). When many of these existed buildings were constructed,
energy prices were much lower, so little emphasis was placed on energy efficiency technologies.
It is estimated that by 2030, building energy will account for half of total investment in energy
supply (Tobias and Vavaroutsos, 2009). With existing buildings accounting for such a large
percentage of the overall energy consumption; and that percentage only expected to rise; there are
both opportunities and ample arguments for investing in energy based retrofit upgrades.
While there are environmental benefits to reducing a building’s energy consumption,
building owners can also make a strong business case for investing in reducing an existing
facility’s energy consumption. Reducing a building’s energy consumption helps to preserve a
building’s overall asset value. According to Tobias and Vavaroutsos; there are three strong
arguments for investing in retrofit upgrades that result in lower energy consumption: the risk of
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environmental regulation, mitigating energy risk from potential price increases, and the increase
appeal to tenants that desire a green office space (Tobias and Vavaroutsos, 2009).

2.1.4 Critical Steps for Energy Retrofits
Retrofit upgrades provide building owners with an opportunity to reduce an existing
buildings operating costs while increasing the properties overall asset value. Project teams are
faced with the task of calculating estimated savings associated with proposed designed upgrades
and they sometimes have to tackle this challenge using limited data. Aleka Pappas and Sue
Reilly (2011) describe an approach to energy based retrofit upgrades:
“For existing building energy retrofits, developing a streamlined and cost-effective
energy modeling process is critical. The process should provide building owners with
accurate and timely information at a reasonable cost to allow them to make informed
decisions about implementing energy efficiency improvements. Usually, only limited
resources are available for investing in energy efficiency, so it is important to rank
alternatives in terms of return-on-investment to build the case for immediate and future
investments in efficiency.”
A retrofit project can be divided into three stages (Pappas and Reilly, 2011). First, the collection
of information, such as utility bills and existing drawings, before the site visit which. The
second stage is the on-site information gathering, which is divided into the various audit levels
and varies in detail depending on the audit level. The third and final stage involves compiling
and processing the information through the use of energy modeling tools (Pappas and Reilly,
2011). Each of the individual stages play a crucial role in the retrofit decision making process.
The information from the audits, the second stage described above, is used to populate the energy
models developed during third and final stage. When assembling the energy models during third
stage, the models should consistently be checked against the data collected during the initial
stage. If the energy model does not align with the utility bills, there lacks an accurate
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understanding of how the building is functioning and the model should be continuously calibrated
until all energy is accounted for and the two align (Waltz, 2000).
The purpose of retrofits is to save money. Therefore, in order to invest in a retrofit
upgrade, project teams and owners want an estimate of savings associated with each proposed
design upgrade (Waltz, 2000). Lighting upgrades, improved insulation, and optimized operation
and maintenance plans are the most common retrofit upgrades because they are relatively easy to
install and offer short payback periods (Benson et al., 2011). These upgrades are some of the
most common proposed because they also have ROIs that are relatively easy to calculate.
Accurate estimated of savings or ROI for proposed retrofit upgrade helps the project team and
building owner to make informed decisions and to mitigate the risk associated with their capital
investment(s). However, the discrepancies between energy management companies, and their
savings projects has contributed to owner’s reluctance to initiate retrofit projects (Mills, 2003).
While there currently is not a standard process that defines how data should be collected during
an energy audit and energy models, process standards would help to reduce some of the current
variability (Sprau Coulter et al., 2013). Process standards would help in supporting the decision
making process for retrofit projects by reducing data collection variability and the variability in
the energy modeling process.

2.2 Energy Auditing for Retrofit Buildings
The rise in increased emphasis in reducing existing buildings energy consumption, has
lead to an interest in energy audits and the role they play in the retrofit process. An energy audit
is the process by which an “appropriate amount” of building data is collected in order to perform
an energy analysis. The type and amount of data that is collected during an energy audit varies
depending on the level of audit performed, and since the process for performing an audit is not
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standardized, critical data is sometimes overlooked (ASHRAE, 2011). Energy audits play a
critical role in analyzing a building’s energy performance and to identifying potential energy
conservation opportunities. There are industry standards that define various “levels” of energy
audits, however there are many different approaches to performing an audit. While literature
exists to support the necessity of pre-established guidelines for the data you intend to collect
during an energy audit, there is limited data defining the actually energy auditing process
(ASHRAE, 2011). “There is a direct relationship to the cost of the audit (amount of data
collected and analyzed) and the number of energy conservation opportunities to be found. Thus,
a first distinction is the cost of the audit which determines the type of audit to be performed”
(Thumann and Mehta, 2008).

2.2.1 Overview of Energy Audit Levels
There are three different levels of energy audit that can be performed. While different
nomenclature may be used to describe the three levels, such as: walk-through, mini-audit, and
maxi-audit (Thumann and Mehta, 2008); most industry members have adopted ASHRAE’s
naming convention:
•

Level 1 – Walk-Through Audit

•

Level 2 – Energy Survey and Analysis

•

Level 3 – Detailed Analysis of Capital-Intense Modifications

Figure 2-1 shows the relationship between the three levels of the energy audits, as
defined by ASHRAE. Prior to performing an audit, a preliminary energy-use analysis (PEA) is
usually performed. The (PEA) is intended to be a low-fidelity calculation that looks at the
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buildings overall gross conditioned floor area compared to copies of utility bills from a one to
three year period (ASHRAE, 2011).
A walk-through audit is intended to allow the auditor to become familiar with the facility
while identifying low-cost or no-cost changes to the facility or to the operation and maintenance
practices. If possible, during a walk-through audit the individual performing the audit should
meet with the owner and/or facility operator to discuss any maintenance or operation concerns
they have about the facility. During a Level 2 – Energy Survey and Analysis Audit the individual
performing the audit is expected to collect much more detailed information about the mechanical

Figure 2-1. ASHRAE Energy Audit Levels (ASHRAE, 2011)
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and electrical systems installation, maintenance, and operation conditions. During a Level 2
audit, some of the systems the auditor will be examining may include the lighting, HVAC,
domestic hot water, envelope, plug loads and refrigeration. The auditor should examine operation
and maintenance logs, comparing the systems being examined to the design parameters. A Level
2 audit will likely involve taking measurements of parameters such as lighting levels, or space
temperature and humidity. The outcome of a Level 2 audit is a summary of the buildings current
energy use, a summary of practical measures and recommended bundles of ECMs and savings, a
list of investments that were ruled out during the analysis, and a list of potential capital-intensive
measures that may require a Level 3 audit. A Level 3 – Detailed Survey & Analysis is a
sometimes completed as a continuation of a Level 1 and Level 2 audit and is often guided by the
recommendations from the Level 1 and 2 audits. A Level 3 audit is involves a more detailed
level of accurate modeling of the proposed feasible capital-intensive measures identified during
the Level 2 audit. A Level 3 audit may involve collecting additional data in order to produce the
detailed model. The outcome of a Level 3 audit is a list of estimated cost and savings of proposed
modifications and potential bundled packages. (ASHRAE, 2011)

2.2.2 Challenges with Current Audit Process
The energy auditing process is currently faced with many challenges (Zhu, 2005). One of
the challenges lies in the fact that, “the term ‘energy audit’ is widely used and may have different
meanings depending on the energy service company” (Krarti, 2011). The sASHRAE levels
define the types of analysis that should be included within each of the audit levels. While the
audit levels are clearly defined, there is ambiguity when it comes to the process for performing an
audit and the actual data that should be collected. The lack of an industry consensus, standard
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audit process may result in the collection of incomplete or inaccurate building data. Similarly,
inexperienced auditors may not be collecting the appropriate building data and outstanding
maintenance or operation issues may go unnoticed to the untrained eye.

2.2.2.1 Model effort/accuracy
Despite the fact that there are three different audit “levels” the distinction between each
levels is not as strong in industry practice. Most companies perform a Level 1 or walk-through
audit then either a Level 2 or a Level 3 audit or simply move right along to performing the
desired energy analysis. Data collected during the energy auditing process is used to produce
energy models and perform analysis of energy use (ASHRAE, 2011). An accurate baseline
model adds context to proposed retrofit design options (Crawley et al., 2008). However, the
value of a baseline model is highly dependent on the quality of the data and level of effort that
goes into calibrating that model. The differences in the audits, each individuals approach to
performing an audit, and the data collected during an audit may result in diverse ECMs being
investigated and varying reliability in modeling outcomes. If the data collected during an audit is
incomplete or inaccurate, it will negatively affect the value of the energy modeling results (Zhu,
2005).
While the lack of accurate data can negatively affect energy modeling results, the energy
modeling tools themselves also have limitations that prevent them from being able to accurately
model reality (Zhu, 2005). There are assumptions made by the auditor, simulation tool
assumptions and load generation assumptions. The consistency of the assumptions can also
impact the accuracy of the tools. Many of the energy modeling tools were developed for new
construction when comparative results were satisfactory (Waltz, 2000). With retrofit buildings, it
is crucial that the baseline model is an accurate representation of the existing facility. However,
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limitations embedded within the tools; such as eQuest only allowing a single operation schedule
to be used during each simulation run; that prevent the energy models from aligning seamlessly
with actual building conditions adds an additional level of inaccuracy to the modeling result
outcomes (Zhu, 2005). The lack of standards, energy modeling tool limitations, and fact that
there are so many tools to choose from are all factors impacting the variability and value of the
energy modeling results.

2.2.2.2 Inconsistencies with Energy Auditing Reports/Proposals
Owners have reported issues with inconsistencies concerning the proposals received as a
result of energy audits performed on projects (Design Tools and Processes, 2012). Due to the
variability with the energy auditing processes each individual or firm follows, this leads to
differences in the ECMs each company investigates, the assumptions made when preparing audit
reports, and resulting retrofit project proposals.

Some building owners have even reported

abandoning retrofit projects all together based solely on the variability between the proposals they
received which made it difficult not only to select a company, but also to scope their project
(Sprau Coulter, 2012). An industry accepted energy auditing process standards would help to
mitigate the portion of the variability that is a direct result of incomplete and inaccurate data
collection.

2.2.2.3 Variability with Energy Conservation Measures (ECM’s) Investigated
On retrofit projects, energy models are often used to perform energy conservation
measure (ECM) evaluations of potential retrofit upgrades. ECM’s are opportunities, equipment
upgrades or actions that can be implemented to improve the building’s energy efficiency
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(ASHRAE, 2011). These measures can include modifying occupancy behavior through measures
that may include turning off lights during unoccupied hours or be more invasive and involve
whole system upgrade evaluations. Industry members have reported that the ECM’s investigated
on a single projects often vary between companies (Design Tools and Processes, 2012) (Sprau
Coulter, 2012). Three independent companies recently completed energy audits of Building 101
located in the Philadelphia Navy Yard. While each company investigated a number of potential
ECM’s, there were only three ECM’s that were investigated by all 3 companies: outside air
economizer, CFL lighting upgrades, and boiler upgrades. However, a comparison of the common
ECM’s revealed that these measures even varied in terms of anticipated savings, installation
costs, and simple payback periods.

2.2.2.4 Lack of Integrated Methods
One of the issues with the current energy auditing and energy modeling practices with
regards to the retrofit building sector appears to be the lack of integrated project teams. Studies
have shown that integrated project teams are especially important for the success of highperformance building projects (Korkmaz, 2007). Typically, the individual collecting the data
during an energy audit on a project is not the same individual responsible for producing the
energy model (Sprau Coulter, 2013). Both the data collection and energy analysis tasks require
unique, individualized sets of tasks. However, both the data collection process and the process of
performing a complete energy analysis involves a thorough understanding of how the various
building systems operate both independently and with respect to one another (Waltz, 2000). It is
unrealistic to expect a single individual to be an expert in all building systems while also being an
expert energy modeler. However, improved communication and integration among project team
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members may help with process transparency and could ensure that the appropriate data
necessary for producing an energy model is collected during the energy auditing phase.

2.2.2.5 Summary of Energy Auditing Challenges
The intent of the energy audit process is to inform decisions about the feasibility of
retrofit upgrades. All of the challenges surrounding the energy auditing process directly affect
the reliability and accuracy of the energy modeling predictions. The data that is collected during
the energy auditing process is used to populate energy models. Inconsistencies or failure to
collect data during the auditing process negatively impacts the reliability of the energy models
produced.

Assumptions made during data collection, model development, and integral to

modeling tools themselves further compound the uncertainty.

Figure 2-2. How Uncertainty in Input Parameters Impacts the Potential Error in Model
Performance Prediction (Trcka and Hensen, 2010)
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Figure 2-2 developed by Trcka and Hensen summarizes how the uncertainty of a
predictive energy model is directly correlated to the level of the model complexity. From the
figure it is also clear that by decreasing the uncertainty in the input parameters, one may
simultaneously reduce the potential for error in the performance predictions of the models.
Having a knowledgeable user who understands both the systems being modeled and how to
simulate them appropriately can help to decrease the uncertainty in the input parameters (Becker
and Parker, 2009). Since a major source of variability for the retrofit building sector is the
variability surrounding the data collected during the energy audit, process standards could help to
reduce the uncertainty in input parameters on retrofit projects.

2.3 Energy Modeling Initiative
High-performance green buildings have been defined as buildings with improved indoor
environment, along with lighting, mechanical and envelop systems designed to maximum
efficiency.

The result is buildings that “‘enhance occupants’ well-being” (Korkmaz, 2007).

Energy simulation modeling tools have the potential to play an important role in the design of
high-performance energy efficient building projects (Gultekin, 2012). An energy simulation tool
will allow you to take into account weather data, building loads and equipment information.
There are a wide range of simulation tools available that vary from your “mainframe” programs
at the high end of the practice that run on computers, to simple spreadsheet simulation tools
which are inexpensive to run and produce results with a limited level of accuracy (Waltz, 2000).
While energy models can add value, the use of energy modeling tools has largely been
restricted to assisting with envelop design decisions for new construction, predicting the risk of
overheating during the summer, and for calculating maximum equipment cooling loads (Hensen
and Lamberts, 2011). However, if used properly, energy modeling tools could better assist with
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the design process and help existing building owners make more informed decisions about retrofit
upgrade investments. One explanation for why industry members are not seeing the maximum
benefit of the energy models is the timing of when the models are created. As Figure 2-3 shows,
the current application of energy models is largely restricted to the final design development
project phase, when most of the major decisions have already been made. At this point in the
project, the model is used for code-compliance rather than to assist in the design process
(Torcellini and Ellis, 2006).

Figure 2-3. Current Implementation of Energy Models throughout Project Design Phases
(Torcellini and Ellis, 2006)

As mentioned earlier, the lack of reliability of the energy models limits industry members
and building owners’ confidence in the model results. This in turn places limitations on industry
members and building owners' ability to use energy models to assist in the retrofit decision
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process. However, by implementing process standards that would decrease the uncertainty in the
input parameters and therefore decrease the potential error in the performance prediction (see:
Figure 2-2) (Trcka and Hensen, 2010), the models would have an increased level of reliability.
This in turn may allow industry members to begin to use the energy models early in the design
process to help make more informed decisions about which retrofit upgrades to pursue.
This section will explore the importance of energy model simulation on retrofit buildings
and some of the common industry practices. It will also provide an overview of the current
energy audit data collection process and how the lack of standards is impacting the development
of the baseline model, energy model calibration techniques, and ECM evaluations as it relates to
energy models. While addressing these issues, the topics of improved standards and decision
support tools to better assist throughout the development of the energy models will be discussed.

2.3.1 Importance of Performing Energy Simulations for Retrofit Buildings
When building owners are deciding whether or not to pursue a building retrofit they
generally develop a budget and determine the timeframe and return they would like.

The

designers will investigate several retrofit alternatives, each with an estimated savings and
payback period. Energy simulation tools are able to aid in the development of the savings and
payback predictions. Without the development of an estimated return, building owners are not
able to justify making the investment in a retrofit project (Waltz, 2000). However, with the lack
of reliability surrounding the current energy modeling simulation efforts, it is natural to question
why the retrofit industry continues to place such an importance emphasis on performing energy
simulations. First it is important to note that the accuracy of the energy analysis outputs is largely
dependent on the individual(s) performing the analysis (Waltz, 2000). There is a relationship
between the accuracy of the energy simulation outputs and accuracy of the inputs (Trcka and
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Hensen, 2010). Energy simulation tools provide valuable feedback; such as information about
how a building is currently performing and potential energy savings associated with proposed
retrofit upgrades; which is critical for the decision process for retrofit projects.
As discussed earlier, it is also important to mention again that modeling retrofit buildings
is different than new construction because often for existing buildings it is possible to collect data
on how the building is currently occupied and operated. Building simulations tools offer the
unique opportunity to piece the building together, system by system, in an effort to study how the
building systems are operating and interacting with one another. The simulation tools also allow
for a check of the baseline model against actual utility data to ensure that all energy sources have
been accounted for. The energy modeler should continuously balance the model through a
calibration process until the base model matches the actual utility bills, raising the level of
confidence of the energy analysis outcomes. (Waltz, 2000)
Another important reason for performing energy simulations for retrofit buildings is
because it shows that the individual performing the energy analysis and making the retrofit
recommendations has performed the appropriate investigative work and completed their
“homework” (Waltz, 2000). Energy simulation tools can be used as a form of documentation,
particularly in the context of the baseline model and input data. Energy simulations are often also
used as a means of justifying the risk associated with pursuing a retrofit upgrade (Waltz, 2000).

2.3.2 Energy Modeling Tools
The DOE has identified more than 300 energy modeling tools (Building Technologies
Program, 2012). Energy modeling tools vary in their intent and capabilities and are designed to
do everything from forecast financial and energy savings, to providing the user with building
loads (Building Technologies Program “Energy modeling. . .” , 2012). In an article published in
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“Ultimate Home Design”, Ann Edminster discusses the importance of understanding the
capabilities of the energy modeling tools being used on a project. Ann Edminister explains that,
“No measuring tool can grow a sunflower, and no tool can design, build, or operate your building.
Gardening and building are made easier and better with the use of tools, but the user always needs
to know the function of these tools and fully understand their purpose to use them well” (Boecker
et al., 2009).

Figure 2-4. Simulation Tool Users Attitude and Expectations Regarding Tools (Hensen and
Lamberts, 2011)

While there are a large number of energy modeling tools available, there is a lot of
overlap among those tools in terms of their capabilities and overall intention (Building
Technologies Program, 2012). Figure 2-4 shows that Hensen and Lamberts classified the tools
according to the industry members utilizing the tools and their eagerness to use the tools. The
energy modeling tools most appropriate for innovators are those sometimes intended for research
purposes. While these tools may be quite difficult to learn, they also offer the most flexibility
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(Hensen and Lamberts, 2011). The early majority gravitate towards those energy modeling tools
that are easy-to-use and robust while the late majority also want easy-to-use, robust tools, but
they will only use them if they are mandatory (Hensen and Lamberts, 2011). The “Laggards” are
those industry members who would rather not use simulation at all and they are more inclined to
use energy modeling tools which are easy to adopt and require minimal training. The varying
desires of the energy modeling users presents challenges for the energy modeling software
developers (Hensen and Lamberts, 2011). The level of detail of data that the various tools
require, coupled with the lack of standards; further enhances the issues with the lack of
consistent, complete data collection.

2.3.3 Common Inputs/Outputs of Energy Modeling Tools
While the different energy modeling tools require varying levels of detail and input data,
there is a lot of consistency with the basic data requested by the various modeling programs. The
majority of the programs request basic building envelope information, weather data, utility
information, schedules, lighting systems, HVAC systems, domestic hot water data, and
information on any type of special loads or equipment present in the building being analyzed.
Energy modeling programs typically also require temperature set points, HVAC equipment types,
occupancy loads, distribution equipment types and efficiencies, and lamp types and loads and
BAS information. When developing an energy model for a retrofit building, existing building
data should allow for collection of much of this data, whereas with new construction this data will
develop over time as the project scope develops. While many energy modeling tools offer default
parameter settings, it is important that owners and design teams review all default input
parameters settings and make appropriate adjustments so that they reflect the existing building
conditions as accurately as possible (Rosenbaum, 2009).
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Industry members use energy modeling tools to assist in the design process and to meet
LEED and other certification requirements (Rosenbaum, 2009). While energy modeling tools can
be valuable for meeting certification requirements and calculating payback periods, they produce
a lot of informative outputs about the building being analyzed. Energy modeling tools provide
valuable monthly and annual consumption for space heating and cooling. They also provide
consumption data for lighting, plug loads, domestic hot water (DWH), heating and cooling loads,
and fans and pumps (Rosenbaum, 2009). The outputs of the tools can be valuable if the input
variables are accurate and the individual reading the outputs understands the purpose and function
of the tools.

2.3.4 Overview of Current Energy Current Modeling Practices
The energy modeling tools currently available vary in their cost, level of accuracy, ease
of use, and versatility; which is why industry members should evaluate which tool is most
appropriate for the building they wish the evaluate (Krarti, 2011). While there are not industry
standards that define the exact detailed process for developing an energy model for a retrofit
project there are major steps that are common across tools. The majors steps are:
1. Data collection followed by the initial assessment of the data.
2. Development of the energy model and the baseline model.
3. Calibration of the baseline model.
4. Evaluation of the energy conservation measures (ECMs).
Each of these major steps will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
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2.3.4.1 Data Collection/Initial Assessment
Energy savings measures may be identified as early as the walk-through survey process
of a project (Krarti, 2011). While the measures are not studied in detail at this point, the results
help to determine a building’s retrofit feasibility and whether or not a more detailed energy audit
and energy model analysis should be performed. At the early stages of a project, a preliminary
energy-use analysis is often preformed (ASHRAE, 2011).

This analysis looks at how the

building is performing on a square footage basis and compares the building against similar
facilities. Data that is collected throughout the energy audit process is used to develop the initial
baseline model.

2.3.4.2 Energy Modeling/Baseline
A baseline energy model is intended to represent existing building conditions on retrofit
projects. All proposed retrofit upgrade ECMs are calculated with respect to the baseline model.
When developing an energy model for retrofit projects, the baseline model plays an integral role
because if it accurately represents the existing building conditions it adds context to the proposed
retrofit upgrades (Crawley et al., 2008). Below are the major steps that should be completed
when developing a baseline model for a retrofit building:
•

“Obtain and review architectural, mechanical, electrical and control drawings.

•

Inspect, test, and evaluate building equipment for efficiency, performance and reliability.

•

Obtain all occupancy and operating schedules for equipment (including lighting and
HVAC systems).

•

Develop a baseline model for building energy use.

•

Calibrate the baseline model using the utility data or metered data.” (Krarti, 2011)
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If the baseline model inaccurately represents the existing building conditions, then the
ECM calculations based upon the baseline model will also be inaccurate. There is a level of risk
associated with retrofit upgrades. The energy model and ECM calculations are intended to
inform that level of risk.

2.3.4.3 Model Calibration
Ensuring that the baseline energy model accurately represents the existing building
conditions is an important part of the energy modeling process (Zhu, 2006). Calibrating the
energy model involves comparing the baseline model’s energy consumption against utility data or
metered data (Krarti, 2011). Input parameters should be adjusted until the simulation results
match the measured values. However, without a set procedure for calibrating energy models for
buildings, the current calibration process is typically time-consuming and relies heavily on user
knowledge and expertise (Krarti, 2011). An example of a typical high-level calibration procedure
is shown in Figure 2-5 on the following page. Figure 2-5 illustrates how calibrating an energy
model on a retrofit project should be an iterative process that involves continuously checking the
simulation results against the measured data, followed by identifying possible reasons for
discrepancies between the two data sets. When the simulation results and measured data are
within a predetermined percentage of one another, the calibration process is complete.
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Figure 2-5. Typical Calibration Procedure for Building Simulation Models (Krarti, 2011)

One example of a calibration simulation method is the ASHRAE Guideline 14. When
defining their criteria for calibration, ASHRAE Guideline 14 uses coefficience of variation in the
root mean square error (CVRMSE) and the normalized mean bias error (NMBE). According to
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the guideline, NMBE must be within 5% and the CVRMSE must be within 15% of the monthly
utility data for the model to be considered calibrated (Heo et al., 2011).

2.3.4.4 ECM Evaluation Related to Energy Modeling
After spending time performing the energy audit and learning about the existing facility,
a comprehensive list ECM list should be developed. The purpose of performing an energy
modeling simulation is to determine how much energy the proposed ECM will save compared to
the baseline model (Waltz, 2000). Each of the ECM’s are evaluated to determine both energy
savings along with overall economic impact (Krarti, 2011).

After the baseline model is

calibrated, the energy savings associated with each of the ECM’s is calculated by using the
energy model to perform a simulation (Krarti, 2011). Through the simulation, the ECM’s are
compared to the baseline model.

2.3.5 Modeling Differences Between New Construction and Retrofit Projects
When evaluating the potential impact of proposed retrofit upgrades and energy efficient
technology on retrofit buildings, there are complexities that need to be accounted for which are
not present when working on new construction projects (Sprau Coulter et al., 2012). With an
energy model developed for a new construction building projects, proposed energy upgrades are
compared to a theoretical baseline model. Retrofit projects are unique and complex in that the
baseline model and actual building performance is often known.

So when developing the

baseline model, it is important that model is calibrated with the existing buildings actual
performance otherwise proposed retrofit upgrades, and the payback periods associated with those
upgrades, will be meaningless (Waltz, 2000).
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Some of complex issues that need to be considered when pursuing a retrofit project
include looking at whether or not the building is currently occupied, and if the whole building or
only a portion is being considered for the retrofit. With retrofit projects, the designers also need
to consider the updates which are necessary to meet new building code requirements (Sprau
Coulter et al., 2012). Partial equipment loading, current life of building equipment, and whether
there are any outstanding operation and maintenance issues are additional issues which must also
be investigated on retrofit building projects. Table 2-1 summarizes some of the energy modeling
differences between the retrofit building sector and the new construction building sector.

Table 2-1. Energy Modeling Differences Between New Construction and Retrofit Buildings
Things'to'consider'when'developing'model'
Complexities+of+how+building+systems+work+together+
Compare+design+options+to+“hypothetical”+baseline+
Compare+design+option+to+known+energy+use/baseline+
Partial+equipment+loading+
Utility+bills+for+baseline+model+
Codes+and+certifications+that+must+be+obtained+
Is+the+building+currently+occupied?+
Window+location+
Building+location+
Envelop+RFvalues++
!

New'Construction'
Applicable!
Applicable!
N/A!
Applicable!
N/A
Applicable!
N/A!
Variable!
Variable!
Variable

Retrofitted'Buildings'
Applicable!
N/A
Applicable
Applicable!
Available!!
Applicable!
Potential Issue
Fixed!
Fixed!
Fixed

Table 2-1 shows that performing an energy modeling simulation for both new construction and
retrofit buildings requires the modeler to look at how the various building systems are interacting
with one another, take into account any relevant code and desired certifications levels, and look at
partial equipment loading.

However, with retrofit buildings the actual building location is

predetermined. And, utility bills can be used to calibrate the baseline model so that it accurately
represents the existing building conditions.

The most notable difference is that with new

construction the retrofit design options are be compared against a “hypothetical” baseline model,
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whereas with retrofit buildings the design options are being compared against a known baseline
model.

2.3.6 Energy Modeling Accuracy
The accuracy of energy models is often a point of concern for industry members and
building owners, specifically when discussing retrofit upgrades.

The quality of the energy

simulation results is directly correlated to the level of correctness of the model itself (Hensen and
Lamberts, 2011). In the development of energy models there are many factors that contribute to
the level of “accuracy” of the simulation results. James Waltz developed a checklist that is
broken down into three major areas: 1.) building survey data, 2.) knowledge and ability to
adequately use simulation program, and 3.) output critique (Waltz, 2000). Figure 2-6 contains a
more complete list of factors that contribute to an energy model’s accuracy.

Figure 2-6. Energy Modeling Accuracy Checklist (Waltz, 2000)
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Some of the items included in the checklist, like “adequate knowledge of HVAC function
& use?” and “adequate experience/knowledge of program?”, may be difficult to evaluate after a
model has been completed unless the individual evaluating the model accuracy is familiar with
the individual or team responsible for developing the energy model. Other items included within
the checklist such as, “adequate documentation?” would be easier to evaluate. The checklist
would be most beneficial to use simultaneously while developing the energy model, rather than
retrospectively.

A complimentary list of model quality control measures is listed in the

“Procedures for Commercial Building Energy Audits” (ASHRAE, 2011):
•

Documenting assumptions and input values;

•

Using preprocessing tools/spreadsheets to convert component descriptions into modeling
input values; and

•

Making design changes incrementally in the model (run and check often!).

If implemented by the modeler, the above measures are believed to help ensure the model results
are both more meaningful and more valuable.

2.4 Benchmarking
The concept of benchmarking is generally applied to processes that are composed of a
sequence of steps which have a clearly defined input and a desired output. “Benchmarking is an
improvement process used to discover and incorporate best practices into your operation,”
(Damelio, 1995). In an effort to better understand performance, the following four elements of a
process are used:
•

Process ! the sequence of steps followed to convert the input to the output,

•

Practice ! the method for performing a specific step,
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•

Metric !method of measurement used to quantify the effect of one or more practices,
and

•

Enabler ! something that influences the overall effectiveness of a practice (Damelio,
1995).
By breaking processes down into individual steps and providing metrics to analyze the

effectiveness of each practice, benchmarking is intended to provide an opportunity to determine
strengths and weaknesses associated with whatever processes is being analyzed. In doing so,
benchmarking will help to achieve optimal performance.
The concept of benchmarking can be applied to a building’s energy performance. A
measurable amount of energy (the input) goes into the building. The various pieces of equipment
then utilize that energy to perform a variety of functions; e.g. heat and cool the building, lighting,
plug loads (the output). The steps it takes for the equipment to convert the energy into the usable
form would be considered the “practices” and the “metric” would be the efficiency of each step of
the practice.

While anything that may make this process more or less efficient would be

considered an “enabler.”

An example of a potential enabler would be running a piece of

equipment partial load, or poor maintenance that may result in loss of equipment efficiency.

2.4.1 What are we trying to Benchmark and Why?
Benchmarking in the context of energy modeling refers to the idea of taking the overall
performance and compilation of complex processes in one building and comparing it to a set of
buildings with similar building traits and usage criteria. The issue of benchmarking building data
is compounded by the fact that each building’s characteristics are so individualized.

However,

the practice of benchmarking buildings is important because it provides building owners and
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designers with the ability to see how the building being analyzed compares to similar buildings in
the area.

2.4.2 Benchmarking Data Currently Available for Retrofit Buildings
While the benchmarking buildings against other buildings in the area with similar
building usage of occupancy loads is theoretically a valuable exercise, the benchmarking data
currently available is somewhat limited. Some benchmarking data sources will use a single
building as the “benchmark comparison.” The limitations of the benchmarking databases often
make it difficult for building owners to truly understand how their buildings are performing
compared to other buildings in the area. Some of the most commonly utilized benchmarking data
sources are CBECS, EnergyStar, Energy IQ, APPA, CEUS, LABS, and Computer Modeling &
Simulation Tools.
The Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS), was developed
through surveys administered by the U.S. Energy Information Administration to collect data
about buildings operation and energy consumption.

They compiled the data to establish a

“typical” building in a particular area. The building being analyzed can then be compared against
buildings included in the CBECS database. CBECS is currently going through the process of
expanding on the quantity of buildings and data that is in their database. (U.S. DOE, 2012)

2.5 Summary
Energy auditing and energy modeling simulation have the potential to add value to
retrofit building projects. However, the lack of standard processes and guidelines has negatively
impacted the accuracy of the energy modeling predictions, thereby limiting industry members and
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buildings owners’ ability to use energy models to assist in the design process. Improved energy
modeling practices that would reduce energy prediction variability would increase the value the
energy models add to projects. As discussed throughout the chapter, reducing the variability of
the energy model input parameters would help to reduce the energy model simulation’s error of
their performance prediction thereby making the models more valuable throughout the design
process. This study will fill the gap by defining process standards for performing energy audits
and developing energy models. The study will also develop process guidelines and decision
support tools that will help to maximize retrofit building outcomes. The following chapter will
describe the methodology employed to clearly define and fulfill the current research goals.
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Chapter 3
Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction
A review of literature helped to reveal that the complexities of predicting building energy
use for existing building retrofit feasibility is further compounded by the diverse and dynamic
conditions of existing building, as well as variability in the methods to assess and characterize
these conditions. This research seeks to address these complexities through the introduction of a
planning phase in advance of a building energy assessment, and asks exploratory questions about
the impacts of this approach on the assessment process and the resulting reporting of the process.
To answer the proposed research questions a combination of both quantitative and qualitative
data will be collected. Answering the research questions requires a thorough evaluation of
current industry practices; along with an understanding of where the energy auditing and energy
modeling is going with respect to the retrofit building sector. Answering the research questions,
and developing improved energy auditing techniques required different data collection methods at
various stages of the research. This chapter defines the process, methods, and protocol each stage
of the research needed to address the defined challenges with energy retrofit baseline assessment.

3.2 Research Goals and Objectives
The goal of this research is to define improved baseline energy auditing methods that will
better assist the decision process for the retrofit building sector. To achieve this goal, the research
will first need to identify the problems with the retrofit building sector energy modeling and
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energy auditing practices. As the literature review illustrates, the energy auditing and energy
modeling processes play integral roles in the design decision process for retrofit buildings. An
improved understanding of the current energy auditing and energy modeling practices and the
issues with variability, lack of standards, and problems with the tools being used improperly;
guidelines and process models can be developed to assist in improving the energy modeling
practices. Improved processes, such as the proposed pre-audit planning decision support tool,
may assist auditors with the definition of key data to be collected during an audit based on owner
requirements. This potentially more strategic data collection may support the development of
auditor reports that better enable facility owners to assess the potential alignment of audit
recommendations with their current business objectives, and in turn, make more informed energy
based retrofit design decisions.
The following research objectives are designed to support the pursuit of the research
goals:
1) Evaluate energy modeling requirements for retrofit building sector and identify of current
energy auditing practices that contribute and detract from energy modeling practices.
2) Conduct a critical evaluation of energy auditing practices for retrofit building sector and
identify good practices and process inconsistencies.
3) Evaluate of the most commonly used energy modeling simulation tools to gain familiarity
with the types of existing building data needed for effective energy modeling.
4) Develop a pre-audit planning activity as an improved process for collecting the data
necessary to perform an effective and valuable energy analysis.
5) Analyze the impact that a pre-audit planning activity has on the on-site assessment
process and the value of the resulting audit reports.
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3.3 Research Methodology
To accomplish these outlined research objectives, the research process was divided into
four phases, with the first three research phases being used to inform the Phase 4 objectives and
also to develop and inform a decision support tool that is used during the final phase. Phase 1 is
the process mapping and variability phase in which a focus is placed on identifying the value and
need for a retrofit specific energy auditing process model. This was achieved by examining the
variability that is currently present throughout the energy auditing process, and the impact of the
data collection variability throughout the rest of the process. Phase 2 of the research focused on a
review of the energy modeling tools that are currently being used by industry members to make
energy predictions and assist in the design process of retrofits. The purpose of this study was to
gain a better understanding of how industry members are using energy modeling tools compared
to their intended use, including ways in which (1) energy modeling tools are being used
improperly and as a result may threaten the efficacy of recommendations, and (2) ways that tools
can be used more effectively so that analysis results will become more valuable to the decision
process on retrofit projects. Phase 3, a sensitivity analysis, took issues identified by Phase 1 and
Phase 2 and determined the type of impact these factors are having on the energy modeling
predictions. A case study of a recently retrofitted building that was not performing according to
its energy model’s predictions was used for the sensitivity analysis.
During the fourth and final phase of the research, the issues with misalignment, process
variability issues, and data from the sensitivity analysis was used in the development of a House
of Quality that defined relationships between the data that should be collected during an energy
audit and an owner’s targeted goals when pursuing a retrofit. The framework defined by the
House of Quality was implemented as a pre-audit planning activity that enabled auditors to
consider the relationship between owner requirements and data collection areas in an effort to
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Figure 3-1. Research Process for Developing Pre-Auditing Planning
P
Supp
port Tools and
d Analyzing the Impact off the Tool
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better define where auditors should be allocating their time during the on-site assessment portion
of an energy audit. Two comparative experimental case studies were performed to analyze the
impact the pre-planning activity had on both the actual auditing process, and the value of the
reports as interpreted by seasoned building energy managers and engineers. Figure 3-1 shows
the map of the overall research process, with additional details about each research phase
included throughout the remainder of the chapter.
A detailed description of research methods selected and implemented throughout the
respective research phases and an explanation of the rationale for why each of the various
methodologies was selected. The final portion of this chapter will include detailed information
about each of the four research phases. While discussing each of the phases, details on the
intended objective, methodologies utilized, how each methodologies was implemented, and the
type of data collected will be discussed.

3.4 Research Methodology Selection and Overview
Prior to getting to the end goal of understanding the impact of pre-audit planning activity
on the audit process and the developed audit reports; there were a series of intermediate
objectives that needed to be met. As a result it made sense to divide the research into a four
phases. A mixed methods approach; which employed a variety of methodologies and analysis
methods, was used throughout each research phase. Throughout the duration of the study, a
combination of quantitative and qualitative data was collected. The background information will
include a definition and rationale for why each of the following research approaches was used
throughout the duration of the study:

case study; sensitivity analysis; surveys; interviews;

observational studies; pairwise comparison; and House of Quality.
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Following the explanations of each of the individual research methodologies, an
overview of the four phases and the research methods implemented throughout each phase will be
presented.

3.4.1 Definition of Case Study
A case study is an empirical study used to investigate a contemporary occurrence (Yin,
2003). When using case study research methodology, the researcher will typically develop a
research question. They will then study the “case” over a period to determine the variable or
variables to explain why things happened as they did. With a case study there will likely be many
variables to consider and the researcher needs to carefully decide which variables they are going
to investigate when they are setting up the research study (Yin, 2003).

3.4.2 Rationale for Selecting Case Studies
A common industry problem that has contributed to the inability to trust the reliability of
energy model predictions is the misalignment between building’s performance and energy
model’s predictions.

Recently retrofitted buildings that utilized an energy model during the

retrofit design, and currently are not performing according to the model predictions, were
identified through interviews with the facility owners. A case study research methodology was
implemented to identify the reason behind why the energy model predictions were inconsistent
with the actual building performance data.
The case study allowed for the collection of data from multiple sources. Information
from the building owner, documentation from the original energy model, LEED documentation,
design documents, and metered data that shows how the building is actually performing, was all
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collected and used throughout the case study. Additional details about the case study and the data
can be found in the Phase 3 description of this chapter.

3.4.3 Definition of Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis is a type of research methodology utilized to study the impact
changing a specific parameter or input has on a models output. “Sensitivity analysis can help the
reviewer to determine which parameters are the key drivers of a model’s results” (Taylor, 2009).
The simplest type of sensitivity analysis is a one-way sensitivity analysis which allows one
parameter to be changed at a time. Since only one parameter is changed, it is possible to isolate
the impact of changing that single parameter.

The analysis can be repeated with different

parameters at different times. (Taylor, 2009)

3.4.4 Rationale for Selecting Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was used to determine the impact of various energy modeling input
parameters on the accuracy of the energy model predictions. The sensitivity analysis allowed for
isolation of individual input parameters. By isolating individual parameters and changing these
parameters one at a time, it was possible to determine the impact each parameter had on the
accuracy of the energy model predictions.

A series of one-way sensitivity analyses were

performed in order to determine the impact of each of the major parameters.

Additional

information about the sensitivity analysis and the parameters which were examined is included
later in this chapter when Phase 3 of the research is discussed in detail.
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3.4.5 Definition of Surveys
Survey research is used to collect quantitative data about a given population. The intent
of survey research is to collect specific data about a portion of a population which can then be
generalized back to a larger population. The survey itself is a data collection tool which is used
to collect the desired data needed to perform the survey research. Often times the term survey
instrument is used to differentiate between the survey tool and the actual survey research. The
survey will contain questions which will allow the research to obtain the desired data about the
population in question. (Glasow, 2005)
Surveys are valuable because they allow for obtaining large samples of data that would
be difficult to collect using observational methods. It is important to remember that surveys are
subjective, and that the individuals completing the surveys may be biased in the responses which
they provide. Another thing which must be considered when using survey research methodology
is response rates (Glasow, 2005). The response rate is the number of people who you can expect
to respond to a survey and helps in determining the number of individuals a survey should be
distributed.

3.4.6 Rationale for Selecting Surveys
The survey research methodology was used to identify the top energy modeling programs
being used throughout the United States, and to determine how energy modeling programs are
being used by industry members. The surveys allowed data to be collected from a representative
sample of individuals from the architectural, engineering, construction (AEC) industry that are
involved with the energy auditing and energy modeling process. The survey tools allowed for
industry members to provide information about how they are using the top energy modeling
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programs. Additional details about the survey research is included in the Phase 2 description
within this chapter.

3.4.7 Definition of Interviews
Interviews are a popular research method used to collect qualitative data about the views,
experiences and beliefs of the individuals being interviewed. There are three different types of
interviews: structured, semi-structured and unstructured. Structured interviews are verbally
administered questionnaires. With structured interviews, predetermined questions are asked and
there is little or deviation from these questions, typically with no follow-up questions or options
for responses. Semi-structured interviews consist of several key questions which are used to
dictate the direction of the interview. With semi-structure interviews, there is more flexibility and
the possibility for deviation from the defined questions along with the option for follow-up
questions. Unstructured interviews typically have a general topic that will be covered but don’t
have set questions and are the most flexible in nature. (Gills, 2008) Semi-structured interviews
were used at various stages throughout the research presented.

3.4.8 Rationale for Selecting Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were used to collect data on the current energy auditing
process. Semi-structured interviews were also used to collect information on how software
developers intended for the top energy modeling programs to be used.

Semi-structured

interviews were selected as the appropriate research methodology because they allowed the
research to ask set questions but allowed flexibility and the ability for the interviewees to deviate
from the defined questions in the event that they had additional related topics or points that they
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wanted to discuss. This approach ensured the individuals interviewed were able to express their
experience and opinion of the current energy auditing and energy modeling practices in its’
entirety. More detail about how the interviews were administered and used is included when
Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 4 are discussed later in this chapter.

3.4.9 Definition of Observational Studies
An observational study describes a research approach when an individual is studying and
observing, and in some instances measuring, certain outcomes of a particular event. With an
observational study, the individual making the observation makes no attempt to influence the
outcome. The researcher simply observes standard behavior without imposing any treatment.
Observational studies are effective because they allow the researcher to observe the effectiveness
of practices in real-world settings (Langham, 2011).

A limitation associated with using

observational studies is the fact that the individual(s) being observed may alter their behavior
because they know they are being observed.

3.4.10 Rationale for Selecting Observational Studies
When developing a standard energy auditing process model, it was important to
understand how energy audits are currently being performed. Observational studies allowed for a
clear understanding of the current energy auditing process for the retrofit building sector and
identification of any limitations with this current process. Observational studies were appropriate
because the researcher did not want to influence how industry members were performing their
audits, but this methodology allowed for the current processes to be observed and documented.
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The audit process was observed and documented in an effort to gain a better
understanding of current industry practices and the issues associated with these processes. The
data used from the observational studies was also used in the development of standardized energy
auditing process maps for the retrofit building sector, which are intended to reduce process
variability.
Observational studies were also used during Phase 4 of the research. This methodology
was employed during the fourth and final phase in order to study the impact the pre-audit
planning activity had on the audit process executed along with the resulting audit reports. The
observational study methodology allowed the researcher to follow and make observations about
the auditors as they were performing their energy audit.

3.4.11 Definition of Pairwise Comparison
In a pairwise comparison, two separate candidates are matched with one another. The
pairwise comparison methodology is often used to rank criteria. This particular methodology is
described as “divide-and-conquer problem-solving method” (Salustri, 2005).

Through the

development of a simple ranking system or a NxN pairwise comparison matrix, it is possible to
isolate or ignore other criteria and compare only the parameters listed within the matrix. The
pairwise comparison can be used to compare data coming from two different data sources.
(Salustri, 2005)

3.4.12 Rationale for Selecting Pairwise Comparison
When discussing the energy modeling tools and their inefficiencies with regards to
fulfilling the needs of the retrofit building sector, industry members are quick to point out the fact
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that the tools were largely developed for the new construction building sector. There is also
criticism surrounding the level of accuracy, and functionality of the energy modeling tools. A
study was conducted to determine whether the issue is the energy modeling tools themselves, or
the processes and methods industry members are implementing to use the tools on retrofit
projects. Initial surveys and interviews were conducted to determine how industry members are
using the top energy modeling tools throughout the United States. Concurrently, interviews with
software representatives were conducted to determine the appropriate usage of each of the top
identified energy modeling tools.

The pairwise comparison methodology was used in

determining whether or not the energy modeling tools are being used as they are intended to be
used.
The pairwise comparison technique was appropriate because it allowed for the two data
sets, the industry members actual usage and the software representatives appropriate usage of the
energy modeling tools, to be directly compared. The pairwise analysis looked at the appropriate
level of knowledge of the individuals collecting the data for the energy analysis and performing
the analysis. It also looked at topics like project phase each of the tools are being used during,
and expected outputs from each of the tools. It allowed for identification of areas were the tools
were being used as they were intended along with identification of misalignment areas, or issues
with the how the tools were being used.

3.4.13 Definition of House of Quality
A House of Quality (HoQ) is a useful multi-criteria decision support tool. It allows an
individual to compare customer requirements against input parameters or potential solutions
using a predefined relationship ranking system. The relative importance of each of the included
customer requirements will also be pre-defined by the customer. Development of the HoQ and
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defining the appropriate information to carry within a HoQ involves receiving input and feedback
from a variety of sources. Once a HoQ is developed, individuals can utilize the decision support
tool to determine optimal solutions that align with a customers goals or requirements. (Revelle,
1998)

3.4.14 Rationale for Selecting House of Quality
The energy auditing process is a complex, multi-criteria decision process that requires an
energy auditor. Starting with the on-site assessment, the auditor is tasked with the decisions
surrounding what is the appropriate data and level of detail of information to collect during. If
the appropriate data is not collected during an energy audit, it can negatively impact the results of
the energy analysis and the value the audit report has to the facility owner and design team. In an
effort to allow energy auditors to plan how and where to focus their data collection time more
strategically, a HoQ was developed.

The HoQ allowed the auditor to look at the relationship

between the customer requirements, goals that an owner who is pursuing a retrofit upgrade
possesses, and information that could potentially be collected during an energy audit.

By

allowing the auditor to make these connections between the owner’s goals and the data collection
areas, the HoQ decision support tool provided the auditor with valuable information on how and
where emphasis should be placed during the data collection process. Additional details about the
HoQ are included later in this chapter and in Chapter 7.

3.5 Phase 1: Methodology for Development of Process Standards
A problem identified with the energy auditing process for the retrofit building industry is
variability, both with the process itself and with the data captured throughout the process. The
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data collected throughout the energy auditing process is later used to populate the energy
modeling tools, so it is important that the right information is collected.

Workshops, and

interviews with industry members were used to collect data about the current energy auditing
process which was then used to develop an ideal or, “standard” process model, and then validated
through field observations of audits. Figure 3-2 provides an overview of the steps followed to
develop retrofit specific standards for performing energy audits.

A workshop held at the

Philadelphia Navy Yard was used to help validate the literature review findings that the lack of a
retrofit specific energy auditing process is negatively impacting reliability of energy models, and
refine the developed process.

The workshop had approximately 40 industry members and

various companies with representatives from the major stakeholder groups involved throughout
the design process; i.e. owners, energy auditors, designers, and facility managers. The individuals
were asked to participate in a one day event. Throughout the course of the day they were placed
in both heterogeneous and homogenous groups according to their project role and given different
interactive tasks. The first of the activities involved mapping out the energy auditing process.
Workshop participants were instructed to map out the process itself and to list the inputs, outputs,
and metrics associated with that process. Each group was given an opportunity to share their
findings with the entire assembly and following the workshop, the maps were combined from the
individual group energy audit processes into one collective process map.
outcomes will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.

The workshop
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Figure 3-2. Process for Developing Standard Energy Modeling Process Model

In addition to the workshops, interviews with industry members involved with the audit
process were used to develop process maps. Interviews with key industry members; i.e. owners,
energy auditors, and designers; were conducted to develop a typical energy audit process for
several companies that perform audits.

The interviews were semi-structured in nature.

Throughout the duration of the interviews, industry members were asked to describe their
auditing process and the type of information collected during an energy audit. Industry members
also provided information about the individuals involved with the auditing process and what they
do with the data that is collected during the auditing process.
Simultaneous to the interviews, field observational studies were performed. During the
field studies, the researcher shadowed industry member as they performed energy audits on
retrofit projects. The research did not alter or influence the process industry members followed
for performing the energy audits to ensure they were accurately observing current industry
practices. During the observational studies they documented the audit as it was taking place by
diligently taking notes which were later transcribed. Following the shadowing process, the notes
were converted into process maps. The researcher then followed up with the individual they
followed to ensure that the process documented accurately represented the process observed. The
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interviews and field study maps were then merged into a standard process complete with the
appropriate data capture at each process step.
Once the field studies and interviews concluded, all of the notes were merged together
along with the workshop notes by composing a list of commonalities and differences among the
various process observed. The notes were compiled to produce typical energy auditing process
models that outlined the procedure followed for performing energy audits on retrofit projects.
The draft energy auditing process model was compared to the individual company energy
auditing processes to ensure that no major process steps were missing.
Any necessary revisions were made, and merged into a standard energy auditing process
model for the retrofit building sector. The process model outlines the typical process that should
be followed when completing an energy audit along with the information to be collected at each
step. The development of this process model should help improve process consistency which
intern will help with the overall accuracy.

3.6 Phase 2: Methodology for Analyzing the Energy Modeling Tools
In an effort to gain a better understanding of the limitations associated with the current
energy modeling tools, the energy modeling tools were evaluated to determine if they are being
implemented and utilized as intended. Figure 3-3 provides an overview of the mixed methods
research process that was implemented to analyze the energy modeling tools. For the first step of
the process, the literature review, information from Chapter 2 was leveraged to gain some
background on energy modeling and the role it plays in the retrofit building sector.
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Figure 3-3. Process for Analyzing Energy Modeling Tool Misalignment

Analyzing the energy modeling tools utilized a mixed methods research approach which
focused on surveys and interviews. An initial survey, the “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment
Survey,” was the first step from which the remainder of the study was constructed. The survey
was developed and initially piloted to a small sample of industry members at the Workshop
identified in Phase 1 of the research. The initial survey was intended to identify the top energy
modeling programs being used throughout the United States and to identify potential candidates
for the second phase of the study. The “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey” collected
basic data about the type of organization the individual completing the survey works for and their
role within that company. The initial survey also collected basic data about each of the energy
modeling tools and the issues associated with each tool while. One of the questions on the survey
asked participants to complete Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Table Included in “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment” Survey
Program Name

!

Who Performs the
Analysis?

During What Phase is the
Program Used?

Reliability of Results
low

med

high
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After the survey was distributed at the workshop in May 2012, it was determined that it
was collecting the appropriate data and the survey was distributed to additional industry members
throughout the United States. Participants for the initial survey were a representative sample of
the architect, engineering and construction (AEC) industry – that represent subset of individuals
from three separate architectural engineering industry events. These three events were selected
because they included a sampling of the various stakeholders involved throughout the duration of
the design process of a retrofit project. The initial survey was a self-administered structured
questionnaire which were distributed both through emails and by hand, and collected in the same
manner (The “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey” can be found in Appendix B).
Follow-up surveys and semi-structured interviews were utilized to collect detailed data
on how each of the top four energy modeling tools are used by industry members. Individuals for
the follow-up survey were identified through the “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey.”
To qualify as a participant for the follow-up survey study, the industry member needed to meet
the following qualifications:
1. Work for a company that used one or more of the top energy modeling programs
identified as being one of the top four by the “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment
Survey”
2. Identify themselves as being willing to participate in the follow-up study.
3. Demonstrate experience and/or sufficient knowledge about how their company uses
energy modeling through their initial survey responses.
There were several individuals who did not participate in the initial study, but nominated
for the follow-up study by participates of the initial study and met all of the criteria. The followup surveys were structured questionnaires distributed through emails. A copy of the follow-up
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surveys can be found in Appendix C. All participants were provided with the opportunity to
either complete the surveys electronically or through telephone structured interviews.
There were a total of 40 follow-up surveys completed, a response rate over 60%. The
surveys collected detailed information on how industry members are using the energy modeling
programs. The surveys collected detailed information about the individuals collecting the data for
the energy analysis along with the individuals performing the energy analysis.

Data was

collected about these individuals self-assessed level of knowledge of various systems that are
included in energy models.

The follow-up study also collected detailed information of the

industry member’s perceived level of accuracy of the energy modeling results, the outputs and
inputs individuals are focusing on when they are performing the energy analysis, and the training
industry members receive prior to using the various programs.
While the follow-up surveys were administered to industry members, questionnaires were
distributed to one software representatives from each of the top four true dedicated energy
modeling programs. The questionnaires were documented semi-structured telephone interviews.
Prior to the interviews, each of the software representatives was emailed a list of the questions so
they had an opportunity to review the questions prior to the interview. The questions asked
during the interview mimicked the questions that were asked of the industry members in the
follow-up surveys. The software representatives’ interviews were used to determine the intended
use of each of the top energy modeling program.
Once all of the industry member follow-up surveys and software representative
interviews were completed, a pairwise comparison was performed. The pairwise comparison was
used to compare the industry members; responses; which showed how each program was being
used in industry; to the respective software developer’s response; which showed each programs
actual intended use. The intent of the pairwise comparison was to determine if the energy
modeling programs are being used as they are intended to be used and to identify possible issues
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with the processes, while also analyzing whether or not the individuals collecting the data for the
energy models and performing the actual energy analysis have adequate knowledge and
experience, as defined by the software developers. The pairwise comparison was also used to
identify and deficiencies with the current energy modeling process on retrofit projects.

3.7 Phase 3: Methodology for Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was used to understand the impact of various input parameters on
energy modeling tools analysis predictions. An overview of the sensitivity analysis research
approach which was used to analyze the impact of the various parameters on the energy modeling
predictions can be seen in Figure 3-4. Understanding the impact each parameter has on the
energy modeling predictions will allow the individuals preparing the energy models to know
where to focus their efforts.
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Figure 3-4. Process for Performing Sensitivity Analysis of Energy Modeling Inputs

A recently retrofitted building which utilized eQuest, one of the top four energy modeling
programs identified by the “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey”, was identified.
Building metering software and historic electric bills were used to compare the actual building
energy use to the energy models projected energy use.

An energy model of the recently
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retrofitted building was created. The energy modeling program used during the actual retrofit
upgrade process was eQuest, therefore eQuest was used for the sensitivity analysis. To develop
an energy model that aligned as closely as possible with the original energy model, the original
energy report from the energy model, LEED documentation, design drawings, and metered data
was used.
Energy auditing and energy modeling issues identified in Phase 1 and Phase 2 were
converted into parameter inputs. One example of this would be: if a model was created for the
purpose of LEED certification it may be based off of an occupancy assumption of a 40 hour work
week. When performing the sensitivity analysis, the energy model would first be run with the 40
hour per week occupancy schedule then re-run with a more realistic schedule that aligns closer
with the actual occupancy. The building which was being modeled is an academic facility with
studio and research space. Therefore it is occupied extended hours during the week in addition to
being open weekends. Finally, the findings were then documented. The results of the sensitivity
analysis are included in Chapter 6.

3.8 Phase 4: Methodology for Developing Energy Auditing Standards
The outcomes of the initial three research phases feed into Phase 4. Research Phase 1
was used to develop a standard process for performing energy audits and collecting the data
necessary for developing a successful energy model. This phase was also used to identify any
additional outstanding issues with the current energy auditing practices. Phase 2 of the research
was used to identify issues with the current energy modeling practices in terms of how industry
members are actual using the tools with respect to their intended use, as defined by the software
developers, and how this is negatively impacting the accuracy of the energy modeling results.
Phase 3 of the research was used to pilot which variables impact the accuracy of the energy
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modeling outputs and to the appropriate methodology for performing a sensitivity analysis for
future retrofit projects.
The fourth and final phase of the research is outlined in Figure 3-5, and used outcomes
from the initial three research phases to develop a House of Quality (HOQ) decision support tool.
The developed HOQ is to be completed by a building auditor prior to performing the on-site
assessment, and aligns owner requirements with information that may be collected during the onsite assessment portion of an energy audit. By establishing said relationships, the HOQ provides
the auditor with information about how they should allocate their time during the audit, and
allows them to perform the energy audit in a strategic manner; spending time focusing on
collecting data that is highly correlated to the owner’s retrofit goals and requirements.
Two experimental case studies were used to study and identify the impact a pre-audit
planning activity had on both the actual auditing process and the value of the energy auditing
reports developed. For both case study buildings, two separate audits were performed; one audit
the traditional manner and a second audit which included participation in the pre-audit planning
activity. The energy auditors were asked to complete a pre-audit survey that included questions
on the duration of time they anticipated the audit taking, along with a complementary post-audit
survey immediately following the audit.

The complementary post-audit survey collected

information on how the auditors thought they allocated their time during the audit process. For
the experimental case study that included the pre-audit planning activity, the auditors were asked
to complete the developed HOQ prior to completing the pre-audit survey and performing the onsite assessment. During the on-site assessment, an embedded researcher collected video and
audio recordings. The auditors were asked to “think aloud” and to narrate what they were doing
throughout the assessment so the recordings could later be used as portion of the data analysis
process.
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Figure 3-5. Process for Analyzing Impact of Pre-Audit Planning

At the conclusion of the onsite assessments, the auditors spent time developing audit
reports

which
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retrofit

There were two energy audit reports for each of the buildings being

considered for retrofit upgrades. One of the audit reports for each building reflects the results of
traditional; uninfluenced energy audit which was performed on the each building. While the
second audit report prepared, coincides with the audit process performed on each building which
included the added pre-audit planning activity.
In an effort to evaluate if the pre-audit planning activity added value to the facility
owners’, the four audit reports were evaluated by facility owner representatives in two different
manners. The evaluations were performed by several facility owner representatives’ who are
typically involved with the selecting retrofit projects, selecting an appropriate project scope, are
involved with reviewing audit reports, and selecting retrofit upgrades. These individuals were
selected to be involved with the evaluation process due to their familiarity with the retrofit
process and what the facility owner values when they are reviewing an audit report.
First, the facility representatives’ were asked to go through each of the four audit reports
independently of the other reports. As they reviewed each audit report, they were asked to act as
though they were retrofitting the facility and to act as though each individual report was the sole
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report they had received. Based on the retrofit recommendations presented within the report, the
representatives’ were asked to select which upgrades they would have select for each building.
For the second evaluation exercise, the facility owner representatives were asked to
evaluate each of the reports using a metric system that was developed. The metric evaluation
system asked the facility representatives to look at characteristics of the reports such as: report
clarity, completeness of report content, and alignment of recommendations with owner goals.
The evaluation exercise was piloted on a Project Manager who works for at a company that
focuses on incorporating LEED certification, sustainable technology, and improving building
efficiency through retrofit upgrades, research projects, education, outreach, and building designs.
The purpose of the pilot study was to receive feedback on the “Owner Evaluation Form and its
ability to assess whether or not the pre-audit planning activity resulted in any additional value to
the facility owner.

The Project Manager completed the evaluation form while providing

constructive criticism about the metrics the form was as means for assessment.
When analyzing the data collected during the final research phase, the video and audio
recordings were analyzed three different ways to determine if the pre-audit planning activity had
any impact on: 1.) the overall audit process and logistics of the audit (i.e. a reduction in transition
time or variations in the general process implemented), 2.) the auditors ability to predict where
they would spend their time during the audit process, and 3.) to determine if the pre-audit
planning activity resulted increase in the relationship between data that was collected and data
actually used in the development of retrofit recommendations. The evaluation feedback from the
facility owner representatives was evaluated to determine if the pre-audit planning activity
resulted in the selection of retrofit upgrades that had a higher predicted energy performance, and
to see what type of additional value the process many have added in terms of report content and
quality.
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Phase 4 is being used to address the issues surrounding the quality of the information
presented in the energy auditing reports and whether or not a pre-audit planning activity can
positively influence the quality. The research presented is intended to help address the current
industry problems with auditors having a limited time to spend performing audits and the issues
with the energy audit reports being invaluable. Aligning the tool with the process research will
help reduce variability throughout the energy auditing and energy modeling process.

3.9 Chapter Summary
The mixed methods research approach allowed for the appropriate data to be collected
throughout each of the phases of the study. Background for each of the individual research
methodology and the individual research phases justified the appropriateness of this research
approach. Further explanation of how each of the research methods was applied during each
research phase and the results is described in the following Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4
Phase 1: Process Modeling and Variability Analysis

4.1 Introduction
The initial research phase, Phase 1, was used in the development of a standard process
model for the retrofit building sector energy auditing process. Through the development of a
standard process model, issues with the current processes currently implement when collecting
and analyzing building data were identified. During this research phase, it also became apparent
there are clear inconsistencies regarding how the information collected and analyzed from energy
audits is being presented through audit reports. The report inconsistencies sometimes result in
building owners facing the difficult challenge of not only selecting a firm based upon the audit
reports they receive, but ultimately defining the appropriate project scope and retrofit upgrades to
pursue based on vastly different reports. This chapter will present the summary of results from
the process modeling and variability analysis work.

4.2 Process Variability
The literature review coupled with the “Improving the Initial Energy Audit and Deep
Retrofit Assessment” EEB Hub Workshop confirmed that the lack of a standard process model
for data collection and data analysis is causing limitations for the retrofit building sector. The
literature review also illustrated that decisions regarding retrofit upgrades to pursue on a project is
often dictated by low payback periods and high return on investments (ROIs). The energy
auditing process is intended to assist owners and project stakeholders studying the building in
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gaining a more comprehensive understanding of buildings performance, thereby allowing them to
gauge retrofit upgrade feasibility.

The variability in the energy auditing process results in

inconsistencies with the data collected. Since the data from the audit process is used in the
development of the energy models and the audit reports, inconsistencies with the data collection
may result in inaccurate or discrepancies with the energy models, energy saving calculations, and
recommendations.
Variability throughout the energy audit process translates into variability among the audit
reports prepared by the different companies on a single project. The audit process plays a crucial
role in a building owner’s decision on whether to pursue a more detailed energy study, and in
their decision of retrofit scope (Deru, 2011). Inconsistency among recommendations an owner
receives makes it challenging not only to scope their project but also to have confidence in the
retrofit decisions to move forward with the project.

4.3 Workshop Outcomes
As described in Chapter 3, the “Improving the Initial Energy Audit and Deep Retrofit
Assessment” EEB Hub Workshop hosted at the Philadelphia Navy Yard was divided into three
main sessions. In the first session, the workshop attendees were divided into four homogenous
groups:

Owner/Facility Managers, Auditors, Project Managers, and Energy Modelers &

Engineers. The intent of the first session was to define the critical issues with respect to the
approaches and processes associated with the different phases when performing an audit. For the
second session, the workshop groups remained the same. A goal was to identify potential
solution attributes that may aid in the energy audit and retrofit decision making process. For the
third and final session, the workshop participants were reorganized so the groups were
heterogenous. During the third session, each of the groups reorganized and re-ranked the solution
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attributes identified during the second session. The goal of this activity was to develop an
integrated solution through the identification of additional attributes using a cross-disciplinary
approach.
Based upon the first session, the owner and facility manager group identified
performance issues related to a lack of record data, such as utility bills and record drawings, a
lack of owner engagement, and the fact that the ROI time frame may be very short depending on
the customer which limits the potential retrofit options. This group also expressed their concern
that audits are sometimes used as a sales tool. The project manager team expressed some similar
concerns as the owners in terms of the ability to acquire utility data and concerns with balancing
shorter and longer term payback periods. They also said they have experienced performance
issues centered on difficulty determining the owners’ priorities and budget along with problems
benchmarking different energy uses.

The auditor group reported there remains discrepancy

around the auditor’s role and the competencies of the auditors. The auditor group stated they
experience difficulty with gauging operational performance, occupancy behavior and with
evaluating new technology. The energy and engineering group had some overlapping concerns as
the auditors. They also discussed the confusion on who performs the audit and some difficulty
when it comes to assessing new technology. Additionally, the energy and engineering group
stated the lack of a standardized data format is a current limitation. This group also expressed the
quality and reliability of the audits, access to the data, fragmented tools, the human component of
the tools, and the issue of getting the occupant to care about a building’s energy consumption are
all performance issues that need to be addressed.
A content analysis was used to analyze the list of performance issues each of the four
groups had compiled and to categorize the issues into four major themes: Data & Information,
Process & Workflow, Feasibility & Finance, and Workforce. The performance criteria were
reevaluated according to these four major themes. The result of this evaluation is presented in
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Table 4-1. Reliability, standardization and transparent of the data and information all were
ranked as being “highly relevant” – the highest ranking possible. This further supports the
literature review findings that the lack of energy audit standards is a limitation to the retrofit
building sector.

Table 4-1 also illustrates the demand for a more integrated, collaborative

workforce; along with a more committed and competent project team.
Table 4-1. Attribute Performance Criteria (EEB Hub Workshop, 2012)

!

Key

Performance Criteria

Data &
Information

Process &
Workflow

Feasibility &
Finance

A

Accessible

℗

○

C1

Collaborative/Engaged

C2

Committed

℗

C3

Competent

℗

C4

Cost Effective

○

●

℗

C5

Comprehensive

℗

○

●

E

Efficient

R

Reliable

S

Workforce
●

●

○

℗

℗

○

●

℗

○

●

○

Standardized

℗

●

○

○

T1

Transparent

℗

●

○

T2

Tangible

℗

●

○

U

Usable/Informative/Educational

℗

○

●

Relevance

Highly

℗

Relevant

●

○

Relevant/Somewhat ○

4.4 Development of Energy Audit Process Models
The lack of energy audit standards is a limiting factor in a project team’s ability to
consistently collect complete and accurate building data, which is later input into energy analysis
tools. The primary goal of the development of the energy audit process model was to provide a
basic set of standards that individuals performing energy audits and energy analysis for retrofit
buildings could consult with. Since field studies were used in the development of the energy
audit process model, the methodology was also helpful in identifying additional critical issues
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industry is currently having with each of the major steps of the energy audit process. The critical
issues are associated with the major energy audit process steps are summarized in Table 4-2.
The critical issues were the consistently identified as concerns by industry members who attended
the workshops and through the interviews with industry members conducted when developing the
process maps.
Table 4-2. Critical Issues with the Major Energy Auditing Process Steps
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The process models were developed using the Business Process Model Notation (BPMN)
formatting standards. BPMN is a modeling notation used to represent business processes. The
intent of BPMN notation is to represent the process in an understandable manner that makes
process implementation possible (OMG, 2011).

It was important that the process maps be

understandable, because the intent is to be able to implement and use them to standardize the
energy audit and analysis processes on retrofit projects. The BPMN diagram formatting includes
actors, processes, connectors and artifacts (IDM Technical Team, 2007).
Figure 4-1 shows the high level energy auditing process for retrofit buildings. The
process outlined in this figure involves setting project goals, on-site data collection and a detailed
analysis. The six primary steps presented in Figure 4-1; Discovery Phase- Identify Project Goals
& Needs, Pre-Audit Energy Use Analysis, On-Site Assessment, Energy Survey & Analysis
(Operations), Detailed Modeling & Analysis, and Feasibility & Packaging (recommendations);
are discussed on the following pages and the detailed BPMN formatted process map of each of
these processes, along with additional details about each map and how they were developed, are
included in Appendix A: Standard Energy Auditing Process Model Technical Report. The high
level steps of the energy auditing process model, Figure 4-1, showed up consistently in the maps
that the four groups involved with the workshop identified when they developed their individual
process maps during the first session. The development of the process maps also involved field
studies where industry members were shadowed as they performed energy audits, and interviews
with industry members involved with energy audits and the performing energy analysis.
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4.4.1 Discovery Phase – Identify Project Goals and Needs
The initial process is the discovery phase, which is used by a project team to define the
project scope and outcomes; specifically with respect to energy goals and a buildings energy
performance. The Discovery Phase process model outlines the collection of existing facility data
such as utility bills and drawings; along with the identification of an appropriate source for the
weather data. While this data is not used to perform any type of analysis during this project
phase, it is beneficial to collect early and will be used later in the project.
The goal of the discovery phase is to define the preliminary project goals and scope. It is
important that both the owner and project team are aligned in terms of project goals and scope.
Having a clearly defined goals and scope will help later when the project team is trying to assess
ECM feasibility and make appropriate recommendations. Through the process of developing the
process map for the discovery phase, it was determined that not having clearly defined goals can
negatively impact a project. The lack of clearly defined project goals and scope places limitations
on the projects, making it difficult for the project team to know the appropriate level of detail
when performing their energy audits and analysis. As summarized in Table 4-2 incomplete
drawings and utility bill data also places limitations on the project that will negatively impact the
project downstream.

4.4.2 Pre-Audit Energy Use Analysis
The Pre-Audit Use Analysis process model outlines the initial steps a project team begins
taking to understand how a building is performing. During the pre-audit portion of a project an
individual, most likely the auditor or an individual who will be closely involved with the energy
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auditing process, will review the available project data such as the utility data to gain a better
understanding of the building itself and its overall performance (kBtu/sf).
During the Pre-Audit phase, the building being audited will be benchmarked against
similar buildings and a preliminary list of energy saving opportunities will be developed.
However, there are irregularities in the energy data. The goal of this particular project phase is a
revised project goal and scope based off of the building performance calculations that were
performed using the building data which was initially collected. A limitation identified with this
phase, Table 4-2, is the lack of adequate benchmarking data. Depending on building type and
location there may not be sufficient data available to perform a meaningful benchmarking
exercise.

4.4.3 On-Site Assessment
The On-Site Assessment process model outlines the steps an individual visiting a facility
uses to assess and collect data about the existing building. While visiting the building the
individual will collect building geometry, envelope properties, and data about the various
building systems. The individual performing the on-site assessment will also collect occupancy
and load information, if available. Information collected during the on-site assessment will be
compiled with the existing drawings and available utility data and later be used in the
development of the baseline energy model.
As outlined in Table 4-2, there are some limitations with the current on-site assessment
process. The lack of standards which clearly define the process and level of detail regarding what
data should be collected during the on-site assessment sometimes results in inaccurate or
incomplete data collection.

This later affects the accuracy of the baseline models that are

developed using the data collected on-site. Similarly, mechanical and electrical rooms are often
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locked so if the operations and maintenance personnel who have access to these areas are not
present when auditors are performing the collection process, important data may be inaccessible.
Once again, process standards would help to ensure that the appropriate data is collected once the
individual performing the on-site assessment is granted access to the mechanical spaces and will
help to eliminate the need for repeat visit to areas with restricted access.

4.4.4 Energy Survey & Analysis (Operations)
During the Energy Survey & Analysis process, the baseline energy model is developed.
Developing the baseline energy model involves compiling the building’s utility and existing
drawings with the detailed data that was collected during the on-site assessment. All of the data
is input into an energy analysis program. Once the building’s data is entered into the energy
modeling program, the baseline model should be continuously calibrated until the energy baseline
model’s energy usage aligns with the existing utility bills energy use data.
Operational and maintenance data about the building is also collected during the Energy
Survey & Analysis process. The developed energy model and calibrated baseline model is used
to identify operation and maintenance changes. This process is also used to identify ECMs that
should be investigated in greater detail. Table 4-2 illustrates that a common problem identified
during this particular process is that the baseline model is often not properly calibrated. Without
a properly calibrated baseline energy model, any proposed retrofit upgrade savings will be
inaccurate.
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4.4.5 Detailed Modeling & Analysis
Detailed Modeling & Analysis is the process of performing analysis of proposed ECMs
to determine the energy savings potential. The proposed ECMs are compared to the developed
baseline model. The model simulations are run for proposed ECM identified through the energy
analysis process. The intent of this process is to identify the energy savings associated with each
of the ECMs.
If the appropriate data necessary to analyze the proposed ECMs is not available, this will
again result in inaccurate energy savings projections.

Inadequate knowledge about the various

building systems and how they interact with one another, or a lack of understanding of the
modeling program itself; i.e. accepting default parameters that misrepresent the building being
analyzed, may also negatively impact the accuracy of the energy savings calculations.

4.4.6 Feasibility & Packaging (recommendations)
The Feasibility & Packaging analysis takes into account financial considerations to
identify which of the modeling outcomes are feasible and align with the facility owners goals.
When analyzing feasibility of energy saving measures consideration is placed on both single and
packaged recommendation options.

Calculations are performed to look at the operation and

maintenance costs associated with the various ECM packages, the utility cost per kWh for each of
the proposed ECM packages, the yearly savings (both in terms of kWh/year and $/year) and the
payback period of each package. These calculations take into account the fuel and energy sources
if this information is available.
The desired outcome of this process is an audit report with a complete set of ECM
recommendations. Unfortunately, there is often variability among the reports created by different
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companies for the same project. Variability between audit reports may make it difficult for
building owners and project teams to compare the various audit reports they receive on a single
project, which ultimately makes it difficult for them to select a company and decide on the
appropriate ECMs to pursue.

4.5 Audit Report Variability
When studying the auditing process and interviewing owners about the current processes
and methods for performing energy analyses, a reoccurring complaint was the audit reports and
energy analyses reports that were produced as an end product of theses audits and analyses.
Industry members and building owners identified the inconsistencies between the reports they
receive on a single project as an explanation for the difficultly the experience when attempting to
draw comparisons between reports and ultimately select a company. Some owners interviewed
said there has been so much variability between the reports received on select projects that they
found it difficult to not only select a company but to scope the project itself and some cases
ultimately decided to abandon the retrofit project all together. This portion of the chapter will
investigate the variability between three different audit reports which have been prepared for the
Navy Yard Building 101.

4.5.1 Comparison of Audit Reports
A comparison of three audit reports revealed that the reports, which were prepared
independently by reputable professionals, varied greatly. The level of detail that each of the
reports covered differed between reports. Similarly, the assumptions, installation costs, payback
periods, ECMs evaluated and recommendations all varied between companies.
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After reviewing the audit reports it was evident that Company A performed a Level II
energy audit to collect the data used in developing the report prepared for Building 101.
Company B and Company C both used a Level I and actual used the same data collection tool to
collect the information used for the report. However, Company C then went on to use Trane
TRACE building simulation tool to evaluate the savings associated with the recommended ECMs
evaluated.

Figure 4-2. Comparison of Energy Conservation Measures Investigated (adapted from “EEB Hub
Report: Subtask 2.1 Building Classification BP2 Final Report”, 2013)

A comparison of the ECMs investigated by the three companies revealed that there was
minimum overlap between the three companies. Figure 4-2 shows the ECMs investigated and
the overlap of the ECMs investigated by each company. This is particularly interesting when
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looking at Company B and C who used the same data collection tool during the energy audit,
further confirming the need for defined standards. All three companies did investigate boiler
upgrades, compact fluorescent lamps upgrades and outside air economizer improvements.
However, as noted in Figure 4-2 many of the ECMs investigated were specific to only a single
company.
Table 4-3. Comparison of Boiler ECM Evaluation Between Audit Reports (a similar comparison
appears in: “EEB Hub Report: Subtask 2.1 Building Classification BP2 Final Report”, 2013)

One of the ECMs evaluated by all three companies was the replacement of the
condensing boiler. Table 4-3 summarizes the anticipated savings, installation costs and payback
period calculated by each of the three companies. All three companies recommended replacing
the current boiler system with a more efficient condensing boiler. However, as Table 4-3 clearly
illustrates the installation costs, savings and simple payback periods for the ECM varies greatly
between the companies. The variability that is present in the comparison of the condensing boiler
ECM alone demonstrates why it is difficult to draw comparisons between audit reports.
As Table 4-4 confirms, Company B had both the lowest installation costs and the
shortest simple payback period. But some individuals may have difficulty trusting the reliability
of these calculations since there was limited supporting documentation provided in the report and
there were limited details provided about the assumptions that were made were performing the
calculations. Conversely, Company C had the highest installation cost, largest calculated annual
savings and longest simple payback period. With such a wide range between the highest and
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lowest installation costs, it is natural to question what is accounting for the variability within the
audit reports.
Table 4-4. Summary of Energy Audit Report Recommendation Comparisons

Each of the three companies used their own customized method for preparing the audit
reports, so drawing comparisons and ultimately finding reasons for the variability meant carefully
searching each individual report. The square footage provided by Company A and Company C
and used in their calculations range from 84,000 square feet to 61,700 square feet. Company C’s
audit report even contained conflicting square footage values within its own report. Company B
did not provide a square footage in their report. There was also variability between companies
with the electricity rates, fuel rates, infiltration and lighting loads used to perform the
calculations. Company B provided little background information on the assumptions that were
made to perform their calculations. With the limited data on the assumptions it makes it difficult
to check Company B’s work to ensure that they have adequately done their “homework” a
process that is particularly important for justify retrofit upgrades (Waltz, 2000).

4.6 Proposed Reporting Standards
Before taking the drastic measure of implementing any type of reporting standards, it is
important to think about the desired goal. The audit reports that companies prepare and present to
owners are an opportunity for designers to present the various creative design solutions they have
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carefully explored. Therefore, it is imperative proposed standards do not limit or take away from
this creative process in any way. However, there is standard information that each company can
be asked to present that would help the owner when they are attempting to draw comparisons
between the reports they receive. The development of reporting standards would make it easier
for owners and designers to draw “apples-to-apples” comparisons between the various audit
reports they receive.
It is suggested that in addition to their usual supporting documentation and energy audit
report, owners request a summary of assumptions that were made in the development of the
energy audit report. Having a standard for reporting set assumptions would make it easier for
owners and project stakeholders to identify any variability between the various energy audit
reports they receive for the same project.
The information outlined in Table 4-5 is an example of audit report assumption standards
that owners or architects can request in addition to the audit report that is typically submitted.
The data source column is recommended because it allows you to see where the information is
coming from. For instance, building square footage could be a value that is estimated, measured
on site, taken off of design documents, or obtained from an existing model. As seen when
comparing the audit reports for Building 101, there was even variability with the square footage
which was used to complete the calculations, a value which one would typically assume to be
standard, especially when evaluating a retrofit building. Requiring all companies to submit a
summary sheet like the one proposed in Table 4-5 in addition to the traditional audit report would
assist in relatively fast identification of some possible reasons for variability between the different
audit reports. Table 4-5 is intended to be customized to include the assumptions and data that the
individual reviewing the report is interested in comparing across reports.

Requiring all

companies preparing an audit report to complete a table like the proposed, “Energy Auditing
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Report Assumption Standards” would also ensure that the data requested in the table is included
in all reports submitted.
Table 4-5. Energy Auditing Report Assumption Standards

4.7 Summary
The literature review presented in Chapter 2 outlined the need for process standards by
showing that reducing the input parameter variability would reduce the variability of the error
associated with the performance predictions of the energy models.

The process standards

developed in Phase 1 of the research will help energy audits to collect more consistent, complete
data during energy audits. Since this data is fed directly into the energy models, it will reduce the
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variability of the energy model input data. The process and reporting standards will be extremely
valuable as they will help to eliminate some of the variability currently associated with the energy
auditing and energy modeling process.
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Chapter 5
Phase 2: Survey Study/Energy Modeling Tool Analysis

5.1 Introduction
A variety of industry shifts, including rising energy costs and an increased emphasis on
sustainability, has contributed to the AEC industry’s growing interest in understanding existing
building’s energy performance.

With the increased emphasis on energy performance, more

clients are requesting energy models on retrofit projects. However, as noted in the Literature
Review, Chapter 2, issues with variability throughout the energy audit and energy modeling
process decreases the reliability of the energy model results making it challenging for project
teams’ to utilize the energy models as valuable tools throughout the decision process. Some
industry members blame the lack of reliability on the energy modeling tools capabilities.
However, with over 300 energy modeling tools to choose from, the research presented in Chapter
5 investigated whether the issue is the energy modeling tools or how the tools are currently used.
Phase 2 of the research was used to identify the top energy modeling tools being used
throughout the US through a widely distributed “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment” survey.
Follow-up surveys and interviews were conducted with industry members who met specific
criteria to collect detailed data on how the top energy modeling programs were being used.
Concurrently, interviews were conducted with software representatives for each of the top energy
modeling programs that were being studied in greater detail. A pairwise analysis was then
conducted. The pairwise analysis individually compared each question’s response from the
industry members to the software representative responses. The pairwise analysis was used to
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identify misalignment between how industry members are using energy modeling tools and their
intended use, as defined by the software representatives. This chapter will present the results
from the initial survey, the follow-up study with industry members, the software representatives’
assessment, and the pairwise analysis. The outcome of the chapter is an understanding of the
energy modeling methods industry members are utilizing. This will enable us to gain a better
understanding of current industry practices, and allow for a better understanding of process
misalignments and where industry improvements need to occur so energy models can begin to
add real value to the design decision process.

5.2 Initial Survey
The “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey” was distributed to approximately 500
AEC companies throughout the United States. Representatives for the survey were selected from
three different industry events, and included various disciplines within the AEC industry involved
with some aspects of the energy modeling process and located throughout the United States. 77

Figure 5-1. Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey Company Type (Left) and Individuals’
Role (Right)
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companies in total completed the self-administered survey, a response rate of approximately 15%.
Figure 5-1 shows a breakdown of the types of companies that participated in survey and the
individual participants role within those companies, broken down according to major stakeholder
types. The initial survey was intended to identify the most commonly used energy modeling tools
in the US, to identify potential candidates for a follow-up more detail study, and to provide some
basic insight into current energy modeling practices and any issues. All survey participants
indicated their company was performing some type of energy modeling. Of the companies that
participated in the initial survey, 80.5% use energy modeling to perform Baseline Energy
Analysis, 84.4% perform Alternative Design Comparisons, 79.2% perform ECM Analysis, and
76.6% are performing Lifecycle/Payback Analysis studies in-house.

Figure 5-2. Breakdown of Surveyed Response of Energy Modeling Tools Being Used by
Industry Members

The initial survey identified that five different tools were being used by over 15% percent
of the US companies surveyed: 1.) Excel Spreadsheets – 46.8 %, 2.) eQuest – 46.8 %, 3.)
TraneTrace 700 – 32.5 %, 4.) HAP – 18.2 %, 5.) Energy Plus – 15.6%. The responses are shown
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in Figure 5-2 for ranking purposes. Excel is a spreadsheet calculation tool, not a dedicated
energy modeling tool. Since it is a spreadsheet calculation tool, it is difficult to evaluate and
compare various companies intended use of Excel spreadsheets versus their actual use of the
spreadsheets. While some follow-up data on how individuals were using Excel spreadsheets to
perform energy analysis, the study will focus primarily on the dedicated energy modeling tools.
It is interesting, and important to note that 97% of the companies that used Excel Spreadsheets
also used at least one other energy modeling program. Of the 97%, all but 1 company reported
they were using one of the other four programs that had been identified as one of the top four
dedicated energy modeling tools used by 15% or more of the AEC firms surveyed.

5.2.1 Top Energy Modeling Programs
There are over 300 energy modeling tools, and the survey which sampled companies
throughout the United States identified the use of over 30 different energy modeling programs
being used to perform baseline energy analysis, alternative design comparisons, energy
conservation measure analysis and lifecycle/payback analysis (“Initial Energy Modeling
Assessment Survey”, 2012). Despite the large number of energy modeling programs, only 5
programs were identified as being used by more than 15% of the companies surveyed:
•

eQuest – the Quick Energy Simulation Tool

•

EnergyPlus

•

Trane Trace 700

•

HAP

•

Excel
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As mentioned earlier, Excel is a not a dedicated energy modeling program, rather it is a
spreadsheet calculation tool which is part of a Microsoft Office Suite. Excel was removed from
the follow up studies due to the level of customization associated with using Excel to perform
energy analysis. The study was intended to determine misalignment between how energy
modeling tools is being used compared to their intended use. Since the intention and application
of Excel is so challenging to measure, the study focused on the four dedicated energy modeling
tools. The four remaining programs identified were also four out of the six common tools
identified being used to perform energy analysis listed in a book by the 7 Group and Bill Reed
(Boecker, et al., 2009).

5.2.1.1 TRANE TRACE 700
TRACE is available at www.trane.comm/commercial/software.

This program was

developed and is owned by Trane. Initially intended to as a chiller plant analysis software
program, TRACE is most often used during schematic design and design development project
phases (Boecker et al., 2009). TRACE allows designers to optimize their building designs in
terms of both energy utilization and life-cycle cost (TRACE 700 Program Features, 2013).
TRACE is used for load calculations, equipment selection, and design decision support.
Designers are able to choose between a variety of weather data file types including TMY, TMY2,
TMY3, CEC, CTZ, CWC, and IWEC file types (TRACE 700 Program Features, 2013). Program
features allow users to comply with both ANSI/ASHRAE 140 and LEED standards.
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5.2.1.2 HAP
Hourly Analysis Program (HAP) was developed and is owned by Carrier and is available
at www.carrier-commercial.com/software. Often compared to TRACE in terms of capabilities,
HAP is also most often used during schematic design and design development project phases.
HAP uses a Windows-based graphical user interface which allows users to perform HVAC load
estimating, system design, and equipment sizing (Building energy software tools directory: HAP,
2011). In performing their calculations, HAP uses all 8,760 hours in a year, TMY weather and
the ASHRAE Transfer Function (Building energy software tools directory: HAP, 2011). Some
of the HAP inputs include schedules, equipment data, utility data, building geometry and
envelope construction.

5.2.1.3 eQuest
Funded by the Department of Energy and supported in part by Energy Design Resources
(funded by California utility customers), eQuest is described as a “a building simulation tool
comprehensive enough to be useful to ALL design team members, yet so intuitive ANY design
team member could use it, in ANY or ALL design phases, including schematic design” (Hirsch,
2009). A download of the eQuest program can be found at www.doe2.com free of charge.
There are a variety of eQuest sponsored training sessions, user manuals, and self-training
guides available for program users. What distinguishes eQuest from other energy modeling
programs is the way it combines a building creation wizard, an energy efficiency measure (EEM)
wizard and graphical reporting with a simulation “engine” (Hirsch, 2009). The wizards include a
“schematic design wizard” and a “design development wizard” which require different levels of
detail and are customized for the specified design phases.
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5.2.1.4 EnergyPlus
EnergyPlus is a whole building energy simulation program that was also developed by
the Department of Energy and can be downloaded at no charge from www.energyplus.gov.
“EnergyPlus is a stand-alone simulation program without a ‘user friendly’ graphical interface.
EnergyPlus reads input and writes output as text files,” (About EnergyPlus: EnergyPlus Energy
Simulation Software, 2011).

The input files can be simplified and edited through the use of

graphical interfaces such as OpenStudio for Google Sketchup.

EnergyPlus merges the

Department of Defense’s BLAST with DOE-2 (Boecker et al., 2009).
EnergyPlus uses time-steps of less than an hour and runs on Windows, Macintosh and
Linux platforms (About EnergyPlus:

EnergyPlus Energy Simulation Software, 2011).

EnergyPlus has access to over 2,000 weather files from different locations and has the capability
to model heating, cooling, water use, lighting, energy flow and ventilation.

5.2.2 Initial Survey – Industry Members Concerns
The initial survey provided survey participants with an opportunity to voice their
comments and/or concerns with the current energy modeling tools and practices.

The top

concerns had to do with the reliability of the inputs, the time it takes to learn and use the
programs, the lack of transparency, and the software limitations and inflexibilities.

It is

interesting to note that the reliability of the inputs relates back to the lack of energy audit process
standards illustrated in Chapter 4. A complete list of the initial survey results is included in
Appendix B.
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5.3 Follow-Up Study with Industry Members
The initial survey was useful in providing insight into the types of analysis the energy
modeling tools are being used for. It also identified the top energy modeling tools being used
throughout the U.S., and identified participants for the follow-up study. The final question of the
“Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey” asked the survey participants to provide their
contact information if they were willing to answer additional questions about the topic. In order
for an individual to qualify for the follow-up study they needed to meet the following criteria: 1.)
identify themselves as being willing to participant in the follow-up study, 2.) work for a company
that used at least one of the top energy modeling programs identified by the initial survey, and 3.)
demonstrate some level of knowledge and/or involvement in the energy modeling process
through their initial survey responses. There were a few individuals who participated in the
follow-up study that did not participate in the initial survey. These individuals were referred by
participants of the initial survey and were included based on their level of expertise and the fact
that they met the criteria defined above.
While some of the issues with the current energy modeling practices were summarized in
Chapter 2, the goal of the follow-up survey was to determine how energy modeling tools are
being used on retrofit projects so that we can analyze whether or not they are being used as they
were intended. The follow-up study was conducted as program specific structured surveys,
where participants received the surveys through email and were given the option to complete the
survey electronically or through a phone interview. The questions covered topics ranging from
the knowledge level of the individuals performing the data collection and energy analysis, to
questions about when the tools were being used with respect to the project phase, and questions
about modeling data inputs and outputs.
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The top dedicated energy modeling programs used by 15% or more of the individuals
surveyed were: 1.) eQuest – 46.8 %, 2.) TraneTrace 700 – 32.5 %, 3.) HAP – 18.2 %, and 4.)
Energy Plus – 15.6%. One of the questions on the follow up survey focused on when the industry
members are using these programs throughout the project. A summary of use by phase is shown
in Figure 5-3.
According to the survey responses, eQuest is used throughout all project phases. This is
not surprising, since eQuest contains multiple wizards that coordinate the level of detail necessary
to perform an analysis with the project phase. HAP and TraneTrace 700 were used most heavily
during the schematic design and design development project phases: these tools are often used for
load calculations and equipment selection. EnergyPlus was used most during the design phase
and “other.” The study participants who indicated using EnergyPlus for “other” purposes stated
they use the program for research purposes. Out of the four programs, EnergyPlus is the least
user-friendly and requires the highest detailed level of input data. A low percentage of study
participants indicated they use EnergyPlus during the planning and schematic design phase,
which was surprising because of the amount of data needed to perform an analysis.
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Figure 5-3. Follow Up Survey – Phase Usage
When asked to provide a list of required model inputs, study participants for all four
programs most consistently listed building geometry and envelop data first; followed by input
data based on load such as building design loads, weather data and occupancy data. When asked
about what inputs were the most important, the responses shifted and occupancy and HVAC
loads were the top answers. A single Trane Trace user responded that they believed building
envelope properties were the most important input data in terms of impacting the output results.
The follow-up survey also considered the modeling intent behind why industry members
were creating the energy models. There was some variation but the most common response
reported by Trane Trace, eQuest and HAP users was for performing feasibility analysis. Another
popular response reported was that the models were created to assist in the investigation of
potential energy conservation measures (ECM’s). Additionally, many of the follow up study
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participants reported using the models to achieve certifications or compliance such as LEED or
EPACT 2005. The top reported intentions for creating EnergyPlus models was for performing
load calculations, evaluating existing building energy use break down, and to evaluate alternative
building design options.
Industry members indicated that the engineers were most often tasked with both the data
collection and energy analysis responsibility. They also reported a difficult time assigning a level
of accuracy to the energy modeling output results for all four of the modeling programs. The
difficulty reportedly came from the number of variables that affect the uncertainty of the output
results. If the individuals developing the energy models are uncertain about the level of accuracy
of the models, it makes a challenging for client’s to use the energy models to make energy based
retrofit upgrade decisions and justify a financial investment. A complete list of the follow-up
study results is included in Appendix C.

5.4 Software Representatives’ Assessment
Concurrently to the follow-up study with the industry members, documented telephone
interviews were conducted with software representatives from each of the top energy modeling
programs identified by the “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment” survey.

The software

representatives were asked semi-structured questions that aligned with the questions asked of the
industry members in the follow-up study. The software representatives were interviewed to
gauge the intended use of the each energy modeling program. The software representatives’
appropriate knowledge was confirmed through relevant publications and prior work experience.
One of the interview questions asked the software representatives what project phases
their programs are intended to be used during. The individuals interviewed indicated that Trace
and eQuest are intended to be used throughout the entire duration of a project.

As described
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earlier in the chapter, eQuest has “design wizards” that align the level of input data required with
the various project design phases. HAP was identified as a program intended to be used during
schematic design and design development. EnergyPlus was identified as having been developed
primarily for research purposes and as an engine for other GUI interfaces.
The software developers were also questioned about the modeling intent of each of their
specific energy modeling programs.

The representatives from eQuest, Trace and HAP all

indicated that their programs and the outputs produced from their programs are intended to assist
in the design process. They indicated that their programs are able to assist with performing load
calculations, making equipment selections and with design analysis/comparisons. The software
representative from EnergyPlus indicated that they anticipate industry members using an
additional interface to view, edit and manipulate output data.
Ensuring that the quality of the input data is consistent and complete across all systems is
important to the level of accuracy for all four of the energy modeling tools. The software
representatives all emphasized the strong correlation between the quality of the input data and the
energy model’s level of accuracy; emphasizing that their programs have the potential to produce
highly accurate results.

The representatives all also mentioned that inexperienced energy

modelers, or poor quality input data would likely result in a highly inaccurate model that does not
adequately represent existing building conditions.

The EnergyPlus and HAP software

representative did not give a potential level of accuracy for the models, however the Trace
representative said with a knowledgeable modeler and quality input data their program has the
potential to be within 3-5% of actual building performance while eQuest stated their program can
produce results within 10% of a building’s actual energy performance.
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5.5 Pairwise Analysis
The responses from the follow up study with the industry members were compared to the
software representative interviews and a pairwise analysis was performed. The purpose of the
pairwise analysis was to identify misalignment between how industry members are using the
energy modeling programs and how they programs are intended to be used.

In performing the

pairwise analysis, the two data sets of responses were compared against one another to identify
variations in how industry members are using the programs compared to their intended use,
shortcomings with the software specific training, misalignments with model intent, a lack of
interdisciplinary collaboration, issues with stretching the use of the tools beyond their intended
use, and insufficient system knowledge by the industry members.
Software representatives and industry members who participated in the follow up study
both recognized the importance that ALL data inputs have on the accuracy of the analysis. The
software representatives identified that a common problem they observe with energy modelers is
that they have to focus on the “what they know.” However, ensuring the accuracy of a model
requires that the input data is filled out consistently and completely for all systems. This theory
was supported by industry members’ responses concerning the input parameters that they focus
on when developing their models.
Of the industry members who participated in the follow up study; 91.1% of the Trane
Trace users, 75.0% of eQuest, 67.7% of EnergyPlus, and 100.0% of HAP users received some
type of training prior to using the programs. However, the software representatives indicated that
they believed some level of training is required by all users prior to using their programs. All of
the representatives indicated that the level of training required would vary depending both on the
industry users experience with energy modeling and with their knowledge level of the various
building systems and how they interact with one another. The different software programs offer
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various forms of training including online training, seminars (of various lengths), webinars, and
tutorials. Training can cover proper modeling techniques and how to use specific modeling tools,
or training on the various building systems, how they interact with one another and the
appropriate way to model such systems. At a minimum, the software representatives all indicated
that new users should receive training to familiarize themselves with the energy modeling tool
through a series of tutorials.
The pairwise analysis compared industry members’ response to the question of who was
responsible for data collection along with that individual’s level of knowledge of various system
levels using a predetermined rating system, see Table 5-1, against the software representatives’
responses for the same questions.

A similar analysis was done to evaluate if the appropriate

individuals are performing the energy analyses and determine if these individuals have the
appropriate level of knowledge with respect to the major building systems that are modeled in the
software programs. Both the software representatives and the industry members were provided
with the same questions and rating system.

Table 5-1. Rating System for Knowledge of Building Systems
0

No,%experience,%involvement%or%knowledge

1

Minimal%level%of%experience,%involvement%or%knowledge

2

Moderate%level%experience/involvement/knowledge

3

In=depth%level%of%experience,%involvement%or%knowledge

Multiple responses from both the follow up study and the software representative
interviews revealed that a common issue with all four of the energy modeling programs studied in
detail is centered around the fact that industry members attempt to adapt and manipulate the
programs to perform tasks other than those they were intended for. One major issues is that they
are using the tools to fulfill certification levels or during project phases they were not intended
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for. The programs were initially developed to assist in the design process. As the industry has
shifted, and certifications like LEED have become more popular, some of the programs have
started to adapt their programs to be more accommodating and better suited to fulfill these
requirements. However, this still is not the primary purpose for the programs. Industry members
also frequently attempt to model systems that are not currently available in the modeling
programs. This involves non-typical HVAC systems and new technology that has not yet been
added to the software program. The software representatives indicated that attempting to “fake”
modeling non-typical HVAC systems or systems that are not available as “default” systems
within the programs will adversely affect the quality of the output results. Another issue that was
identified with using the programs improperly had to do with EnergyPlus.

Some industry

members indicated they are using EnergyPlus as a stand-alone program and for performing low
level design. However, as the description of the program earlier in the chapter indicates; and as
confirmed by the software representative interviewed; EnergyPlus requires a very detailed level
of input data and is intended to be used as an interface for other GUI interfaces.

Knowledge of Systems Rating Scale (See Table 2)
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Knowledge Level for Individual(s) Performing Data Collection
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Knowledge of Systems Rating Scale (See Table 2)

Figure 5-4. Knowledge Level of Industry Member (s) Performing Data Collection Across Major
Systems
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Figure 5-5. Knowledge Level of Industry Member(s) Performing Analysis Across Major Systems
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The pairwise analysis also looked at the level of knowledge across the various systems
that are part of an energy model, see Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5. This was to determine whether
or not the individuals who are collecting the data and performing the energy analysis are
adequately informed to be performing these tasks. Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 show box plots
that summarize the industry members level of knowledge reported in the follow-up study, along
with the software representatives expected level of knowledge. Both the industry members and
the software representatives used the rating system in Table 5-1 when assessing level of
knowledge. The charts verify that the industry members are not as knowledgeable about the
various systems as the industry members feel they should be, specifically in the area of
architectural systems. This was surprising since the industry members often listed envelop and
architectural inputs as important and software representatives commented on the amount of time
modelers spend on envelope properties. Increased collaboration could help to fill some of the
knowledge gaps.
Table 5-2. Percent of Responsibility – Industry Modelers Actual Role vs. Representatives
Expected Role
Data7Collection7Responsibility
Architect

Engineer

Auditor

Other

Industry

Representative

Industry

Representative

Industry

Representative

Industry

Representative

eQuest

12.5

35.0

79.2

35.0

0.0

15.0

8.3

15.0

HAP

4.2

0.0

79.2

100.0

0.0

0.0

16.7

0.0

EnergyPlus

0.0

25.0

83.3

25.0

0.0

25.0

16.7

25.0

Trane7Trace

7.6

33.3

80.3

33.3

0.0

33.3

12.1

0.0

Energy7Analysis7Responsibility
Architect

Engineer

Auditor

Other

Industry

Representative

Industry

Representative

Industry

Representative

Industry

Representative

eQuest

0.0

35.0

83.3

50.0

0.0

15.0

16.7

0.0

HAP

0.0

0.0

87.5

100.0

0.0

0.0

12.5

0.0

EnergyPlus

0.0

0.0

83.3

50.0

0.0

0.0

16.7

50.0

Trane7Trace

0.0

0.0

90.9

100.0

0.0

0.0

9.1

0.0

A breakdown of the percentage of each stakeholder’s shared responsibility according to
the industry members and the software representatives is shown in Table 5-2. The eQuest
representative placed the most emphasis on both the data collection and the energy analysis
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process being a collaborative process that involved the engineer, architect and energy auditors.
However, industry members indicated a much lower level of collaboration. Within the table, the
other column was filled in with responses that included building owners, facility managers,
operation and maintenance personnel that were involved with the data collection and/or energy
analysis process. The software representative for EnergyPlus also indicated that it was important
for both the data collection and energy analysis to be a collaborative process, however the
industry members surveyed indicated the process is not as collaborative as the software
representative would like it to be. The same observation was made about the program Trace.
When evaluating HAP, the software representative indicated both the data collection and the
energy modeling should be the sole responsibility of the engineer.

Based on the industry

members’ follow up responses, the HAP users are sometimes making it a slightly collaborative
process. Overall, the software representatives seemed to emphasis collaboration and interaction
between the various stakeholders more than it is evident in practice, particularly in the case of
data collection.
The pairwise analysis also indicated a misalignment between the industry members
modeling intent and the energy modeling tools purpose. Many industry members are now using
energy models to fulfill various LEED and requirements. However, as noted earlier, the main
purpose of energy modeling tools included in the study was never to fulfill any type of
requirement or certification. As the various software companies have seen this industry shift to
using energy models to fulfill certification requirements, they have attempted to adapt their tools
accordingly, however the primary purpose of their tools remains to assist in the design process.
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5.6 Summary and Findings
The major challenges identified by the pairwise comparison were:
1. The lack of interdisciplinary planning and collaboration.
2. Overall misalignment between intent of the models being created and the intent
of the tools.
3. Issues with the modelers misrepresenting the systems or not working within the
constraints of the tools.
4. Level of knowledge of the modelers and the individual(s) performing the data
collection.
5. Problems with models not being developed to directly suit the needs and
expectations of facility owners.
The pairwise indicated that there are problems with individuals attempting to manipulate
the programs and performing analyses that do not have supporting algorithms. The industry
members attempt to use a single tool to meet all their modeling needs when multiple tools may be
a more appropriate solution. There seems to be an apparent misalignment between the modeling
intent and the inputs that industry members are focusing on, and how the energy modeling
programs were actually intended to be used.
The pairwise analysis also revealed that the level of knowledge of industry members who
are heavily involved in collecting the data and performing the energy model is inferior to the level
of knowledge of that the software representatives expect them to have. This was particularly
apparent when evaluating the level of knowledge of the individuals performing the data
collection. The software representatives also placed an emphasis on interdisciplinary support,
however 80% of the follow up study respondents indicated no collaboration or support when it
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came to collecting the data for the energy model or developing and performing the energy
analysis.
The analysis revealed the importance of having a consistence level of detail across all
systems when developing an energy model.

Rather than focusing on the systems industry

members are most familiar with, industry members should make it a point to ensure that all input
fields are filled out consistently and completely to ensure their model is at the highest level of
accuracy possible. Increased collaboration could potentially improve the level of consistency and
the quality of data on a project. Engaging stakeholders with diverse backgrounds, with different
specialty areas; would hopefully help to ensure that all the right data is collected and modeled
appropriately. Research has shown that integrated project teams plays an important role in the
success of high-performance building projects (Korkmaz, 2007). The effectiveness of integrated
project teams has not been studied specifically on the outcomes of energy models, however it is
likely that it would result in a similar outcome and successfully help add value to the design
process.
Another major point is the misalignment of the overall modeling intent. A lot of industry
members indicated that they were using energy modeling programs to fulfill requirements such as
LEED which was not the original intent of any of the energy modeling tools included in the
study. When defining other project goals, it is important that the project team clearly defines
their energy modeling goals and the scope of modeling services. Are they using the energy
model to fulfill certification requirement? For the design process? Both?

This should play a

factor in the approach to how the energy model is developed.
The issues identified throughout the pairwise analysis would negatively impact the
accuracy of the energy modeling results and make it difficult to trust the reliability of the energy
modeling baseline models. An inaccurate baseline model would cause designers to question the
accuracy of any energy modeling design comparisons performed using that same energy model.
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Process standards would help to improve the quality of the input data.

Improved process

transparency, and better communication within project teams would help to address some of the
knowledge limitation issues. While energy modeling decision support tools would assist industry
members in ensuring they are selecting the appropriate tools and using them appropriately.
Similarly, some of the issues identified with the misalignment between how the energy modeling
tools are being used and how they were intended to be used could be address through improved
communication between energy modelers and the software representatives.
reliable energy model would be more valuable for the design process.

A more accurate,
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Chapter 6
Phase 3: Sensitivity Analysis

6.1 Introduction
The Literature Review, Chapter 2, summarized many of the retrofit building industry
issues with the energy auditing and energy modeling processes. The lack of energy auditing and
energy modeling process standards has caused variability which has decreased the reliability of
the energy modeling results. The misalignments between how energy modeling tools are being
used and their intended use, which were identified through the use of surveys and interviews,
were summarized in Chapter 5. Industry members typically have a limited amount of time to
dedicated to their energy modeling efforts. There lacks a clear understanding of how the type of
impact various inputs are having on the outputs. A sensitivity analysis was performed to get a
better sense of the impact various input parameters have on the energy modeling results so that
industry members get a sense of where they should focus their efforts. The sensitivity analysis
and the outcomes of this study will be summarized in Chapter 6.
Phase 3 of the research was used to identify the degree of impact several specific input
parameters are having on energy models. An exploratory case study was conducted of two
recently retrofitted buildings in the Centre County Pennsylvania region.

The case study

compared energy models projected energy usage to three years of metered actual building energy
usage.

LEED documentation, the energy model report, and the design documents were all

analyzed to determine possible explanations for the discrepancy between the two data sets.
Following the case study a sensitivity analysis of one of the buildings, the one with more detailed
existing data and documentation, was performed. The sensitivity analysis was intended to help to
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better define the type of impact various input parameters are having on the energy models so that
industry members can get a sense of where they should be focusing their limited time when
developing the models. A simple one-way sensitivity analysis was used. More detail and the
results of this study are included in this Chapter.

6.2 Case Study
An exploratory case study was used to verify the owner’s perspective of the issues with
the current energy modeling initiatives that were identified through the survey studies. Two
recently retrofitted buildings which utilized an energy model which was prepared for the multifacility owner by an outside consultant using the program eQuest, one of the energy modeling
tools identified by the “Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey”, to analyze retrofit
feasibility and compare proposed retrofit design options were identified. The case studies were
used to determine if the issues identified by the earlier research phases were consistent with the
actual problems observed.

When performing the case study, alignment was determined by

analyzing the available supporting energy modeling documentation (i.e. LEED documentation,
energy model report with assumptions, design drawings) to identify issues with energy models
developed for the case study buildings. Table 6-1 summaries the difference between 3 years of
actual energy used by the buildings included in the study and the projected energy consumption.
Building A is an existing 3-story, 76,000 square foot building. It is a multi-use building which
contains general classroom space as well as administrative offices and studio spaces. Building B
is a 70 year old, 60,000 square foot building. It is also multi-use space but contains laboratory
area in addition to some general classroom and offices.
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Table 6-1. Comparison of Actual Energy Consumption to Projected Energy Consumption

Building A
Building B

Actual
Energy
(kBtu)
6,619,785
12,007,274

Projected
Energy
(kBtu)
5,889,992
19,850,000

%
Difference
-11.02%
65.32%

!
When looking for possible discrepancies between the actual energy data and the projected
energy data, LEED documentation from when the buildings were retrofitted, the energy reports
summarizing the eQuest model outcomes, and the design documents were all reviewed. One
potential explanation for the variation between projected and actual energy consumption is
inaccurate modeling assumptions. The energy model schedules were based on a standard 40 hour
work week, however both buildings studied were academic buildings which operate at full load
for 40 hours a week and partial load on nights and weekends. This finding was consistent with
the energy modeling program representatives observed that some industry members are too quick
to accept default schedules and assumptions and not spend enough time customizing parameters
to represent existing conditions. The temperature set points modeled also did align with the set
points when the building was operating. While the set point could arguable be an operating issue,
the model was constructed using generic set points. The owner of the case study buildings is a
multi-facility owner, therefore the individuals who developed the energy models could have
easily researched the set points on similar facilities and used them as input values.
Further investigation revealed that the intent of the model likely contributed to the
discrepancy between the actual and projected energy use. It was determined that the LEED
Rating System was used as a basis for energy modeling initiatives, specifically using ASHRAE
90.1 guidelines.

The models were never revised to accurately represent project specific

information that could greatly affect energy performance; this is evident based on the fact that
many of the parameter assumptions used in the model align with LEED requirements rather than
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the buildings actual conditions. With both cases, the energy models appeared to have been
created for the purpose of fulfilling a LEED requirement, than to inform the design process.
When interviewed, the software representatives said the energy modeling tools are often used to
achieve certifications, such as LEED, but this was never the primary purpose of the energy
modeling tools.
Another limitation identified by the case studies was the fact that the actual energy
models were not turned over to the building owners at the completion of the projects. The owners
received reports summarizing the energy model outputs and the projected energy usage.
However, the energy reports provided them with limited assumptions making it difficult for the
building owners to check that adequate time had been spent auditing the building, a process that
has been proven to add value to the design (ASHRAE, 2011). While not directly related to this
research, building owners could also find potential benefit from having an accurate energy
models for operation and maintenance purposes.

6.3 Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was performed of a design model to show the impact that various
inputs are having on the energy modeling analysis results. By looking at the impact of inputs on
a design model, it is possible to see how different inputs impact the energy analysis results on a
specific project. This will help to validate some of the outcomes of the survey analysis. The
analysis also provided insight into what inputs industry members should prioritize when they are
developing their energy models. The sensitivity analysis was performed using Building A from
the case study included in the first portion of Phase 3. Building A was selected over Building B
because it had the most available detailed documentation (i.e.: more detailed energy report, more
detailed list of assumption that were used in developing the original energy model, more detailed
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LEED documentation) about the energy model and assumptions that were used in recreating the
model. The researcher attempted to contact and gain access to the original energy models for
both Building A and Building B but was unable to do so. Therefore, the first part of the
sensitivity analysis involved recreating an energy model that aligned as closely as possible with
the energy model that was created during the retrofit process, which is why availability of
detailed documentation played such a key role in selecting the appropriate building for the
analysis. Building A was also selected because it was using more energy than the energy model
projected. Developing the energy model involved using assumptions that included equipment set
points, thermostat set points, occupancy schedules, baseboard, domestic hot water and hot water
data taken from the energy report. Building geometry and zoning details were taken from both
the energy reports and the design drawings. Several iterations were required to calibrate the
energy model. Table 6-2 summarizes the difference in energy use between the original energy
model that was created and used during the retrofit design and the model that was recreated for
the purpose of this study. While there are unquestionably discrepancies between the two models
and some of the assumptions that were made in both models, the overall energy use is within 1%.
Design documents, LEED documentation and the original energy modeling report were all used
in creating the energy model for the sensitivity analysis.

Table 6-2. Comparison of Original Energy Model vs. Recreated Energy Model Energy Use
Projected)
Energy)Use)
(kBtu)
Original)Energy)Model)
Recreated)Energy)Model
Difference

5889992.0
5902442.2
(0.21%
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In an ideal world, energy modelers would be able to spend an unlimited amount of time
creating an energy model that is 100% accurate. However, as mentioned earlier, project budgets
typically allow very limited time for energy models, which means industry members have to
make compromises regarding how they spend their time. The overall intent of the analysis is to
explore the relative impact of the input variables which are related to energy modeling and the
modeling practices identified in the survey step. For the sensitivity analysis, several energy
modeling input parameters were identified and investigated to determine the type of impact they
have on energy use calculations. The parameters investigated for the analysis were inputs that
had been identified in the survey analysis by the industry members as being important input data
and by the software representatives as parameters in the energy model that industry members do
not spend enough time customizing. The sensitivity analysis was conducted by first performing
an energy analysis using the initial values used in developing the model for the study. Each input
was then varied in small increments in either direction, with an energy analysis run after each
time the input was changed and the energy use carefully tracked. The details of each individual
sensitivity analysis are explained in the following sections.

6.3.1 Building Operational Schedule
One energy modeling input parameter focused on during the sensitivity analysis was the
building operation schedule. The building operation schedule is where information is entered
about when the building is occupied and unoccupied. Both the original model developed during
the retrofit design, and the model that was recreated during for this study were based upon a
typical 40 hour work week. Both of these models assumed the building opened during weekdays
at 8 AM and closed at 5 PM and was closed on the weekends.

Software representatives
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interviewed in Phase 2 consistently expressed their concerns with industry members not spending
enough time customizing occupancy schedules to accurately reflect the building

schedules and

Table 6-3. Building Operation Schedule Sensitivity Analysis
Weekdays

Weekend

Energy'Usage

Opening

Closing

Opening'

Closing

kBtu

8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
8:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM
7:00$AM

5:00$PM
6:00$PM
7:00$PM
8:00$PM
9:00$PM
10:00$PM
11:00$PM
12:00$AM
5:00$PM
6:00$PM
7:00$PM
8:00$PM
9:00$PM
10:00$PM
11:00$PM
12:00$AM
5:00$PM
6:00$PM
7:00$PM
8:00$PM
9:00$PM
10:00$PM
11:00$PM
12:00$AM
5:00$PM
6:00$PM
7:00$PM
8:00$PM
9:00$PM
10:00$PM
11:00$PM
12:00$AM
5:00$PM
6:00$PM
7:00$PM
8:00$PM
9:00$PM
10:00$PM
11:00$PM
12:00$AM
5:00$PM
6:00$PM
7:00$PM
8:00$PM
9:00$PM
10:00$PM
11:00$PM
12:00$AM

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM
9:00$AM

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
3:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM
4:00$PM

5902442.2
6023603.7
6127358.9
6225653.3
6315756.5
6403129.3
6488113.0
6582653.1
6008927.8
6121898.1
6226677.2
6326336.8
6420876.9
6504836.7
6588796.5
6689821.3
6179919.1
6279578.7
6384016.5
6482310.9
6570707.6
6655350.0
6738285.9
6830095.6
6263196.3
6378897.0
6484017.4
6583677.0
6675828.0
6758422.6
6839310.7
6936922.5
6200055.8
6299374.1
6403811.9
6501765.0
6590161.7
6674804.1
6757740.0
6847843.2
6283333.0
6398351.1
6503812.8
6602789.8
6694599.5
6777194.1
6858082.2
6955352.7

*$Projected$Energy$Initial$Model

*$More$realistic$schedule
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the negative impacts this would have on projected energy use. The building being analyzed
houses research and studio space and is occupied several hours on the weekend in addition to
extended hours during the week.
The building operational schedule sensitivity analysis was divided into six stages. The
first stage left the building closed on weekends, the opening time at 8 AM, and varied the closing
time between 5 PM and midnight; using 1 hour intervals to perform the analysis. For the second
stage, the weekends were once again closed, the opening time was moved to 7 AM, and the
closing was varied between 5 PM and midnight; once again using 1 hour intervals for the
analysis. The third stage involved having the facility open from 9 AM to 3 PM on the weekend,
the opening time was 8 AM during the week, and the closing time varied between 5 PM and
midnight; with 1 hour intervals used for the analysis. The four stage was identical to the third
stage, however the weekday opening time was changed to 7 AM. For the fifth stage, the facility
was open from 9 AM to 4 PM on the weekends, the opening time during the week was 8 AM, and
the closing time during weekdays was varied between 5 PM and midnight, with 1 hour intervals
once again used for the analysis. The sixth and final phase was identical to the fifth, however the
weekday opening time was changed from 8 AM to 7 AM. The results of the building operational
schedule sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table 6-3.

6.3.2 Thermostat Cooling Setpoints
The research looked into how much effect both the occupied and unoccupied thermostat
cooling setpoints had on the buildings’ energy usage.

The cooling setpoints indicate the

thermostate values for cooling of the zones within the building. The values that were used in both
the original model developed during the retrofit design, and the model recreated for this study
were 75 °F for the occupied and 82 °F for the unoccupied. The eQuest default value for the
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occupied cooling thermostat setpoints was 76 °F for occupied and 82 °F for unoccupied; these
default values in eQuest are based upon the building type that is being modeled. The analysis
Table 6-4. Thermostat Cooling Set points Sensitivity Analysis Results
Occupied

Unoccupied

75
76
77
78
79
80
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
78

82
82
82
82
82
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
95

Energy'Usage
kBtu

5902442.2
5890496.7
5865240.5
5846469.0
5832475.7
5822578.0
5876844.7
5785376.3
5663532.2
5537251.2
5438615.5
5354997.0
5276839.3
5172060.2
5036564.1
4910965.7
4823251.6
4762158.9
4711987.8
4651236.4

**Projected*Energy*Initial*Model

**Common*occupied*thermostate*cooling*set*point

**Common*unoccupied*thermostate*cooling*set*point
**Common*Cooling*Set*Points

was divided into two parts. For the first part of the analysis, the unoccupied thermostat setpoint
was held constant at 82 °F, while the occupied thermostat cooling setpoint was varied between 76
°F and 80 °F using intervals of 1 °F. For the second part of the analysis the occupied cooling
thermostat setpoint was held constant at 75 °F and the unoccupied cooling setpoints were varied
between 83 °F and 95 °F; once again intervals of 1 °F were used. The results of the study are
summarized in Table 6-4. The lines designated as common setpoints are thermostat cooling
setpoints that have been used by other auditors and industry members in performing energy
studies for similar building types in the area. The last line of Table 6-4 used both the common
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unoccupied cooling setpoint of 95 °F setpoint and the common occupied setpoint of 78°F. The
analysis demonstrates that varying the unoccupied setpoint influences the energy usage more than
varying the occupied thermostat cooling setpoint.

6.3.3 Thermostat Heating Setpoints
As part of the sensitivity analysis, the researcher also investigated both the occupied and
unoccupied thermostat heating setpoints. As is the case with the cooling setpoints, these setpoints
indicate the thermostat values for heating of all the zones within the building being modeled. The
values that were used in both the original model developed during the retrofit design, and the
model recreated for this study were 72 °F for occupied and 64 °F for unoccupied. The eQuest
default value for occupied heating setpoints was 70 °F for occupied and 64 °F for unoccupied;
these values are based off of the building type that is being modeled. There were two parts to the
sensitivity analysis. For the first part of the analysis, the unoccupied temperature was held
constant at 64 °F and the occupied setpoint temperature was varied between 71 °F and
Table 6-5. Thermostat Heating Setpoints Sensitivity Analysis Results
Occupied

Unoccupied

72
71
70
69
68
67
72
72
72
72
72
68

64
64
64
64
64
64
63
62
61
60
59
60

Energy'Usage
kBtu

5902442.2
5867629.6
5823260.6
5786400.2
5755000.6
5727355.3
5784693.7
5599709.1
5414724.5
5256702.6
5132469.4
5039635.8

**Projected*Energy*Initial*Model

**Common*occupied*thermostate*heating*set*point

**Common*unoccupied*thermostate*heating*set*point
**Common*Heating*Set*Points
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67 °F at intervals of 1 °F. For the second part of the analysis, the occupied temperature was held
constant at 72 °F and the unoccupied temperature was varied between 63 °F and 59 °F at intervals
of 1 °F. The results of these analyses are included in Table 6-5. A few of the results are called
out as being common set points. They were designated as being common for this building type
because they have been repeatedly used by other auditors and industry members in performing
energy studies for similar building types in the area. The last line of Table 6-5 shows the
common occupied heating setpoint of 68 °F paired with the common unoccupied setpoint of 60
°F. As was the case with the thermostat cooling setpoint, varying the unoccupied thermostat
heating setpoint had a greater impact on energy use then varying the occupied setpoint.

6.3.4 Economizer
Another input parameter that was investigated when performing the sensitivity analysis
was the economizer “high limit.” The building which was modeled had an economizer. The high
limit, which is input into eQuest in °F, is the maximum allowable outside temperature for which
Table 6-6. Economizer Sensitivity Analysis Set points
High%Limit
°F

Energy%Usage

65
64
63
62
61
60
66
67
68
69
70

5902442.2
5929404.9
5938620.0
5951930.7
5968654.4
5980599.9
5920531.1
5918142.0
5917800.7
5918142.0
5919165.9

kBtu
*)Projected)Energy)Initial)Model
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the air-side economizer will work. This means that if the outside temperature is above the
specified high limit, the economizer will not run. The high limit value used in both the original
and the recreated energy model was 65 °F. The eQuest default value for economizer high limit
temperature is also 65 °F. For the sensitivity analysis the high limit temperature was varied by 1
°F. The sensitivity looked at high limit temperatures between 60 - 64 °F and 66 – 70 °F. These
temperature ranges where selected because an economizer cannot be run with a high limit much
higher than 65 °F. From Table 6-6 it is clear that varying the high limit temperature does not
drastically change the energy usage. However, Table 6-6 also reveals that the default economizer
temperature high limit value of 65 °F results in the lowest energy usage.

6.3.5 Cooling and Heating Design Temperatures
Sensitivity Analyses were performed to evaluate what would happen if the cooling design
temperature and heating design temperature were altered. For the cooling design temperature, a
value of 55 °F was used in the both original model developed during the retrofit design and the
energy model recreated for the sensitivity analysis study. Using intervals of 1 °F, the temperature
was varied from 56 °F to 60 °F and from 54 °F to 53 °F. The results of the cooling design
temperature sensitivity analysis are listed in Table 6-7. As the table illustrates, the 55 °F is the
ideal cooling design temperature for this particular scenario.
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Table 6-7. Cooling Design Temperature Sensitivity Analysis Results
Supply
°F

Energy+Usage

55
56
57
58
59
60
54
53

5902442.2
5925650.6
5929746.2
5936230.9
5946469.9
5962511.0
5924626.7
5926674.5

kBtu
*(Projected(Energy(Initial(Model

A similar sensitivity analysis was done to evaluate the effects of altering the heating
design temperature.

The starting heating design temperature was 95 °F, which was the

temperature used in both the original retrofit energy model and the model recreated for the
sensitivity analysis study. When performing the analysis, the temperature was varied from 96 °F
to 105 °F using intervals of 1 °F. The results of the analysis are included in Table 6-8. The
original value of 95 °F was once again the best heating design temperature in terms of energy
Table 6-8. Heating Design Temperature Sensitivity Analysis Results
Supply
°F

Energy+Usage

95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

5902442.2
5924285.4
5924626.7
5925309.3
5925650.6
5925991.9
5926333.2
5926674.5
5926674.5
5927015.8
5927015.8

kBtu
*(Projected(Energy(Initial(Model
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usage for this particular building. It is interesting to note that it appears as though altering the
heating design temperature had less of an impact on the building’s energy consumption than
altering the building’s cooling design temperature.

6.4 Summary and Findings
There are many factors which affect how much energy a building will consume.
Similarly, when developing a building energy model there are many parameters and assumptions
that need to be taken into account. Some of the assumptions will have a greater impact on the
energy use than others. The purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to take some of the issues that
have been identified through the literature review, the process mapping exercise and the
misalignment between how energy modeling tools are being used and how they are intended to be
used; convert those issues into input parameters and see what impact these issues actually have on
a the energy modeling’s energy use projections. The sensitivity analysis looked into thermostat
setpoints - data that could easily be collected during an onsite audit, occupancy schedule –
information that could be collected by interviewing building occupants, and equipment set points
– data that could be retrieved from building operation and maintenance personnel.
The analysis revealed that the equipment setpoints analyzed, the cooling design
temperature, heating design temperature and the economizer temperature high limit all had the
least amount of impact on the energy use results. Referring back to Table 6-6, Table 6-7, and
Table 6-8 reveals that the setpoints that were used in performing the analyses were ideal in terms
of energy performance for the building being analyzed.
The occupancy schedule, thermostat cooling setpoint and heating setpoint sensitivity
analysis all demonstrated greater impact in terms of their effect on the energy use results. A
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summary of some of the results and the potential impact these parameters can have on an energy
modeling analysis is listed in Table 6-9. This is an interesting finding for several reasons:
Table 6-9. Summary of Inputs that Effect the Energy Use Results
Energy'Usage
kBtu
Original
Proposed'Schedule
Original
Therm'Cooling'SP
Original
Therm'Heating'SP

5902442.2
6955352.7
5902442.2
4651236.4
5902442.2
5039635.8

%'Difference
8AM*5PM,WKDays,&,Closed,WK,Ends

*17.84%

8AM*7PM,WKDays,&,9AM*3PM,WKEnds
75°F,occupied/82°Funoccupied

21.20%

78°F,occupied/95,unoccupied°F
72°F,occupied/64°F,unoccupied

14.62%

68°F,occupied/60°F,unoccupied

First, from the interviews that were conducted as part of the study done with the software
representatives the representatives repeatedly mentioned how energy modelers do not spend
enough time customizing energy modeling schedules to align with the actual building schedule
and how impactful this can be on an analysis. The representatives explained the schedules can
play a large role in determining an energy models level of accuracy. Similarly, it was also
expressed that energy modelers are quick to accept default schedules or schedules that align with
certification qualifications and that after achieving the desired certification they often fail to go
back and modify the schedule to accurate represent the building conditions. Another reason the
results of the study are so interesting is the fact that the information that was shown to be most
impactful was data that would be relatively easy to obtain from a site visit and/or from speaking
with several building occupants.
The outcomes of the sensitivity analysis demonstrate how different energy modeling
inputs have diverse impacts on energy modeling analysis results. The sensitivity analysis showed
the inputs occupancy schedules, and thermostat setpoints have a large impact on the energy
model results; which was consistent with what the software representatives in Phase 2 defined as
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having a major impact on energy modeling results. Since energy modelers have limited time to
develop energy models, they should focus on the inputs that have the greatest impact on the
energy modeling results. During Phase 4, focusing on inputs that are most impactful will be built
into the process standards.

6.5 Limitations
The energy model used to perform the sensitivity analysis was not the initial energy
model that was used by the design team when the building was being retrofitted.

When

developing the energy model for the sensitivity analysis, data was used from building drawings,
LEED documentation and a prepared energy report to try and duplicate the original model as
closely as possible. However, there are many input parameters within the energy analysis tools
and it is very difficult to know exactly what default values were accepted and which ones were
customized to align more closely with the building being modeled. While every attempt was
made to try and replicate the original model as closely as possible, it is unlikely that the two are
exact replicas.
The inputs that were identified as being important may consistently be important, but
another limitation lies in the fact that the sensitivities presented are not absolute sensitivities.
Every retrofit building is unique which is one of the energy modeling challenges. Since every
retrofit building is so unique, the difference between the initial input parameters and the altered
parameter values will likely produce different percent variances then the values presented in this
chapter for each building analyzed.
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Chapter 7
Phase 4: Pre-Audit Planning Activity Development and Analysis

7.1 Introduction
Energy models have the potential to add value to retrofit projects. However, a lack of
modeling standards has lead to improperly calibrated baseline models; and results in energy
models that lead to energy reports with minimal value to the building owners. The literature
review coupled with the initial three research phases demonstrated the challenges surrounding
performing energy audits and energy models for the retrofit building sector. The initial research
phases were used to further define problems surrounding the current energy auditing and energy
modeling processes for retrofits.

In doing so, the research identified the need for industry

members to be conscious of owners’ priorities and expectations when collecting audit data and
performing energy analysis, while also clarifying some of the prevalent variability issues industry
members should be conscious. The research results have been used to develop a pre-audit
planning tool that allows auditors to align audit data collection with an owner’s project
requirements. The pre-audit planning tool is intended to enable auditors to develop a more
strategic plan for performing the on-site assessment to ensure the appropriate data is collected.
The final research phase involved an experimental, or quasi-experiment, case study.
Industry members with analogous backgrounds and experience levels were tasked with
performing two comparative audits, of two existing buildings. The first audit for each building
was used as a baseline or control study. During the second audit, the energy auditors participated
in a pre-audit planning activity. Each auditor performed both a baseline audit for one building
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along with an experimental audit, which involved completing the pre-audit planning activity. The
data collected during the experimental case study was analyzed to understand the impact the preaudit planning activity had on both the actual audit process, and the energy audit reports
developed using the data collected. Video and audio recordings collected throughout the energy
audits were analyzed to determine the impact of the pre-audit planning activity on the audit
process that was implemented and the amount of time that was spent throughout the auditing
process; with the intent being to see if the pre-audit planning activity influenced the process
and/or added value to the energy auditors. The video and audio recordings were analyzed using
three different approaches, described in the following sections. The fourth phase of the research
also involved a series of activities where the owner representatives evaluated the developed audit
reports, the evaluations were used to see if the pre-audit planning activity resulted in the
development of a audit report with increased value to the owners.

7.2 Experimental Case Studies Data Collection
Through the initial research phases a series of disconnects were observed. A lack of
alignment between the nuisances of a building and an owner’s needs also became apparent.
These observations were not unique to this study, but are common industry issues. A logical
approach to address these issues was to include improved planning techniques that would address
these issues. The use of the HoQ tool as a pre-audit planning activity was a logical approach used
to address the issues observed by aligning owners’ goals with the data collection process.

The

development and implementation of a House of Quality tool was used to address the issues
identified without being to cumbersome and made it possible to study whether or not the time
spent planning yielded a better project outcome. Time was chosen as a factor to observe and
measure for a number of reasons. First, time was selected because it is a measurable observation
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that can be easily quantified and related to the data that is collected and the ECMs recommended.
Ultimately, time was also selected because it is a something which project teams typically have
limited amounts of, an issue which was repeated identified during the earlier research phases. If
project teams are either able to reduce the amount of time the spend performing an energy audit,
or spend their time more efficiently, collecting data that is of increased value to a project; they
may improve the quality of the audit process and energy audit report outcomes.
The House of Quality (HoQ) pre-audit planning tool was intended to align the on-site
data collection with the retrofit requirements as defined by the owner.

Through increased

alignment, it was anticipated that the energy audit reports developed would be of increased value
to the audit reports and therefore allow the facility owners to better utilize the audit reports to
assist with making decisions throughout the retrofit process. The HoQ pre-audit planning tool is
targeted at influencing and assisting highly experienced, very invested facility owners who are
interested in audit reports that are more accessible and of increased value to their project teams.
The idea is that these owners would provide an auditing company with the HoQ tool pre-audit,
with their goals and the goal rate of importance already assigned, and request that the HoQ matrix
be completed and included with the audit report.
To determine whether or not the HoQ tool impacted the audit process and the reports that
were developed using the data collected during the audit; two experimental case studies were
performed.

For the case studies, detailed Level 1 audits were conducted.

The embedded

researcher, myself, worked closely with the facility owner to identify the appropriate buildings to
use for the quasi-experiments. The House of Quality tool focuses on drawing relationships
between the owner’s goals and priorities and the data collected. The data collection fields were
customized based on initial three research phases; which included a sensitivity analysis that
investigated the impact of various parameters with respect to a multi-use, predominately
laboratory space building. In identifying the case studies, it was important that the buildings
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came from the same facility owner and a multi-use, predominately laboratory buildings. We also
worked with the facility owner to identify buildings they were considering retrofitting in the near
future so they would benefit from the audits and the reports that were performed.
The first building used for the case study was Agriculture Science and Industry Building
(Ag Sci) located on Penn State’s University Park Campus. The Agriculture Science and Industry
Building is a 5 story, approximately 164,000 building square foot, multiuse facility that contains
offices, classrooms, and laboratories. The Henning Building, also located on the University Park
campus, was used as the second case study building. Henning Building is a 3 story, 62,200 square
feet building; which is comprised predominately of laboratory spaces, and offices. The auditors
were provided with access to design drawings of both facilities, along with the previous three
years of utility data prior to the walk-through audit taking place.
Professional auditors, with comparable backgrounds were responsible for completing the
energy audits. The professional auditors both worked for the same organization and each had
over 20 years of industry experience with performing energy audits and analyzing existing
building performance. Both professional auditors also possessed over 20 years of experience
working with mechanical systems and developing energy audit reports. For the experimental
audits, a baseline or control audit was performed of each facility. The auditors each performed
one of the baseline audits. The auditors then switched facilities, participated in the pre-audit
planning activity, and performed the on-site assessment. During the planning activity the auditors
completed the developed HoQ. This allowed the auditors to look at the relationship between the
owner’s retrofit requirements and the various systems that an individual frequents when
performing an audit. By completing the HoQ the auditors were able to identify the major
building areas where they should allocate their time during the audit process and thereby cultivate
a more strategic plan for performing the on-site assessment. Copies of the HoQ tables completed
by the auditors are included in Appendix D. For both the experimental and the baseline audits,
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the auditors completed pre-audit surveys; answering questions about where they anticipated
spending their time during the audit. They also completed post-audit surveys, which aligned with
the pre-audit surveys, where the auditors reflected on how they thought they actually spent their
time.
During the audits, an embedded researcher followed the auditors as they were collecting
the data.

The embedded researcher did not influence the process the auditors followed.

However, the researcher did collect video and audio recordings to document where they auditors
were spending their time and the type of information being collected. The auditors were asked to
“think out loud” or describe the process they were taking and the type of information being
collected.

Once the audits were complete, the auditors were tasked with preparing an energy

audit report to document their findings and the prescribed retrofit upgrades for each facility.
The end goal of an audit is the development of an audit report which the project team and
facility owner is able to use to make informed decisions about potential ECMs to pursue. To
identify whether or not the pre-audit planning process resulted in the development of audit reports
that had increased value to the owner, an evaluation form was developed. The evaluation form
focused topics that included the reports level of completeness, whether or not the information
presented appeared credible, and alignment of the report contents with the owner’s goals. After
the evaluation form was developed, it was piloted with a project manager from an outside
engineering firm. This individual manages energy and retrofit projects. They provided feedback
on whether or not the evaluation properly assessed major criteria that is important for an audit
report, along with providing feedback on the evaluation form’s usability. The form was revised
according to the feedback received. A copy of the evaluation form is included in Appendix E.
The owner evaluation forms were distributed to six different OPP facility owner
representatives, each had a minimum of 7 years experience. These particular representatives
were selected because they were either members of OPP’s Energy and Engineering group or
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involved with the design aspect of energy and sustainable projects on the University Park
campus. Each of the facility owner representatives were provided with electronic copies of the
four audit reports – one baseline and one experimental audit report for each of the 2 facilities. A
semi-structured interview was conducted with each of the six facility owner representatives.
During the interview, the representatives were made aware of the experimental case studies.
They were also asked questions that provided insight as to the important characteristics of a
valuable audit report, those who had reviewed the reports prior to the interview also provided
some feedback about the favorable and unconstructive aspects of each report. Following the
interview, the representatives each completed the evaluation form. Two of the six individuals
who participated in the owner evaluation study are responsible for selecting the retrofit upgrades
that OPP pursues. In addition to completing the evaluation forms, these two individuals also
identified which ECMs from the four reports they would theoretically either implement or
investigate further. The facility owner representatives were instructed to evaluate each audit
report independently of one another and they were blind as to which of the reports was the control
and what report coincided with the pre-audit planning process.

7.3 House of Quality Tool Development
The House of Quality pre-audit planning tool aligned the owner’s retrofit requirements
with the on-site data collection. Categories and subcategories for the design requirements portion
of the HoQ were identified through the research from the initial three phases.
categories carried on the HoQ pre-audit planning tool were:

The major

envelope, lighting, plumbing,

HVAC, electrical, and occupancy. The categories were defined by looking at the major systems
auditors are spending their time during the development of the energy auditing process standards,
while insight that assisted in defining sub-categories came from the sensitivity analysis and
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looking at the energy modeling inefficiencies. An example of how the sensitivity analysis aided
in the HoQ development is the addition of the occupancy as a main category. While occupancy is
not a major building system, the sensitivity analysis identified that schedule and occupant
information influenced on energy analysis results. The HoQ pre-audit planning tool was designed
to assist in better defining the appropriate data necessary to fulfill owner’s needs and energy
modeling data requirements.

Figure 7-1. HoQ Owner Defined Customer Requirements

The Pennsylvania State University’s Office of Physical Plant (OPP) is a multi-facility
owner. OPP’s Energy and Engineering group is responsible for identifying retrofit buildings and
selecting the upgrades to invest in. The Energy and Engineering group is heavily involved with
both identifying which Penn State facilities should be retrofitted along with identifying the
appropriate retrofit scope.

The motivation for identifying retrofit upgrades were identified
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through interviews with OPP’s Energy and Engineering group and were used to define the
customer requirement portion of the pre-audit planning tool. When making the decision to pursue
a retrofit, OPP has building requirements they are looking to improve and others they are looking
to reduce.

Individuals from OPP’s Energy and Engineering group were also tasked with

assigning each of the “customer requirements” rate of importance, using the rating scale 1
through 10. Figure 7-1 is a screen shot of this portion of the HoQ tool.
When implementing the HoQ pre-audit planning activity on the case studies, the
professional auditors completed the HoQ matrix prior to completing the second audit on each of
the facilities. The professional auditors first went through a brief training session where they
were briefed on HoQ and they completed a sample matrix for purchasing an appliance.
Completing the HoQ matrix for the case studies required the professional auditors to identify
relationships between each of the data collection areas and the owner’s goals and priorities. The
relationships were either: 9 – high relationship, 3 – medium relationship, 1 – low relationship, or
0 – no relationship. Once all the relationships were established, the matrix scores, and the owner
identified customer goal rate of importance scores were used to weight each of the data collection
categories. These weights were compiled to into percentages within each of the major data
collection categories. The percentages were used to help the professional auditors in identifying
where and how they should be allocating their time during the on-site portion of the energy audit.

7.4 Video and Audio Recording Analysis Overview
The first analysis involved looking at the general process that was performed both on the
both of the audits that didn’t utilized the pre-audit planning activity and the audits that
implemented the pre-audit planning activity. This analysis was used to identify whether or not
the pre-audit planning activity impacted the overall process implemented and the total amount of
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time spent throughout the audit. Focus was placed on identifying issues that included time
wasted and transition time.
The second analysis was linked to the pre- and post- surveys that the energy auditors who
participated in the experimental case studies completed. Prior to completing the experimental
case studies, the energy auditors were asked to complete a survey. One component of the survey
asked the auditor to estimate how much time they anticipated the energy audit would take. The
auditors were also asked to estimate how much time they anticipated spending in each area of the
building (i.e. mechanical room, electrical room, laboratories, etc.), along with what percentage of
time they anticipate spending collecting data about each of the major building systems (i.e.
mechanical system, lighting system, electrical system, etc.). Following the audit, the auditors
completed a complementary survey where they reflected on where they thought they spent their
time during the audit process. The second video and audio analysis involved looking at the
recording data to see if the pre-audit planning activity enabled the auditors to better predict where
they would spend their time when they were performing the audit. Being able to better predict
how the auditors would spend their time, would be a valuable planning tool for the auditors.
The third analysis involved looking at the ECMs retrofit recommendations included in
the energy audit reports. The data that was collected during the actual audit was compared to the
ECMs included within each of the reports. The purpose was to see how much time is spent
collecting valuable information that actually shows up in the report and results in ECM
recommendations versus data that is collected but not used. This analysis was used to see if there
was any relationship between the pre-audit planning activity and information that resulted in
ECM recommendations and information that was present in the audit report. Additional details
and supporting information about each of the analyses can be found on the following pages.
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7.4.1 Overall Process Analysis
To perform the analysis that looked at the overall audit process that each auditor
implemented when performing their on-site assessment, the video and audio recordings were
carefully studied. A researcher first went through and transcribed all of the recordings. After the
transcription was complete, the researcher went through the recordings again, this time splitting
up the time that the auditor spent collecting specific data. The time was split according to the
seconds spent collecting specific type of data according to the major building systems or building
areas. These building systems, along with the sub-systems that were used in identifying how the
auditors spent their time, aligned with the systems and subsystems present in the HoQ pre-audit
planning tool.

In addition to using the HoQ categories, an additional transition category was

added. Transition time was defined as time wasted.

Time was categorized as transition if the

auditor spent walking from one space to another without collecting any type of information or if
the auditor was observed spending deliberating about where to go next or debating about type of
data to collect next. While a certain amount of waste or transition time is inevitable, it was
important to identify exactly how much time was embedded within each audit type. Reducing
transition or waste time would make it possible for the auditors to focus their time on collecting
valuable building data. A complete breakdown of time for each of the audits is located in
Appendix F. A timeline was also created for each of the audits. The timeline was used to
identify the general process and the amount of time that the auditors spent colleting data related to
each of the major building systems, which align with the system break down seen in the HoQ
tool. Figure 7-2 is an example of one of the audit timelines, all of the project timelines are
located in Appendix F.
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Figure 7-2. Example of Overall Process Analysis

Along with identifying the overall process, the initial analysis of the video and audio data
also allowed for an overall identification of were the auditors spent their time during each of the
audits studied. Figure 7-3, Figure 7-4, Figure 7-5, and Figure 7-6 each show the break down of
how the time was spent during each of the audits with respect to the major building systems. The
audits labeled “Audit #1” for each building align with the control or baseline audit, while those
labeled “Audit #2” reflect the audit which included the pre-audit planning activity. Transition
time was defined as time when the auditors were in the facility but not collecting any type of
building data. This included time they spent walking from one area of a building to another, and
time spent deliberating about the what type of information they should survey and collect next. A
comparison of Figure 7-3 to Figure 7-4, and Figure 7-5 to Figure 7-6 reveals that introducing
the pre-audit planning activity pointedly cut down on the amount of time the auditors spent in
transition. For the Henning Facility, while the audit corresponding with the pre-audit planning
activity was overall longer in duration, it still involved less transition time. Simply comparing the
percentage of time spent in transition on the Henning facility, the traditional process had 53% of
the total time spent in transition, while the audit with the pre-audit planning activity was only
30%. For the Ag Sci Building, the audit which included the pre-audit planning activity, resulted
in both a shorter overall time and a reduction in transition time was observed. The traditional
process demonstrated 39% of the time was spent in transitions, while the audit with pre-audit
planning for Ag Sci only 19% of time was wasted on transitions. The embedded researcher also
noted that participation in the pre-audit planning activity appeared to be positively correlated to
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auditors who were more familiar with the facility and had spent more time familiarizing
themselves with the facility documentation, which had been made available to them pre-audit.

Figure 7-3. Henning Building Audit #1 Process Analysis

Figure 7-4. Henning Building Audit #2 (with pre-audit planning) Process Analysis
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Figure 7-5. Agricultural Sciences and Industry Building Audit #1 Process Analysis

Figure 7-6. Agricultural Sciences and Industry Building Audit #2 (with pre-audit planning)
Process Analysis

7.4.2 Predictability Analysis
Prior to performing the audit on each facility, the auditors completed a pre-audit survey.
They also filled out a complementary survey after the on-site assessment concluded. The surveys
focused on collecting information about where and how the auditors anticipated they would spend
their time during the on-site assessment. The second analysis compared the time breakdowns,
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obtained from the video and audio analysis, to the survey data. The purpose of the second
process analysis was to determine whether or not the pre-audit planning activity assisted the
auditors in better predicting how they would allocate their time during the assessment. Auditors
typically have limited amount of time to dedicate to the audit process, therefore being able to
better predict how much time they needed in each area of a facility would be valuable.
Table 7-1. Agricultural Sciences and Industry Building Actual Time vs. Predicted Time
Ag(Sci(#1

Ag(Sci(#2((with(preNaudit(planning)(

Time(
%(of(Total( Compared(to(
Actual(
Time(
Measured(
Expected(
Anticipated (Based(on(Auditor( Time(Spent

Building(Area

Building(Area

Evaluation)

Building(Perimeter
Hallways/Cooridor
Stairways
Laboratories
Office(Spaces
Classrooms
Mechanical(Rooms
Electrical(Rooms
Roof
Penthouse
Other(N(Bathrooms
Other(N(Break
Other(N(Audit./Office
Total

5
0
0
5
10
10
40
5
10
10
5
0
0
100

less
same
less
less
less
less
more
less
less
more
0
0
0

0.00%
33.45%
1.95%
4.36%
0.00%
0.00%
31.69%
1.48%
4.41%
12.59%
2.77%
1.39%
5.92%
100.00%

Building(Perimeter
Hallways/Cooridor
Stairways
Laboratories
Office(Spaces
Classrooms
Mechanical(Rooms
Electrical(Rooms
Roof
Penthouse
Other(N(Closets
Other
Other
Total

Time(
Compared(to(
%(of(Total(
Actual(
Expected(
Time(
Measured(
(Based(on(
Anticipated
Time(Spent
Auditor(
Evaluation)

10
0
0
10
0
0
40
20
10
10
0
0
0
100

less
more(+10
0
less
0
0
More(+10
less
less
less
0
0
0

1.16%
18.17%
1.78%
2.73%
0.00%
0.00%
29.79%
2.65%
7.08%
32.66%
3.15%
0.84%
0.00%
100.00%

Table 7-2. Henning Building Actual Time vs. Predicted Time
Henning(#1

Building(Area

Building(Perimeter
Hallways/Cooridor
Stairways
Laboratories
Office(Spaces
Classrooms
Mechanical(Rooms
Electrical(Rooms
Roof
Penthouse
Other(R(closet(general
Other(R(closet(lab(equip.
Total

Henning(#2((with(preRaudit(planning)(

Time(
Compared(to(
%(of(Total(
Actual(
Expected(
Time(
Measured(
(Based(on(
Anticipated
Time(Spent
Auditor(
Evaluation)

10
10
0
10
10
10
25
15
10
0
0
0
100

less
less
same
same
same
less
more
less
same
same
same
same

10.81%
24.82%
2.75%
2.43%
3.85%
0.00%
45.32%
0.56%
6.94%
0.00%
2.53%
0.20%
100.00%

Building(Area

Time(
%(of(Total( Compared(to(
Actual(
Time(
Measured(
Expected(
Anticipated (Based(on(Auditor( Time(Spent
Evaluation)

Building(Perimeter
Hallways/Cooridor
Stairways
Laboratories
Office(Spaces
Classrooms
Mechanical(Rooms
Electrical(Rooms
Roof
Penthouse
Other(R(Eq(Closet
Other(R(Bathrooms
Total

10
5
(included(above)

10
5
10
40
0
10
10
0
0
100

same
same
same
same
less
same
more
less
same
N/A
0
0

10.44%
20.61%
5.75%
10.93%
0.68%
0.00%
40.35%
0.00%
8.01%
0.00%
2.65%
0.58%
100.00%
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When comparing the control audits, the audits labeled #1, to the experimental audits, the
audits labeled #2, there was no notable improvement in the auditors ability to better predict how
they would allocate their time during the audit. The results of this analysis are presented in Table
7-1 and Table 7-2. So while the pre-audit planning activity made the auditors better prepared for
the audit itself, it did not necessarily enable them to forecast how they would delegate their time
during the audit.

7.4.3 Alignment of Time with ECMs Analysis
The video and audio recordings were also analyzed to see whether or not the pre-audit
planning activity had any influence on the information used to make ECMs recommendations.
As previously discussed, the intent was to see how much time was spent collecting valuable
information that resulted in ECM recommendations versus wasteful data, collected but not used.

Figure 7-7. Example of Determining Alignment of Audit and ECM Recommendations

To determine whether or not the pre-audit planning resulted in a stronger connection of
the data collection and used in the development of ECM recommendations, the researcher once
again reviewed the recordings. Figure 7-7 shows an example of the table that was used in
analyzing the data for this step. When reviewing the data if the auditor was spent time capturing
data that was related to two different ECM recommendations included in the final report, that
time was split in half between the two reports. An example of this would be if the auditor was in
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the lobby area observing lighting density and both a recommendation for retrofitting the lobby
lamps, and installing occupancy sensors was included in the report. Half of that time would be
allocated to the ECM for retrofitting the lobby lamps and the remaining half would go towards
installing the occupancy sensors. The “N/A” column indicates wasted time. In this analysis, time
wasted was defined as time the professional auditors spent collecting building data that was not
used within the audit report or did not contribute to any type of ECM recommendation included
in the audit report. The N/A column also includes transition time which was previously defined
as time the auditors spend walking from one place to another without collecting information or
time the professional auditors spend debating about where to go next.
Table 7-3. Agricultural Sciences and Industry Building Audit #1 Alignment of Time with ECMs

Building(System

Ag(Sci(#1

Envelope
LightingElectrical
HVAC
Plumbing
Occupancy
Transition

Time(Spent(Per(ECM(Recommendation
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

665

665

39

13.3 13.3 38.3

121

190

545

70.7

107

88
35

Total-Time
%-Time

N/A

%(

310
0
143 215
0
204
0
862
0
314
0
260 332
0
7

98%
#DIV/0!
60%
#DIV/0!
100%
#DIV/0!
27%
#DIV/0!
55%
#DIV/0!
53%
#DIV/0!
3300 100%

678

678

77.3

228

190

545

70.7

123

410 5537

8%

8%

1%

3%

2%

6%

1%

1%

5%

65%

Table 7-4. Agricultural Sciences and Industry Building Audit #2 (with pre-audit planning)
Alignment of Time with ECMs

Building(System

AG(Sci(#2

Envelope
LightingElectrical
HVAC
Plumbing
Occupancy
Transition

Time(Spent(Per(ECM(Recommendation
1

2

3

4

5

6
127
128

64
98.3

999

260

208

Total-Time
%-Time

758

201

308

7

79

63

7

N/A %

282
0
129
0
70
0
105 1063
0
719
0
3
0
1343

98.3 1207 260

821

272

642

105 3609

1%

12%

4%

9%

1%

17%

4%

51%

69%
####
50%
####
52%
####
28%
####
73%
####
3%
####
100%
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Table 7-5. Henning Building Audit #1 Alignment of Time with ECMs

Building(System

Henning(#1

Envelope
LightingElectrical
HVAC
Plumbing
Occupancy
Transition

Time(Spent(Per(ECM(Recommendation
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

93
5.6
89

133

148

1.8

Total-Time
%-Time

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.6

138

131

53.3

70

1.8

12

1.8

72

30

1.8

1.8

10 N/A %
320
0
39
0
0
0
112 599
0
113
0
169
0
2629

89

141

148

146

105

139

0

133

107

112 3869

2%

3%

3%

3%

2%

3%

0%

3%

2%

2%

100%
####
30%
####
0%
####
41%
####
53%
####
89%
####
100%

78%

Table 7-6. Henning Building Audit #2 (with pre-audit planning) Alignment of Time with ECMs

Building(System

Henning(#2

Envelope
LightingElectrical
HVAC
Plumbing
Occupancy
Transition

Time(Spent(Per(ECM(Recommendation
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

42

132

7.5

17

17

62

181

43

10

11

12 N/A %

77

100

17

106

736

51

Total-Time
%-Time

206

148

277

29

562

36.3

210
68

37

91
446

587
0
147
0
0
0
93.3 235
0
14
25
L10
106
0
2088

483

177

562

36.3

278

37

240

243

69.5

629

927

124 3178

7%

3%

8%

1%

4%

1%

3%

3%

1%

9%

13%

2%

71%
####
45%
####
N/A
####
10%
####
5%
100%
14%
####
100%

46%

Table 7-3, Table 7-4, Table 7-5, and Table 7-6 show the alignment of time spent
throughout the various building systems compared to the ECMs that appeared in the
corresponding audit report for each audit performed. Both Table 7-4, and Table 7-6; the ECMs
that correspond with the audit reports developed as a result of the pre-audit planning activity,
demonstrate a reduced amount of time categorized as N/A or time spent during an audit that did
not contribute to ECM recommendations. This analysis suggests that the planning activity lead to
an increase in the collection of information that was used directly in making ECM
recommendations that appeared in the reports presented to the facility owners.
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7.5 Owner Representative Evaluation Analysis Overview
The data collected during an energy audit is used to develop energy models and make
ECM recommendations, which are typically summarized in the form of an energy audit report.
The goal of the energy audit report is to provide a facility owner with the appropriate level of
information to make an informed decision about the next steps to pursue, whether that means a
more detailed energy audit or investing in ECM recommendations included in the audit report.
The fourth phase of the research provided facility owner representatives with opportunities to
evaluate the developed audit reports and to see whether or not the pre-audit planning activity
resulted in reports that had an increased level of value to the owners.
For the first analysis, facility owner representatives reviewed each of the audit reports
independently of one another and completed an evaluation form for each individual report. The
facility owner representatives that were involved in the study included individuals that are
typically involved with making retrofit decisions, are knowledgeable about the building design
process, and/or have an interest in reducing the facilities overall energy performance.

The

evaluation form included questions about whether or not the audit reports were the appropriate
length, if the report covered the right information, whether or not the retrofit recommendations
included in the report align with the facility owner’s goals and desired scope, and if it would be
feasible for the owner to implement some, if not all, of the retrofit recommendations included in
the report.

The entire evaluation form is included in Appendix E.

The facility owner

representatives used a 6-point Likert scale to evaluate how closely each report fulfilled each
question’s goal.
The second evaluation also involved facility owner representatives. This evaluation
focused on the facility owner representatives that are directly involved with making the retrofit
upgrade decisions. For the second evaluation, the representatives were asked to once again go
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through each of the energy audit reports. They were then asked to behave as though they were
pursuing a retrofit for that facility, and to act as though each report was the sole report they had
received. Reviewing the ECM recommendations included in each individual report, the facility
owner representatives were asked to identify the ECMs they would select and implement from
each individual report.

Additional details about the analyses performed are included on the

following pages.

7.5.1 Detailed Owner Evaluation Analysis
Six facility owner representatives were asked to complete an evaluation form that
included questions about the level of completeness of the audit reports, the reports ability to assist
throughout the design process, and whether or not the recommendations included in the reports
aligned with the owner’s goals. The representatives evaluated the report within each of the 13
categories using a six point Likert scale. The scale categories were:
•

strong disagree

•

disagree

•

mildly disagree

•

mildly agree

•

agree

•

strong agree

The ordinal data was converted to numerical values: strongly disagree = 1, disagree = 2,
mildly disagree = 3, mildly agree = 4, agree = 5, strongly agree = 6. All of the data was
compiled, and averages were calculated for each of the categories evaluated for each separate
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report. The averages within each category on the individual buildings, between the two different
audit types were then compared to determine if there were differences between evaluations.

Figure 7-8. Ag Sci Owner Evaluation

Figure 7-9. Henning Owner Evaluation
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Comparing the owner evaluations, Figure 7-8 and Figure 7-9, revealed that 23 out of 26
of the facility owner representative evaluations showed an increase in value when the pre-audit
planning activity was applied. The three evaluation criteria that did not demonstrate an increase
in value between both case study reports when the pre-audit planning activity was introduced deal
with the amount of information included within the audit reports and the order of the information
presented. For one evaluation the two reports tied and for two out of the three remaining criteria,
the pre-audit planning resulted in a lower facility owner representative evaluation score. Below
are the evaluations that the pre-audit planning did not consistently score higher then the control or
baseline study:
< Additional information could have improved the overall message of the report.
< Sections of the report could be removed without impacting the message.
= The order of the information presented within the audit report was logical.
Each of the facility owner representatives were also interviewed and provided with an
opportunity to provide additional feedback or make open-ended remarks about the energy audit
reports they reviewed. A lot of the comments that were made within both the interviews and the
additional comments portion of the evaluation form fell within three general categories:
•

Overall report format

•

Customization of data presented to building investigated

•

Confidence in information presented

The facility owner representatives expressed a general level of comfort with certain
report formats and their overall desire for a standard format. This comfort level was in linked to
the overall presentation of the information and the order in which the information itself was
presented.
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Facility owners also want the information within the audit reports to show clear
customization.

In some instances, the facility owner representatives reported that the

recommendations included within the audit reports were generic in nature and the reports easily
could have been developed without an actual site visit. When reviewing an audit report, owners’
have a strong desire to feel as though the building has been thoroughly investigated and the
ECMs being investigated have been customized for their facility.

The facility owner

representatives expressed; if an auditor has looked into upgrading the ventilation system, but that
is not an economically viable opportunity, state that within the report. Leaving that information
out, gives the owner the impression that the system was not investigated.
Calculations or numbers that do not seem justified in one area of the report, will make the
owner question the validity of the entire report. It is important that the report is consistent and
that all information presented within the report is contextualized at a level that is appropriate to
the owner. For instance, if the audit is being performed for a multi-facility owner it may make
sense to benchmark the building’s performance against their campus’ buildings rather than at a
national building level.

7.5.2 ECMs Selected Alignment with Data Collection
The ECMs were also evaluated to determine if there was any connection between the preaudit planning activity, the amount of time spent collecting time during the audit process, and the
ECMs that were selected to be implemented. To perform this analysis, two members of Penn
State OPP’s Energy and Engineering group were asked to once again go through each of the audit
reports independent of one another. These are individuals who are responsible for selecting the
retrofit upgrades that OPP should pursue on campus projects. When reviewing the reports they
were asked to identify which ECM recommendations they would theoretically implement or
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investigate further. The developed tables were used to track which ECMs the two facility owners
had selected. The tables also tracked which ECMs met the owners targeted 5 and 8 year payback
periods, along with which ECMs would be low cost to implement – low cost was defined as less
then $10,000. The values for low cost, and payback periods were obtained from the audit reports.
A summary of the data from each of the case studies can be found in Table 7-7 and Table 7-8.
Table 7-7. Agricultural Sciences and Industry Building ECM Selection Criteria
Agricultural$Sciences$and$Industry$Building$ECM$Comparison
ECM$Description

Ag$Sci$1$Audit

Replace'3'chillers.
Replace'only'the'2'older'chillers.
Tie'the'building'into'the'nearest'campus'chilled'w.'
loop.
Repair'all'damaged,'leaking,'and'uninsulated'steam'
piping.
Renovate'two'cooling'towers.
Renovate'all'AHUs.
Replace'ACF'#10'dampers.
Replace'toilete'fixtures'with'low'flow.
Add'occupancy'sensors.
Install'occupancy'sensors'at'uncontrolled'Labs.
Implement'an'Energy'Management'Policy.
Implement'a'7°'F'dead'band'temperature'range.
Clean'HVAC'coils.
Install'VFD'on'cooling'tower'fans.
Add'Plug'Miser'controls'to'lab'receptacle'loads.
Perform'retroQcommissioning.

X
X

Ag$Sci$2$Audit

5$Year$
Payback

8$Year$
Payback
X
X

Selected$by$ Selected$by$
Low$Cost$
Owner$Rep$ Owner$Rep$
(<$10,000)
#$1
#$2
No
Yes
No
No

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
Yes
Underway
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes '(Accuracy?)
Yes
Yes

ECM's$to$
Pursue

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

Table 7-8. Henning Building ECM Selection Criteria
Henning$Building$ECM$Comparison
ECM$Description
Implement(an(Energy(Management(Policy.
Implement(a(7°F(dead(band(temperature(range.
New(controls(for(heating(&(ventilation(units.
Clean(HVAC(coils.
Add(Plug(Miser(Controls(to(Bldg(receptacle(loads(G(
labs(and(offices(only.
Install(occupancy(sensors(at(uncontrolled(
laboratories(and(offices.
Add(lighting(control(panels(to(turn(lighting(off(during(
unoccupied(hours.
Lobby(area(lighting(upgrade.
Basement(light(retrofit.
Perform(retroGcommissioning.
Place(domestic(water(heater(under(BAS(control.
Retrofit(liquid(condenser(with(VFD.
Consolidate(exhaust(fans(on(roof(and(implement(a(
night(set(back(control(strategy.
Heat(Recovery(of(Condensate(Return(for(DHW.
Replace(some(old(pump(motors.
Control(strategy(for(OA(AHU.
Control(Strategy(for(heating(only(convectors.
Repair(all(damaged,(leaking,(and(uninsulated(steam(
piping.
Replace(toilet(fixatures(with(low(flow.

Henning$1$ Henning$2$
Audit
Audit

Selected$by$ $Selected$by$
Low$Cost$
ECM's$to$
Owner$Rep$ Owner$Rep$
(<$10,000)
Pursue
#$1
#$2
X
No
No
X
No
No
X
No
Yes
X
Yes
Yes
✔

5$Year$
Payback

8$Year$
Payback

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

Yes

Yes

✔

X

Maybe

Yes

✔

No

Yes

X

X

X
X

Yes/Maybe
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

✔

X
X

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe

X

X

Maybe

Yes

✔

X

X
X
X

No
Maybe
Yes
No

Yes
Maybe
Yes
Yes

X

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

✔
✔

✔
✔
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The researcher then identified which ECMs should be pursued by the owner. In order for
an ECM to meet the qualifications to be pursued it had to meet the following criteria:
•

Must be an ECM recommendation that was included in one or both prepared
audit reports for a building,

•

Must meet the owner specified 5 or 8 year payback period,

•

Must be consistently selected by the facility owner representatives as an ECM
they would implement or investigate further.

Using the information from the analysis that looked at the alignment of time spent
capturing time for each ECM recommended, the research then looked at how much time per audit
was spent collecting selected ECMs. This information is summarized in Table 7-9.

Table 7-9. Comparison of % Time Spent Collecting Data that Resulted in Selected ECMs

During the interviews and within the general comments portion of the owner evaluation
forms, the facility owner representatives made comments about the level of customization of each
of the reports. The baseline audit for the Ag Sci building and the Henning Building audit which
involved the planning activity were reported to be customized.

Whereas the owner
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representatives felt as though the other two reports were more generic in nature. In reviewing the
data in Table 7-9, the relationship between time allocated to collecting data for the ECMs
selected appears to be more closely tied to the level of customization of the reports than to the
planning activity.

The data revealed that time spent per ECM recommendation was not

necessary a good predictor of the quality of the ECM and whether or not that would be an
appropriate ECM for a facility owner to select.

7.6 Phase 4 Analysis Summary
While not a strong tool for predicting exactly how an auditor will allocate time during an
on-site assessment, the pre-audit planning activity did add value to the auditors in having them be
more prepared for the on-site assessment. This seemed to help the professional auditors become
more familiar with the facility and the type of information they wanted to collect pre-audit; which
in turn allowed them to be more strategic with how they were allocating their time and allowed
them to cut down on transitions and time wasted. The data also demonstrated that a pre-audit
planning activity has the potential to positively influence the impact the value of the reports have
to the facility owners.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions

8.1 Research Summary
The energy auditing process is a complex multi-criteria decision process, involving many
steps and decision points. The consequential development of the audit report, and all of the
analysis and decisions that must be made when developing the report, is also complex. The goal
of the audit process is the collection of useful data that can be used to support the owner, auditor,
design team and energy modeler in making informed decisions throughout the duration of the
retrofit process. This research targets the improvement of the energy audit process through an
increase in value to the owner through the implementation of a pre-audit planning that aligned the
data collection with owner’s goals and priorities in an effort to improve auditing procedures and
ultimately improve subsequent energy modeling and audit reporting effectiveness.
The initial three phases of the research presented were used to gain a better understanding
of the current energy auditing and energy modeling practices as they apply to the retrofit building
industry. These phases placed emphasis on understanding current industry trends and processes
being implemented; along with the misalignment between intended and actual use of the energy
modeling tools being used to perform energy analysis on retrofit projects. The result of the first
three phases was:
•

a standard energy auditing process model
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•

a clearer understanding of the complex problems industry members face when
performing energy audits; and

•

a method to plan the major areas where auditors should allocate time during an
energy audit.

The results from the initial three phases were also used in the development of the House
of Quality (HoQ) decision support tool.

The HoQ was a pre-audit planning tool that was

developed to allow the energy auditors to draw relationships between owner requirements, or
aspects of a retrofit upgrade that are important to a building owner, and data that should be
collected during an energy audit. By establishing said relationships, the auditor is able to take
into account the owner’s project goals and requirements in the context of the type of building data
that should be collected, thereby allowing them to develop a more strategic method for
performing their onsite energy audit.

8.2 Research Results
Phases one, two, and three of this research largely characterized existing practices and
determined potential methods to improve energy auditing and modeling practices. The key
results of this research arise from the development and implementation of a methodology for
using a pre-audit planning activity that lead to an improved audit process and report outcomes.
The methodology drew relationships between the owner’s goals and priorities, and the data
collection or where the auditors should allocate their time during the on-site assessment. The
following results were observed from this process:
The House of Quality approach effectively changes the approach of professional
energy auditors - The research demonstrated that using House of Quality as a pre-audit planning
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tool added value to the project. The use of the HoQ pre-audit planning tool was valuable in
orienting professionals to a different thought process. It enhanced the auditors approach to
performing an audit by facilitating the ability for them to draw valuable connections between
owner’s goals and priorities, and the data collection process. The data demonstrated that the HoQ
was successful in changing the professionals time allocation and their general approach to
performing the audits, which resulted in audit reports that were of increased value to the facility
owner.
Pre-Audit planning can potentially reduce transition time during energy audits - The
research demonstrated that increased planning can reduce transition time during energy audit
practices in the field. Transition time for the research was defined as time the auditors spent
walking from one place to another without collecting any data, or time the auditor spent
deliberating about what type of information should be collected next. While a certain amount of
waste and transition time throughout the audit process is inevitable, reducing the amount of time
the energy auditors spent on transitions enabled them to focus their time on collecting valuable
building data.
Personal style of energy audit report author can affect perception of audit reports Two of the audit reports, one report for each facility, were consistently described by the facility
owner representatives as having the ECMs customized to the buildings, while the other two were
consistently described as being generic in terms of the ECM recommendations. The research
demonstrated that customization of the audit report may override perception of whether or not
time is spent effectively during the audit process. It also showed that while planning and reduced
transition time helps improve the value of audit reports, time might not be the most accurate
measure of an effective ECM.
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8.3 Contributions
The research outlines a methodology for evaluating the value of an energy audit process
that incorporated owners’ priorities, time analysis of the audit process, and facility owner
representatives’ evaluations. The methodology also investigated the effectiveness of using the
House of Quality decision support tool to assist in developing a more strategic approach to
performing energy audits. Through evaluating the impact of the House of Quality pre-audit
planning activity the following contributions were made:
Examines linkages and increased understanding of relationships between energy
modeling and data collection during an energy audit - This contribution was achieved through
implementing a pre-audit planning activity, and comparing the audit process and report outcomes
of an audit with the planning activity and one without. Through studying the audit outcomes, it
was discovered that when industry members participate in a pre-audit planning activity that
encourages them to think about data collection in the context of owner priorities, the resulting
report, and ECM recommendations have a stronger connection to the data collected.
Demonstrated ability to influence energy audit process of professional auditors
through planning – Industry members were asked to complete an energy audit utilizing their
traditional manner. They then participated in a pre-audit planning activity and completed an audit
on a different facility. Participating in the pre-audit planning activity impacted the professional
auditors. When evaluated by facility owner representatives, the audit reports developed as a
result of the audits where the professional auditors participated in the planning activity had an
increased value in 23 out of 26 evaluation criteria. The audit process the auditors used following
participation in the planning activity resulted in audit processes with a large reduction in
transition time, and an increase in alignment between the data collected and the ECM
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recommendations. These revelations demonstrated the ability to influence the process auditors’
follow.
The research reveals a degree of variability in transition time waste between variable
auditing practices – The energy auditing process implemented by industry members following
participation in the HoQ pre-audit planning activity varied noticeably from the process
implemented without the planning activity. Transition time is a form of waste during the audit
process and reducing the transition time lead to auditors collecting more data used directly in the
development of ECM recommendations.
Techniques developed to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of audit process and
reporting with respect to resulting ECMs – Analyzing the audit process and reports involved
detailed analyses of the video and audio recordings, surveys, interviews with the facility owner
representatives, and the use of an owner evaluation form. The techniques and methodology
applied when analyzing the effectiveness of the audit process and reporting focused heavily on
the ECMs included in the audit reports. These same techniques could be applied to analyze the
efficiency of other audits, effectiveness of report outcomes, and the relationship between the audit
process and ECMs recommended.

8.4 Limitations
While every effort was made to conduct the research in an ethical and responsible
manner, there were a few recognized limitations.
The first notable limitation is the sample size. The impact and implications with using
the pre-audit planning HoQ tool were applied to two projects. Both of the case studies were
multi-use facilities, predominately laboratory spaces, that belonged to the same owner. While the
HoQ tool is intended to be applicable to all building types, and allows for customization based on
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specific owner’s goals and priorities; the pre-audit planning tool and methodology for analyzing
the data would need to be applied to additional buildings, with other owner and use types, to
understand broader industry impacts.

Customization for additional owner’s, would involve

interviewing those owners and revising the customer requirement column to reflect any changes
in goals and priorities or rate of importance values. Similarly, the categories carried on the data
collection may vary slightly based on facility type. The pre-audit planning activity was also only
implemented on projects were detailed Level 1 audits were performed. The planning activity
should be implemented on Level 2 and Level 3 audits to see if the same impacts are observed.
The study also focused on the impact that implementing the pre-audit planning tool had
on the audit process and the resulting audit reports. While the energy analysis process, and actual
development of the audit reports was not studied, deductive reason was used to make the
assumption that any improvement in the overall quality of the reports was a direct result of data
collection improvements resulting from the pre-audit planning process.

To ensure this was

indeed the case, the process each auditor is following to develop the reports would have to be
studied in detail to ensure there was not another factor that contributed to the improved value.
There is also a certain level of subjectivity associated both with the completion of the
pre-audit planning House of Quality tool and with the facility owner representative evaluation of
the audit reports.

To account for the subjectivity associated with the facility owner

representatives evaluation, multiple representatives were asked to evaluate each of the reports. In
the case of utilizing the pre-audit planning tool, each auditor was presented with the same set of
instructions to mitigate the subjectivity as best as possible.
To collect the video and audio recordings necessary to perform the various process
analysis, it was necessary to have an embedded researcher follow the professional auditors while
they were completing the on-site portion of the energy audits. The professional auditors were
also asked to think aloud and describe the process and information they were collecting. The
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embedded researcher was present to collect information on the process and information which
was being collected and periodically asked prompt questions in an effort to get the professional
auditors to describe their process. While the embedded researcher was not trying to influence the
professional auditors in any way, it is difficult to assess whether or not their presences impacted
the professional auditors behavior. However, all of the auditors were subjected to the same
protocol

8.5 Future Research
The research demonstrated the usefulness of the House of Quality tool in positively
influencing auditors behavior so audit report outcomes better align with a facility owner’s goals
and priorities. While conducting the research, several additional research areas that would further
enhance this topic were identified:
•

The HoQ tool could be utilized on additional projects with the same methodology
and supporting analysis performed. This would help to enhance the validity of
the results presented and also enable one to understand the impact from a broader
industry perspective.

•

Also, the pre-audit planning tool focused primarily on the influence it played on
the audit process and the resulting audit reports. Additional data could be
collected to see what, if any, role the participating in the pre-auditing planning
activity had on the energy analysis phase and the development of audit reports.

•

The goal of the research was to increase the owner’s confidence in the audit
process and energy audit reports. The research targeted performing a rigorous
analysis of two case study buildings to determine if the planning activity yielded
improved project outcomes. The pre-audit planning study, and the impact this
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study has could be extended to a longitudinal study. The HoQ tool could be used
on a project that will soon be undergoing a building retrofit. Prior to being
upgraded, two energy audits and reports would be developed – the process for
performing the audits would align with the two audit types presented in the study.
To understand if the pre-audit planning activity resulted in the implementation of
ECMs with that lead to increased building performance improvements, a detailed
model of the facility would be created and calibrated.

ECMs selected and

implemented from the developed reports would be model and the building
performance would be tracked over the course of a year.

Tracking which ECMs

are implemented from both the baseline audit and the pre-audit planning audit,
would enable a researcher to determine whether or not the pre-audit planning
resulted in the facility owner being able to implement ECMs with greater
savings. A longitudinal study would also allow a researcher to analyze the
quality of the ECMs and level of model accuracy/predictability of the baseline
audit report compared to that of associated with the pre-auditing planning ECM
report recommendations.
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ABSTRACT
When targeting energy efficiency improvements, an important step involves properly assessing the existing facility
conditions. To improve the energy efficiency of existing buildings through a retrofit process, a variety of analyses
may be performed on the facility being analyzed. The data used for these analyses is reliant upon the data
collection process and richness of the building data. The initial assessment, often performed as a walk-through
review of a facility, sets the stage for the scope and direction of future retrofit assessment steps and design
options. This report defines a standard process model for performing an energy audit of an existing commercial
building.
Assessment of buildings’ usage patterns and energy performance is a critical first step in the implementation of
energy efficiency improvements. The term energy audit refers to the process of data collection and analysis in
order to evaluate overall building efficiency performance and needs. Professionally administrated energy audit
services range from simple field observations; to high-level, complex calculations of the performance, control
functions and cost analysis of all building attributes. An audit of the buildings energy use can be performed at
differing levels of detail for the data collection and analysis, but the overall process should cover certain consistent
steps and considerations to enable a thorough and reliable evaluation. It is our goal to establish a minimum
guarantee of reliable results for audits of all levels of involvement. Process models mitigate ambiguity and
variance that can negatively affect energy audit results.
This report defines the need for a standard energy audit process model, and methodology used in developing the
process model. The methodology included a workshop attended by industry professionals, field observations
where energy audits were observed, and semi-structured interviews. It also presents the process for an Energy
Audit, with detailed descriptions of the various phases necessary to complete an audit beginning with defining the
project scope and goals, and concluding with feasibility and packaging of proposed retrofit upgrades identified.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A GUIDE TO KEY WORDS
AEC…………………… Architecture, Engineering and Construction
ASHRAE…………….. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
BIM…………………… Building Information Modeling
BPMN……………….. Business Process Model Notation
CBECS……………..… Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey
ECM…………….….… Energy Conservation Measure
EEM…………….….… Energy Efficiency Measure
EUI……………………. Energy Use Intensity
HAP…………………… Hourly Analysis Program
HVAC………………... Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
IEQ………………......  Indoor Environmental Quality
LCC…………………... Life Cycle Cost
LEED…………………..Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
O&M…………………..Operation and Maintenance
PM……………………...Process Map
ROI……………………..Return on Investments
R-Value……………...Resistance; measure of the resistance of an insulating or building material to
heat flow
TMY/2………………..Typical Meteorological Year, version 2
U-Value……………...Conductance; flow of heat through an insulating or building material
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1 INTRODUCTION
Energy audits are used on retrofit projects to collect information about building systems and current
building performance. The data collected during an energy audit is used to analyze existing building
performance and to understand the impact of potential retrofit upgrades. The energy auditing process
gathers data, which, along with the accuracy and level of completeness of data collected, is important to
the feasibility evaluation by the project team. The facility owner and design team uses this information
to make decisions about the level of a retrofit to implement and decisions about what retrofit upgrades
to pursue.
In the retrofit building sector, variability associated with the energy auditing and energy modeling
processes is a leading cause for unreliable performance results in energy retrofits (Sprau Coulter and
Leicht, 2014).
The development of a standard process should help to promote integrated design
teams, process transparency, and reduce variability in energy retrofit assessments. The purpose of this
report is to present the developed process model.
A mixed methods research approach, employing industry workshops, field observations, and interviews,
was used to develop the process model. The process model produced focuses on the energy auditing
workflow for retrofit projects, starting with the identification of project goals and objectives and ending
with feasibility assessment studies of retrofit upgrades. The process model will help the team members
gain a better understanding of the retrofit process, while defining standard tasks and information needs
targeted at reducing variability.
There are standards that define the various levels of detail of energy audits that can be performed. The
most common nomenclature used to define the audit levels are those of the American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers’ (ASHRAE):

Level One - Walkthrough
• Perform on-site assessment along and develop rough savings and costs
associated with EEMs.

Level Two - Energy Survey and Analysis
• Use the data collected during the on-site assessment to develop an
energy model. The energy model will allow the project team to assess
the buildings current energy use and a detailed analysis of potential
costa and savings associated with proposed EEM design options.

Level Three - Detailed Survey and Analysis
• Refine the energy model; and if necessary collect additional building
data; to perform a more detailed energy analysis. This will allow for
the evaluation of additional ECM packages.
Figure 1: Energy Audit Levels (ASHRAE, 2011)
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ASHRAE’s standards provide valuable insight into the types of audits. The Standards also provide
potential information about the level of detail of gathered data that may be included with each audit
deliverable. However, the standards lack process definition regarding how individuals should be
carrying out the audits at the defined levels.
1.1 GOAL AND OBJECTIVE
While there are defined energy audit levels, along with broad explanations of how energy modeling
should be performed, there is a lack of process modeling standards detailing how energy audits should
be conducted. The lack of a standard process places limitations on the retrofit buildings sector. The
limitations from an inconsistent process may lead to inaccurate energy models; limiting a project teams’
ability to properly assess and recommend a retrofit upgrade scope. The goal of the process modeling
effort was to define an industry standard process for the purpose of reducing the variability of retrofit
outcomes.
The objectives identified to achieve the goal include:


Identification of major issues and areas of variability with the current process for collection and
analyzing data for energy audits on retrofit projects;



Development of a process model that defines standard processes which should be followed on
energy retrofit projects to reliably implement the process for energy audits; and,



Promote team collaboration while increasing the consistency of the audit outcomes through
standard processes that are easily communicated and understood by project team stakeholders.

1.2 PROJECT SCOPE
A Business Process Model Notation (BPMN) was established to help project teams better define project
goals, establish defined processes and reduce variability on retrofit projects. Throughout the energy
auditing process mapping initiative, the process models target the data collection and energy analysis
processes on retrofit projects. The scope does not extend to the evaluation and decision-making
process of the owner, due to the variability of the criteria and processes inherent to different owner
organizations. The scope of energy modeling and evaluation would be reflected in the retrofit design
process as well, the scope of the process model is focused on the planning and evaluation of retrofit
feasibility and does not extend into the design process.
1.3 PROCESS MODELING TECHNIQUE
When developing the process models, it was imperative that the final models developed were easily
understandable by project stakeholders, as a key goal of the project was to produce maps that industry
members would be able to later utilize as guidelines when performing energy audits. To ensure industry
members would be able to understand the models and be able to utilize the models on future energy
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efficient building projects, Business Process Model Notation (BPMN) was used. BPMN is a modeling
notation for graphical representation, used primarily for business purposes (IDM Technical Team, 2007).
BPMN modeling technique was selected since its intent is to represent a process in an understandable
manner that makes implementation possible from the design of the initial processes all the way through
the final monitoring and management (OMG, 2011). In utilizing BPMN techniques, the modeling
diagrams have four major categories of elements (IDM Technical Team, 2007):






Actors: An individual, or group of individuals, that is responsible for performing a specific task or
step within a process;
Processes: A sequence of steps or specific tasks that are linked together; with the individual
links promoting the transfer of information between steps;
Connectors: Links a process or process step to an external applications. In the context of the
process model developed, one example would be the link between an developing an energy
model and inputting the TMY data; and
Artifacts:    Extra  data  or  information  that  doesn’t  impact  the  process  itself.  (i.e. TMY data source)
(IDM Technical Team, 2007).

1.4 DEVELOPMENT METHODS
The following activities were used in the development of the process model


An extensive literature review: The literature review explored existing process modeling
techniques, with emphasis on the instances where process mapping has been utilized to
improve building project outcomes. The literature review also explored the current research on
energy auditing and energy modeling process standards for the retrofit building sector.



A workshop,  “Improving  the  Initial  Energy  Audit  and  Deep  Retrofit  Assessment”,  hosted at the
Philadelphia Navy Yard: The workshop was attended by Energy Efficient Buildings (EEB) Hub
members; along with building owners, facility managers, energy auditors, project managers,
engineers, energy modelers and researchers. The workshop assisted in generating initial
process maps along with the identification of potential retrofit decision process solution
attributes.



Field observations: During the field observations energy auditors were shadowed as they were
performing energy audits of existing facilities being considered for retrofit upgrades. While the
field observations were taking place, an embedded researcher observed and documented the
industry members as they performed the energy audits.



Semi-structured interviews with industry experts: The semi-structured interviews were used to
verify the individual  steps’  relationships and process dependencies throughout the development
of the process maps.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 RETROFITTING BUILDINGS
In the United States, buildings account for approximately 39% of the total energy consumption and 71%
of the electrical consumption; which has helped influence the building industries sustainable movement
(Annual Energy Review, 2012). While the architectural, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry has
continued to increase the emphasis on sustainability and reducing overall building energy consumption,
the existing building sector has been largely underemphasized. Shifting the sustainable focus to include
the retrofit building sector is important because in established countries like the United States, existing
buildings account for over 98% of the total building stock (Tobias and Vavaroutsos, 2009).
Research studies have demonstrated benefits to reducing  a  building’s  energy  consumption.    A  study  by  
Benson et al. (2011) showed most buildings have “.   .   .   the   potential to reduce its energy costs by
approximately 22% through energy efficiency retrofits because most were built prior to 1990 and still
use outdated, energy-inefficient technologies and building materials.” Reducing   a   building’s   energy  
consumption and initiating an improved commissioning plan will also, typically, result in lower operating
and maintenance costs (USGBC, 2012). These two factors, coupled together, often result in a retrofit
investment that will pay for itself over time. In addition to the cost savings and environmental appeal,
retrofit upgrades can increase appeal to tenants that may desire a green office space or through an
interior space with improved indoor environmental quality (IEQ) (Tobias and Vavaroutsos, 2009).
Energy audits and the resulting feasibility evaluations play a particularly important role in retrofit
projects. Retrofits are often viewed as an investment for facility owners and as such, project teams and
facility owners need a method to estimate the savings associated with each proposed design upgrade
(Waltz, 2000). The audit process allows project teams to collect data about the existing building
conditions, while the energy modeling process allows for assessment of the current conditions and
analysis of proposed energy conservation measures (ECMs). With the current lack of standards, energy
audits often require a lot of time and resources, while energy models often produce unreliable
simulation results (Menassa, 2011). The development of process standards would help to streamline
the energy auditing process and improve the quality of the energy modeling results (Sprau Coulter et al.,
2013).
2.2 PROCESS FOR PERFORMING AN ENERGY RETROFIT
The ASHRAE defined energy audit levels define the level of detailed energy modeling that should be
performed without defining what complementary is necessary to perform each level of audit (ASHRAE,
2010). Similarly, while there are defined energy auditing levels, there lacks process standards that
define the approach and procedures individuals should follow for performing an audit. The ASHRAE
audit levels are a descriptive outline, with a lot of ambiguous gray area in terms of what each audit level
entails. The lack of process standards may result in the collection of incomplete or inaccurate data;
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which may improperly represents the current building systems, and will negatively affect the value of
the energy modeling results (Zhu, 2005).
While standards for the process of performing an energy audit and the supporting energy modeling are
lacking, the retrofit project can still be divided into three major stages (Pappas and Reilly, 2011). Each of
the phases is important to the success of a retrofit project and plays a crucial role in retrofit decisions. If
incomplete   or   inaccurate   data   is   collected   at   any   point   it   will   impact   the   project   team’s   ability   to  
accurately use the energy model to make decisions about the retrofit options to pursue.
1. The first stage of a retrofit project is the pre-audit process; which involves the collection of
existing facility data, primarily used to populate the energy model. The collection of information
may include existing drawings, utility bills, and any additional energy data or building use
information that will help in assessing current facility performance.
2. The second phase is the on-site information gathering; which can be divided into the various
audit levels. On-site assessment targets the capture of the building systems, components, and
overall conditions that cannot be extracted from the existing facility data.
3. The third stage of a retrofit involves developing a detailed energy model used to evaluate
existing facility conditions and perform a feasibility analysis of proposed ECM design options
(Pappas and Reilly, 2011).
2.3 RETROFIT PROJECT PROCESS VARIABILITY
The current energy auditing process is faced with many challenges (Zhu, 2005). Without process
standards,   the   current   auditing   process   is   heavily   reliant   on   an   auditor’s   previous   knowledge   and  
experience, meaning that an inexperienced auditor may not be collecting the appropriate building data
or that they may overlook issues, such as outstanding maintenance or operation problems.
To justify a retrofit, a project team must be able to estimate and demonstrate the savings associated
with the proposed upgrade (Waltz, 2000). However, the lack of energy modeling and energy auditing
process standards results in unreliable energy savings estimates. The challenges created by the current
lack of reliable energy savings make it difficult for facility owners to be able to properly evaluate the
facility investment in an energy retrofit project. The most common retrofit upgrades pursued include
improved building insulation, optimized operation and maintenance plans, and lighting upgrades;
because these upgrades are easy to install and offer high return on investments (ROIs) (Benson et al.,
2011). Often, deeper retrofit options are ignored, or not even suggested, due to the uncertainty of the
investment return. While ignoring more uncertain investment returns may seem prudent at the
feasibility stage, the lack of detail, transparency, and information regarding performed analyses may
result in the design team repeating efforts to collect information that was already gathered and
analyzed during the audit, or they may re-analyze options that were ruled infeasible but not presented
in the feasibility assessment. Reducing the variability that is currently present throughout the energy
auditing and energy modeling processes would help to increase project team and facility owners’
confidence in energy modeling results, which in turn would support the confidence and certainty of the
retrofit decision making process.
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The challenges surrounding energy auditing and energy modeling variability is something that even
impacts the proposals that facility owners receive on retrofit projects (Design Tools and Processes,
2012). The variability present throughout the retrofit feasibility process results in distinct differences
among the reports that different companies prepare for a single retrofit project. AEC firms evaluate
different ECM packages, make different assumptions, and ultimately suggest different retrofit packages
or scopes. These inconsistencies create challenges when owners attempt to draw comparisons between
project proposals. Process standards would help to mitigate the variability that is a direct result of
incomplete and inaccurate data collection.
2.4 PROCESS MAPPING FOR THE BUILDING INDUSTRY
Sections 2.1 Retrofitting Buildings, 2.2 Process for Performing an Energy Retrofit, and 2.3 Retrofit Project
Process Variability of this technical report have briefly summarized some of the previous literature
findings that demonstrate the current status of the retrofit building industry with respect to the energy
auditing process. Similarly, these sections suggest that the development of process standards would
help to reduce audit process variability, resulting in more reliable data collection; energy analysis
results, and in turn, better supports retrofit decision making. However, it is important to note that the
concept of process model development has been previously used to address other issues in the building
industry, and that there have been other process model initiatives specific to the building sector.
The Computer Integrated Construction (CIC) Research Team at Pennsylvania State University has been
worked on two different process modeling initiatives: the Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) and
the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM). IBPM is a process model that mapped the
functions and activities necessary to maintain a facility over its lifecycle and was validated through 22
building construction projects (Sanvido et al., 1990). The lifecycle steps are broken down and evaluated
according to the major functions of: planning a facility, designing a facility, constructing a facility,
operating a facility and managing a facility (Sanvido and Norton, 1994). The ongoing process model
work, embodied in the IBLPM development, is focused on moving to the systems level of detail of the
building lifecycle. By delving to the systems level, more detailed decision points for integrated decisionmaking, information dependencies, and points of collaboration can be identified.
The Integrative Design Process, established by 7group and Reed, is another example of how process
mapping was applied to the building lifecycle. The 7group and Reed worked together to develop a
process that details an approach to green building design. The book provides details about the
integrative, collaborative design phases and integrated workshops that should be implemented for
improved green building outcomes (7group and Reed, 2009).
This particular initiative modeling
initiative was not design specifically for retrofit buildings.
There are other examples of instances where process mapping initiatives have been used to standardize
processes and improve typical design practices for the building sector. These process mapping
initiatives have included everything from specific team interactions and methods to improve team
collaboration, to process mapping that details how individuals should go about improving specific tasks
or project outcomes.
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The recent shift to the use of BPMN has origins in the development of open standards for information
exchanges, as facilitated through Building Information Modeling tools (IDM, 2007). The implementation
of process and information standards has been proven to reduce variability and help improve project
outcomes. With the focus on energy modeling and simulation as a key decision making tool in the
retrofit feasibility process, the use of BPMN offers future opportunities to integrate with Building
Information Modeling (BIM) and related information and process standards beyond the energy audit
stage of a project.
A standard energy auditing process model would help to reduce variability presently associated with the
energy auditing process. Reducing the variability associated with this process would enable industry
members to more consistently collect information throughout energy audits and better utilize energy
audit data to make informed retrofit decisions. The following sections of this report outline the process
followed to develop an energy auditing process model; and the actual steps included within the energy
auditing process model.
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3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY AUDITING PROCESS MODEL
3.1 OVERVIEW
The lack of energy auditing process standards has been identified as a limiting factor in retrofit project
teams’  ability  to  consistently  collect  and  evaluate  complete  building  data  for retrofit projects. Through
the development of the energy audit process model, project teams will have a set of standards to
consult when performing energy audits and energy analysis for energy efficient retrofit building
projects. The workshop, field observation studies, and semi-structured interviews all assisted in
identifying the critical issues encountered throughout the audit process (Table 1), and in the
development of the process model.
Table 1: Critical Issues with the Major Steps of the Energy Audit Process for the Retrofit Building Sector
Major Steps in Retrofit
Audit Process
Discovery
Phase –
Identify
Project Goals
& Needs

Pre-Audit
Energy Use
Analysis

On-Site
Assessment

Energy
Survey &
Analysis
(Operations)

Detailed
Modeling &
Analysis

Critical Issues

• Lack of clearly defined project goals
• Incomplete or inaccurate existing
documents
• Lack of existing utility bills

• Inadequate data to perform
benchmarking exercise
• Missing documents

• Inconsistencies with data collection
process may result in inaccurate or
incomplete data collection
• Inability to access all building areas
may limit data collection process
• Poor calibration methods may result in
an inaccurate baseline model
• Inaccurate/incomplete data from onsite assessment & pre-audit will impact
survey & analysis
• Detailed data necessary may not be
available
• Lack of adequate knowledge about
building systems and/or modeling
software tools may result in modeling
inaccuracies
If the calculations are based off of
inaccurate data and use an inaccurate
baseline model, the resulting savings and
payback period will also be inaccurate
• Variability with audit reports between
companies
•

Feasibility &
Packaging
(recommendations)
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3.2 WORKSHOP
A workshop, attended by industry members and divided into three different sessions, was used to
develop the initial development process model. During the first session of the workshop, attendees
participated in an activity to map the energy auditing process for deep retrofit assessment and decision
making from their point of view (owners, project managers, mechanical designers, and energy
auditors/modelers), and identified problems related to their perspective. The first session resulted in
the identification of the basic steps of a screening audit: initial data collection, data analysis,
baseline/benchmarking establishing, and validation/feasibility assessment. Similarly, the discussions
from the first session identified the major problems which impact the quality of the audit are the quality
of the data collection, client participation, benchmarking / feasibility assessment, and financial decisionmaking. A summary of the major audit steps and critical issues identified are included in Table 1.
The second session at the workshop was centered on a brainstorming activity, used to identify solution
attributes within the following four themes: information management; process/quality; risk/financial
decisions and education/training. The impact that each attribute has on the lifecycle of an energy audit
were ranked using a scale of high, medium, or low while still in the same groups, by project role.
3.3 FIELD OBSERVATIONS
The field observations were used to study how industry members are conducting energy audits. During
the field observations, an embedded researcher shadowed experienced industry members, each with a
minimum of 10 years of experience, as half dozen audits were performed. The audits were detailed
Level 1 energy audits conducted on facilities that were being considered for retrofit upgrades. The
industry  members  were  asked  to  “think  aloud”  and  describe  their  process  as  they  were  performing  the  
energy audit. Throughout the field observations, the embedded researcher observed and documented
the industry member. The embedded researcher focused on capturing the overall process, and the flow
that industry members executed when performing the audits. The research also documented the
information that was being collected throughout the audit and the anticipated deliverables.
The information collected during the field observations was used to refine the initial process maps. To
refine the process models, the research team looked for consistency with regards to steps and data
collection. The audit process implemented during field observations were mapped out and comparing
to the initial process maps developed during the workshops. This procedure was used to identify what
steps were consistently included in the audit process. If discrepancies were identified, the researchers
consulted with the industry members involved with the development of the initial process maps and the
field observations. The industry members were probed about the discrepancies and the typical process
they follow.
3.4 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with industry experts that included construction managers,
energy engineers, energy auditors, and mechanical engineers. Individuals were classified as industry
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experts if they had over 10 years of experience, and were knowledgeable about retrofit buildings and
the energy auditing process. A series of face-to-face and phone interviews were used to verify the
developed process models and to refine and develop the remaining process models necessary to detail
out the entire auditing process. During the interviews the participants were asked questions that
encouraged them to describe their process for completing the major auditing tasks. When they describe
processes that deviated from that process modeled, they were asked if this was a process they had ever
witnessed and their thoughts on the advantages and disadvantages of conducting the process in that
particular manner. Once again, the emphasis was on developing process models that illustrated the
ideal manner in which an energy audit should be conducted on a retrofit project. In identifying an
“ideal”  process,  the  focus  was  on  producing  a  process  that  was:




Consistent and easily replicated for most typical buildings
Would result in data collection necessary for modeling and analysis, and
Was transparent and had a logical flow.

An overarching energy audit process model was created to show the relationship between each of the
major steps. More detailed maps of each of the steps were then produced using the BPMN format.
Additional information about each of the individual processes is described in the following sections of
the report.
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Figure 2: Process Model - Energy Auditing Process for Retrofit Building Sector
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4 OVERARCHING ENERGY AUDITING PROCESS – RETROFIT BUILDING SECTOR

Ensuring that the project goals
and scope are clearly defined
and communicated to all
parties is important. A lack of
clearly defined project goals
will make it difficult for project
teams to provide the
appropriate level of detail to
pursue when performing
energy audits and analyses
later.

The Energy Audit Process Model illustrates the six steps
an energy audit process should follow to define and
communicate the feasibility of an energy retrofit. The
process model, presented in the following chapters,
defines the technical processes that make up an energy
audit for a built facility. The process is decomposed into
the six major sub-processes. At the completion of each
major sub-process, the owner may reassess the project
before allowing it to continue to the next. In the event
that the project is not approved after a specific phase, the
project scope can either be revised and alternative scopes
can be investigated, which may include the identification
of additional resources; or the project may be terminated.
Figure 2 shows the overarching process model of energy
auditing. The functions within the sub-processes are
generic and provide a generalization of the process
appropriate to any energy audit. The process is both
iterative and continuous.

While reviewing the various processes presented, it is
important  to  note  that  the  term  “auditor”  as  it  is  used  in  
the context of this report is referring to any individual
who is involved with the data collection or analysis process. In the context of this  report,  term  “auditor”  
may refer to multiple people either within a single step or across steps. Similarly, those individuals who
are   performing   the   tasks   consistent   with   an   “auditor”   may   actually be engineers, energy modelers,
technicians, or several other titles. The exact role of the individual both within the scope of the project
and  an  organization  as  a  whole  will  be  dependent  on  each  facility  and  project’s  approach.    Likewise,  the  
role   of   “energy   modeler”   in   the   context   of   this   report   is   used   in   reference to the individual who is
responsible for developing the energy model and performing the energy modeling analysis but may be
an engineer, a dedicated energy auditor, or solely an energy modeler, among other potential titles.
4.1 DISCOVERY PHASE – IDENTIFY PROJECT GOALS AND NEEDS
The Discovery Phase is used to acquire information and define the audit scope. In doing so, the project
team will make sure that the scope aligns appropriately with the desired facility needs and energy goals
or building energy performance targets. This phase may also be used to identify any type of specific
retrofit upgrades that the owner would like, believes the building needs, or is part of the potential
upgrade scope, such as outstanding operation and maintenance issues or desire for a new facade.
While there are generally little, if any, analysis performed during the discovery phase; utility bills,
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existing drawings and the identification of appropriate weather source data files should all be collected
for future use.
The owner and project team should work together to make sure that their project goals and
expectations align. Ensuring that the project goals and scope are clearly defined and communicated to
all parties is important. A lack of clearly defined project goals will make it difficult for project teams to
provide the appropriate level of detail to pursue when performing energy audits and analyses later.
4.2 PRE-AUDIT ENERGY USE ANALYSIS
During the Pre-Audit Energy Use Analysis, the auditor will use available project data and utility bills to
develop an understanding of how the building is currently performing. The building performance should
be summarized in standard unit that individuals are able to understand and compare to similar projects
(i.e. kBtu/sf). The building will typically be benchmarked against similar buildings to contextualize the
performance and potential improvement. This benchmark information will then be used in producing a
preliminary list of typical or likely areas for energy savings opportunities.
This project phase is intended to allow the project team to understand, and potentially revise, the
project goal and scope based upon the building performance using the initial building data. In addition,
it usually serves to help the auditor refine the scope for the on-site assessment. A limitation of this
phase lies in the fact that, depending on the building type and location, there may not be sufficient data
available to perform a meaningful benchmarking exercise.
4.3 ON-SITE ASSESSMENT
The On-Site Assessment is the process the auditor follows in collecting data about the existing building
and how it is currently operating. During the on-site assessment, the auditor is expected to collect or
verify building geometry, envelope properties, building load information, occupancy data, and data
about the building systems and how they currently operate.
The data collected during the on-site assessment is used in the development of the baseline energy
model. Therefore, if the data collected during an on-site assessment is incomplete or inaccurate, it will
negatively impact the accuracy of the baseline energy model and any analysis that builds upon it. Onsite data collection faces two limitations, first it is usually  a  “snapshot”  of  how  the  building  is  being  used  
on a particular day, and the second is the access to concealed conditions such as the quality of insulation
inside a wall.
4.4 ENERGY SURVEY & ANALYSIS
The Energy Survey & Analysis process is used to develop the baseline energy model. Development of
the baseline energy model involves compiling the utility bills, existing drawings and data collected during
the on-site assessment. All of the data is synthesized into the energy analysis program. Once the
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building data is entered into the program, the baseline model should be developed and calibrated to
align with the utility data energy usage within an acceptable level of accuracy.
The Energy Survey & Analysis process is used to identify operation and maintenance changes along with
low or no cost upgrades that can be made to the facility. This process also identifies ECMs that should
be evaluated in greater detail during later phases. It is important that the baseline model is properly
calibrated because without a properly calibrated model, any proposed retrofit upgrades savings will be
inaccurate.
4.5 DETAILED MODELING & ANALYSIS
Detailed Modeling & Analysis is the process of performing a comprehensive energy modeling analysis of
proposed ECMs to determine the energy savings potential. When performing the analysis of the ECMs,
the  proposed  ECMs  savings’  are  compared  to  the  previously  developed  baseline  model.    This  process  is  
performed to determine the energy savings associated with each of the ECMs.
If any additional data is necessary to perform the ECM evaluations, additional site visits may be
necessary. A lack of appropriate data may result in inaccurate energy projects. Similarly, inaccurate
knowledge about the building systems and how they interact with one another or a lack of
understanding of how the program itself works may negatively impact the accuracy of the ECM
evaluations.
4.6 FEASIBILITY & PACKAGING
The last stage of the process is the Feasibility & Packaging process, which focuses on the financial
considerations. During this process, possible retrofit solutions are evaluated to determine whether or
not they are financial feasible and to determine if they align with the facility owners goals. This process
involves looking at the energy saving measures consider both from both an individual and packaged
basis. Calculations are performed for the operation and maintenance costs associated with the various
ECM packages, the utility cost per kWh for each of the proposed ECM packages, the yearly savings (both
in terms of kWh/year and $/year) and the payback period of each package. If the information is
currently available, this information may take into account fuel and energy sources.
From the Feasibility & Packaging analysis, an audit report will be produced with a set of ECM
recommendations. Reporting should directly align with the goals and desires identified in the Project
Goals stage. In addition, beyond defining the recommendations, the content of the report should
clearly address the scope, quality, and assumptions about the data that was collected to improve the
transparency of the information for later phases of the project. Owners should consider requesting
deliverables, such as energy modeling files and the field assessment documentation, which may prove
useful to the design and construction process, which follow.
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5 PROCESS MAP: DISCOVERY PHASE – IDENTIFY PROJECT GOALS AND NEEDS
I
Discovery
Phase

II
Pre-Audit
Energy Use
Analysis

III
On-Site
Assessment

IV
Energy
Survey &
Analysis

V
Detailed
Modeling &
Analysis

VI
Feasibility &
Analysis

During the Discovery Phase the project team:







Compare facilities under consideration
Collect existing facility data
Identify appropriate benchmarking data source
Identify appropriate weather data source
Define project goals and scope
Develop list of potential energy savings opportunities

The following chapter is a step-by-step guide to capturing the scope, needs, and resources to successful
identify the project goals and set the Audit Process up for success.
5.1 COMPARE FACILITIES UNDER CONSIDERATION
Some facility owners may be considering multiple facilities for retrofit upgrades, whether they already
own several or if they are considering properties for purchase. During the discovery phase, the project
team and facility owner should first work together to screen the facility or facilities that they are going
to study in detail.
When comparing the facilities, the project team and facility owner should look at whether or not any of
the facilities have any outstanding operation or maintenance issues. The facilities should also be
compared based on performance to see if any facilities need to be upgraded prior to others. The project
teams should target areas where there are both performance issue and energy saving opportunities.
5.2 COLLECT EXISTING FACILITY DATA
When deciding to perform a building retrofit, the existing building performance is assessed. This
involves evaluating current building design and equipment information. In order to do this, existing
facility data must be collected.
Collecting the existing facility data involves collecting utility bills or energy usage information from submeters if available.      At   a   minimum,   a   year’s   worth   of   consecutive utility bills should be collected;
however  the  ideal  is  2  to  3  years’  worth  of the most recent utility data. Additionally, if possible, project
stakeholders should locate and obtain existing construction drawings of the facility, any models that
may exist of the facility, equipment information; such as operation manuals; and any other existing data
that provides valuable insight into how the facility is being operated and currently performing (i.e.
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maintenance logs, control points, occupant information, and any other available information unique to
facility). Any recent changes, such as equipment upgrades, renovation work, or changes in building use
or performance should be captured as well.
5.3 IDENTIFY APPROPRIATE BENCHMARKING DATA SOURCE
Benchmarking is the process of comparing the facility being analyzed to facilities with a similar square
footage, and use type that are located in a comparable location. The process of benchmarking can
provide valuable insight into how the building being analyzed is performing in comparison to like
facilities.
In order to perform a benchmarking analysis, one has to determine where they are going to obtain the
benchmark data source. The project team should select the benchmark data source that aligns as
closely as possible with the facility being analyzed so the analyzes is contextualized appropriately. At
the moment, depending on the building location, there may be limited benchmark data available. This
may reduce the value of the benchmarking exercise. Depending on building location, one may have to
choose a location that is that is close or has a similar climate to that of the building being analyzed. As
time goes on, the benchmarking database will continue to expand. There are a variety of sources but
one popular benchmarking data source is CBECS or Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey.
Another factor to consider when selecting a benchmarking data source is whether or not the data will
need to be imported into a specific analysis tool.
5.4 IDENTIFY APPROPRIATE WEATHER DATA SOURCE
Weather data plays a key role in performing energy analysis and there are various potential weather
data sources. During this particular step the individual taking
the lead on the Discovery Phase has two main tasks, they
If the project team does
need to determine the type of weather file type are going to
not adequately
use and they need to identify weather location they will be
understand what the
using. In selecting the weather file type there are various
owner
wants out of the
options, such as TYM2. It is important that the file type
retrofit upgrade, the
selected is compatible with the energy analysis tool being
facility owner may be
used. If the exact city the facility is located in is not an
disappointed at the
option, the location that is closest to the building site or has
completion of the project.
a climate that aligns most closely with the site should be
selected.
5.5 DEFINE PROJECT GOALS & SCOPE
In developing the project goals and scope it is important that both the project team and the facility
owner are clear on the desired outcomes and constraints. To ensure that this happens, early in the
project, the project team members and the facility owner should meet and clearly define major goals
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along with the desired scope to make sure the goal and scope of the audit align. Defining the project
goals and scope is important to ensuring the overall success of a retrofit project. While the project goals
will continue to be further developed and revised as the data is gathered and analyzed, establishing
open communication between project stakeholders early is essential to   the   project’s   success, this
particular step may occur concurrently with some of the other steps that occur during the Discovery
Phase and may include a series of meetings depending on the project. The energy modeling
requirements and expectations should also be discussed during the project discovery phase, when the
entire team is together, to make sure everybody is on the same page and the appropriate scope of ECMs
can be accommodated. Defining the energy modeling tool requirements and expectations will also help
to ensure that the proper data is collected during the on-site assessment.
The project team will be responsible for the majority of the investigative work and for exploring which
ECMs may be appropriate to pursue for the facility being analyzed. If the project team does not
adequately understand what the facility owner wants out of the retrofit, the facility owner may be
disappointed at the completion of the audit, or it may simply be missing evaluations the owner was
expecting.
5.6 DEVELOP LIST OF POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES
Often multi-facility owners or project teams have specific retrofit upgrades that they commonly
investigate on particular facility types. During the Discovery Phase a list of potential energy savings
opportunities should be discussed to align the scope of data collection. This list should continually be
revised and developed as additional information about the facility is gathered. At this phase of the
project the list may be defined by systems or areas, targeting the owners concerns or desires this way
offers a means to gather more specific concerns, problems, or desires that are worth pursuing in the onsite assessment.
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Figure 3: Discovery Phase - Identify Project Goals and Needs
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6 PROCESS MAP: PRE-AUDIT ENERGY USE ANALYSIS
I
Discovery
Phase

II
Pre-Audit
Energy Use
Analysis

III
On-Site
Assessment

IV
Energy
Survey &
Analysis

V
Detailed
Modeling &
Analysis

VI
Feasibility &
Analysis

In the Pre-Audit Energy Use Analysis step, the auditor:





Evaluate building performance
Benchmark building against similar buildings
Revise preliminary list of energy savings opportunities
Re-align site assessment scope with project goals and scope

The following chapter follows  the  Discovery  Phase  and  focuses  the  auditor’s  efforts  on  the   capture of
information, context, and the initial scope of the audit to assess and plan a successful on-site data
collection process.
6.1 EVALUATE BUILDING PERFORMANCE
During the Pre-Audit Energy Use Analysis phase the facilities current energy performance is determined
by calculating the energy based on typical units of comparison, such as kBtu per square foot, but which
vary in emphasis with the type of facility. Monthly utility bills from 1 to 3 years are used in calculating
the baseline energy use. The baseline energy use is studied to identify concerns in timing or quantify of
energy use, seasonal performance, and/or consistency across years. The buildings energy performance
is investigated to determine if there is anything irregular about the buildings current performance (i.e.
metered data with a spike in performance may indicate a leak or system malfunction which would want
to be noted). It helps to contextualize the facility performance and if the energy use is within expected
ranges based on facility type.
When performing the benchmarking analysis, the building performance analysis may be consulted to
ensure the accuracy of the existing building information.
6.2 BENCHMARK BUILDING AGAINST SIMILAR BUILDINGS
The process of benchmarking against similar buildings can provide valuable insight into how the facility
being analyzed is performing in comparison to other facilities in the area that have a similar use and
systems. Benchmarking software can provide both an overall building assessment; along with a systemby-system comparison of how the facility being analyzed is performing compared to other similar
facilities. Using the benchmark data identified during the Discovery Phase (See: 5.3 Identify Appropriate
Benchmarking Data Source), the facility being analyzed should be benchmarked against other buildings
that have a similar use and are located in an area with a similar climate.
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The general process of benchmarking will typically require some basic data to be input into database,
such as Portfolio Manager. That database will then compare the input facility data against other
facilities data within the database.
Reviewing the benchmarking metrics used in comparing the facility being analyzed against existing
facilities will also allow the team to get a sense of how the building is performing compared to other
existing facilities. After the benchmark analysis has been completed the project team should also begin
identifying what aspects of the facility are performing the poorest, and therefore offer the greatest
opportunity for energy performance improvements.
6.3 REVISE PRELIMINARY LIST OF ENERGY SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES
During the Discovery Phase a list of potential energy savings opportunities was created. At this point,
based upon the baseline and benchmark analyses, additional information has been collected about the
facility and how it is performing with respect to other similar facilities. With this additional knowledge,
the list of energy savings opportunities should be revised, with focus on areas that need to be explored
in more detail during the walk-through phase.
When revising the list of energy savings opportunities, the project team should place emphasis on areas
in which the facility is performing the poorest. These building upgrades that focus on these systems will
likely offer the most energy saving value and return on retrofit investment (ROI).
6.4 RE-ALIGN SITE ASSESSMENT SCOPE WITH PROJECT GOALS & SCOPE
At this point in the project, additional detailed information about the facility and its performance has
been gathered. With an increased understanding of the buildings energy performance, the project goals
and scope should be revisited. Revising the project goals and scope should include input from both the
project team and the facility owner. Depending on the information that was gathered during the PreAudit Energy Use Analysis phase, the revisions will vary in magnitude.
The outcome of this particular project phase is a list of project goals and a revised preliminary scope.
While there may be slight revisions later on in the project, at this point the project goals and scope
should be well defined.
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Figure 4: Pre-Audit Energy Use Analysis
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7 PROCESS MAP: ON-SITE ASSESSMENT
I
Discovery
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The On-Site Assessment is a crucial part of the retrofit process, which enables the project team to:









Collect data about building exterior and geometry
Identify building shape and envelope properties
Identify primary heating and cooling demands
Identify mechanical equipment user spaces
Capture occupancy loads
Capture lighting and user electrical loads
Identify and document unoccupied space
Locate and document major mechanical equipment in unoccupied areas

The following chapter is a step-by-step guide to the On-Site Assessment process. Depending on the
facility being studied and a   projects’   defined scope, some of the steps may not be necessary for a
particular building. However, the process is laid out to include all of the data collection steps and the
likely sequence for capturing the critical information to support the analysis of energy use and energy
conservation measures.
7.1 COLLECT DATA ABOUT BUILDING EXTERIOR AND GEOMETRY
When first arriving at a facility to perform an On-Site Assessment, the auditor may begin by collecting
data   about   the   facility’s   exterior   and   general   geometry.   This portion of the inspection will focus on
aspects of the building that include infiltration, window glazing and exterior shading, building geometry,
number of floors, percentage of overall windows, and façade type.
7.2 IDENTIFY BUILDING SHAPE & ENVELOPE PROPERTIES
When arriving onsite, general information should be collected about the facility’s  exterior  and  its  layout.    
In terms of the building exterior, the auditor will generally want to identify the façade type; i.e. brick,
concrete, etc. They will also want to take note of wall thickness and any type of shading or overhangs.
The window types, glazing and overall percentage of the exterior that is composed of windows should
be carefully noted, when collecting data. The number of doors and door locations can be noted. If it is
possible to view the roof, the roof pitch and type should also be identified and noted. Many of these
properties can gain a greater level of detail if the auditor views them from both the exterior and interior.
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When collecting data about the buildings geometry, the auditor will want to make a note of the number
of building floors and the approximate height of each of those floors. They will also want to identify the
overall building shape.
7.3 IDENTIFY PRIMARY HEATING AND COOLING DEMANDS
The heating and cooling loads often account for a significant portion of a facilities overall energy
consumption. Since heating and cooling can account for such a large portion of the facilities overall load
profile, identifying the type of heating and cooling source is an important part of the on-site assessment.
This information may be obtained from existing drawings that are located at the start of the project, or
through identifying the heating and/or cooling equipment during the on-site assessment.
7.4 IDENTIFY MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT USER SPACES
As the auditor is surveying the facility they should document the mechanical equipment that they
observe in the user spaces. The mechanical equipment observed will likely include items like heating
and distribution devices. These pieces will contribute to the facilities overall energy load profile. This
equipment information will be used when developing an energy model in later project phases.
7.5 CAPTURE OCCUPANCY LOADS
If possible, prior to performing an On-site Assessment the auditor should make arrangements to meet
with the facility manager or a knowledgeable building occupant while they are visiting the facility to
collect the relevant occupancy data.
During the On-site Assessment information about the occupancy loads should be collected. The
occupancy load information collected should include information about the hours that the facility is
operated during both weekdays and weekends and when the facility is operating at full or partial load.
The energy auditor will also want to collect information about what type of holidays the facility
occupants observe. Collecting occupancy load information should involve talking with facility operators,
building occupants, and inspecting equipment for set back schedules.
7.6 CAPTURE LIGHTING AND USER ELECTRICAL LOADS
There   are   loads   within   the   occupied   spaces   that   can   have   significant   impact   on   the   facility’s   energy  
performance. When performing the audit information about the lamps within the facility should be
collected. Details about the lamp types and lamp density should be collected. Many facilities have
different types throughout their facility and this data should be documented.
Additionally user and plug loads should be documented. Major pieces of equipment; such as copy
machines, computer loads, and refrigerators; should be inventoried and documented. If a facility has a
high density load area; such as a laboratory; information about the type of plug loads within that area
should be collected.
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7.7 IDENTIFY AND DOCUMENT UNOCCUPIED SPACE
Many facilities have areas that are not occupied. This space may include mechanical and electrical
rooms, basements, and closets. When performing the On-site Assessment, the auditor should make a
note of these spaces and where they are located. They should note whether nor not these spaces are
secured, have active lighting or related electrical loads, and if they are actively conditioned spaces.
7.8 LOCATE AND DOCUMENT MAJOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT IN UNOCCUPIED AREAS
Oftentimes, facilities will locate major pieces of mechanical and electrical equipment in unoccupied
areas. These pieces of equipment may be large in size, or produce heat or noise when they operate.
The equipment may be located in the facility basement, closets set aside specifically for equipment,
mechanical or electrical rooms, penthouses, on the rooftop, or an outside equipment yard. The
equipment will likely influence the building’s energy use and should be identified and documented. If
existing drawings of the facility are available, the major pieces of equipment are typically identified on
the drawings, but should be field verified.
Something to keep in mind prior to performing the on-site assessment is that access to some areas
where major pieces of equipment is located may be restricted. Therefore, the auditor may need the
facility operator to accompany them through specific areas to ensure they are able to obtain all
necessary data.
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Figure 5: On-Site Assessment
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After the On-Site Assessment has been completed, the project team should develop a baseline energy
model, with properties and parameters that imitate the existing building conditions. The Energy Survey
and Analysis phase will enable the project team to:







Building energy analysis model
Run model simulation
Calibrate energy model
Model proposed designs
Identify and compare energy savings associated with ECMs
Identify operation and maintenance changes for ECMs

The following chapter is a step-by-step guide to the Energy Survey & Analysis process. The process of
developing the energy model and calibrating the model to align with existing building and analyze the
ECMs identified during the onsite assessment. This process may vary slightly based on the facility being
analyzed and the modeling tools utilized. However, the steps scoped in the process model presented
can be applied on most commercial retrofit project types where existing building conditions are known.
8.1 BUILD ENERGY ANALYSIS MODEL
The initial information that is used to develop the energy analysis model includes the building location,
weather data, building system data, and other basic information about the building geometry and
massing. The creation of this content could be modeled directly in the simulation tool, or if an existing
building model is available that could be imported to start the process of simulating the facility. If an
existing model is used, the detail of the imported information will need to be verified to ensure the
model is consistent with the current facility and all of the information is accurate.
After the geometry of the energy model has been developed, the data that was collected during the Onsite Assessment should be carefully entered into the energy modeling program. Depending on the
energy modeling program used this process will vary but it is of extreme importance that the model is
customized to align with the data that was collected during the On-Site Assessment project phase with
as few default input parameters as possible or appropriate.
8.2 RUN MODEL SIMULATION
After all of the data collected during the On-site Assessment has been entered into the energy model
software, the energy simulation should be performed. Most likely running the model simulation will be
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a simple process within the software tool. Running the energy model simulation initially allow for the
identification of any outstanding modeling issues to be identified, such as glitches with weather file or
problem with the defined geometry.
Once the energy model has been set up and the outstanding issues are resolved, the energy modeler
will be able to review the simulation results in more detail. The energy modeler should have a basic
understanding of the current facility performance and the type of systems that are present within the
facility. This basic understanding should allow them to determine whether or not the simulation results
are realistic and if it is appropriate to move on to the model calibration step.
8.3 CALIBRATE ENERGY MODEL
One of the most important parts of developing an energy model for a retrofit building is the process of
calibrating the model. The current calibration process relies heavily on past energy modeling experience
and prior knowledge. While there are several methods and options for calibrating energy models,
Figure 6 shows an overview of a calibration process as outlined by Krarti (2011).

Figure 6: Typical Calibration Procedure for Building Simulation Models (Krarti, 2011)
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The energy model calibration process is particularly important for retrofit facilities where an existing
energy use data is often available. When calibrating an energy model, information about how the
building is actually performing is used. This data can be metered energy or data obtained from utility
bills. Once the energy model has been run, the simulation results should be compared to the collected
measured energy data. The two data sets should be compared to see if they align. When performing
the calibration, a predetermined accuracy value or percentage should be established. If the values do
not align, the modeler must identify reasons for the discrepancy and revise the energy model. The
model simulation and comparison steps should then be repeated. This process should continue until the
simulation results and the collected data match within the predetermined accuracy value.
8.4 MODEL PROPOSED DESIGNS
After the model is calibrated, the ECMs, which were identified during the on-site assessment portion of
the audit, should be modeled. This will involve changing parameters from the calibrated baseline model
to reflect the proposed ECM performance. At this point in the process, the ECM’s  investigated  should  
include measures that are relatively easy to implement, such as changes to operation and maintenance
practices, or the resolution of outstanding equipment issues that were not identified during routine
operation and maintenance checks. Depending on the program used, it may be possible to perform this
in the same file as the original baseline model, or a new energy model all together may have to be
created. The simulation will need to be run after all the necessary parameters are changed for each
ECM. This process should be repeated from the baseline model for all proposed ECMs being considered
at this stage.
8.5 IDENTIFY AND COMPARE ENERGY SAVINGS ASSOCIATED WITH ECMS
The energy savings associated with each ECM option should be identified and compared. First, the
energy modeler should compare the energy savings associated with each of the design options, using
the original energy model as a baseline of comparison.
When identifying the energy savings associated with the ECMs it is important that the energy modeler
use a common unit. Using common units makes it easier for the facility owner, and individuals
reviewing proposed ECMs, to understand and draw comparisons between the proposed design options.
8.6 IDENTIFY OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE CHANGES FOR ECMS
Proposed ECMs which require operation and maintenance changes will need to be incorporated into the
facility maintenance routines. With the initial energy analysis complete, the energy modeler should go
back and identify the operation and maintenance (O&M) changes associated with each potential ECM.
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Figure 7: Energy Survey and Analysis
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The Detailed Modeling and Survey phase involves investigating additional ECMs that were identified
during the Energy Survey and Analysis. These ECMs tend to be more invasive to implement and typically
require a higher level of detailed modeling then those initially identified during the on-site assessment
and investigated during the energy survey and analysis. The Detailed Modeling and Analysis Phase
includes:








Additional detailed data collected about building (if needed)
Input additional building data
Re-calibrate energy model
Model more detailed ECMs identified during energy survey
Re-run model simulation
Identify O&M changes for ECMs
Calculate ECMs savings

The following chapter is a step-by-step guide to the Detailed Modeling and Analysis phase. The
collection of additional data that may be necessary to run the more detailed simulations associated with
this project phase; however, it may be possible to omit these steps if sufficient data was collected during
earlier project phases.
9.1 ADDITIONAL DETAILED DATA COLLECTED ABOUT BUILDING (IF NEEDED)
Based on the ECMs identified during the previous phase, additional detailed data may need to be
collected about the building systems. This may include additional equipment data, detailed lighting
loads, information about switching out entire systems, etc. If additional building system data is needed
that information should be clearly identified along with the appropriate sources for obtaining the
building information. If additional site visits are necessary, a visit should be scheduled.
Similarly, some ECM identified during the previous phase may require collecting additional details
regarding the occupancy loads. To collect additional occupancy data, one would schedule a meeting
with a well-informed building occupant and/or a facility manager knowledgeable about the facilities
operating hours.
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9.2 INPUT ADDITIONAL BUILDING DATA
If additional data was collected, that information should be input into the energy analysis tool. The
process of inputting the data into the energy analysis tool will vary depending on the analysis tool, and
will likely follow the process utilized during the previous phase.
In the event that there is confusion on how to revise an existing energy analysis model, most major
energy analysis tools provide help menus and tutorial instruction booklets that may be valuable
resources to consult with.
9.3 RE-CALIBRATE ENERGY MODEL
Once the additional building data is input into the energy analysis tool, it is important to re-calibrate the
energy model. Re-calibrating the energy model will mimic the same high-level process outlined in Figure
6 and described in Section 8.3 Calibrate Energy Model . When re-calibrating the energy model the
predetermined percentage used earlier should once again be utilized.
9.4 MODEL MORE DETAILED ECMS IDENTIFIED DURING ENERGY SURVEY
This particular step in the process will be similar to the step described earlier in section 8.4 Model
Proposed Designs of the previous process. However, modeling the ECMs identified during the energy
survey portion of the project will require a more detailed level of data input, and these ECMs will likely
include more invasive retrofit building upgrades. Prior to modeling a proposed ECM design the modeler
a new energy model file should once again be saved to ensure that the energy modeler is always able to
go back to the original file in the event that the file becomes corrupt or an error is encountered that the
energy modeler is unable to fix.
When modeling the ECM design options, the energy modeler should go through and create a design
model with the appropriate parameters changed. Depending on the program used, it may be possible
to perform this in the same file as the original baseline model, or a new energy model all together may
have to be created.
9.5 RE-RUN MODEL SIMULATION
With parameters changed to reflect the ECMs, the energy model simulation should be rerun. This
process should be followed until all proposed design options have been modeled and the corresponding
simulations run. The energy modeler should have some idea of anticipated output results. When the
simulation runs are complete they should go through and evaluate whether or not the results are on par
with what was expected. Any modeling errors identified by the program itself, or out of the ordinary
issues observed with the simulation results should be carefully studied and visited to ensure that the
ECMs have been modeled properly.
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9.6 IDENTIFY OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE CHANGES FOR ECMS
Making retrofit upgrades will inevitably mean incorporating operation and maintenance changes into
the facility maintenance routines. Once all of the energy analysis have been run for the facility being
analyzed, the energy modeler should identify the operation and maintenance (O&M) changes associated
with each potential ECM package. During this phase, potential O&M may includes; but are not limited
to; minor changes like filters, checking systems for air or water leaks, checking equipment set points and
sensors, and checking valves or be major changes like implementing a new facility asset management
strategy.
9.7 CALCULATE ECMS SAVINGS
Similar to step 8.5 Identify and Compare Energy Savings Associated with ECMs in the previous process, the
savings associated with each ECM needs to be identified. Once all of the proposed design options have
been successfully run, the savings associated with each ECM option should be carefully examined. First
the energy modeler should go through and compare the energy savings associated with each of the
design options, using the original energy model as a baseline of comparison.
In identifying the cost and savings associated with the ECM measures it is important that the energy
modeler use some type of common unit. Using common units that the facility owner and individuals
reviewing proposed ECMs will be able to relate to will make it easier for them to understand and draw
comparisons between the proposed design options.
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Figure 8: Detailed Modeling and Analysis
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The Feasibility and Packaging phase enables the project team to:









Estimate cost per individual energy conservation measure
Identify potential ECM packages
Develop ECM cost model
Calculate annual ECM package savings
Calculate annual operating costs for packages
Calculate financial performance
Evaluate  which  ECM  package  feasibility  and  alignment  with  owner’s  goals
Rank ECM packages

The following chapter is a step-by-step guide to performing the feasibility analysis. This phase will allow
the project team to identify appropriate ECMs to recommend to the facility owner.
10.1 ESTIMATE COST PER INDIVIDUAL ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURE
Prior to analyzing ECM packaging options, costs associated with each individual ECM should be
estimated. Scoping the cost per individual ECM should include demolition costs, temporary services,
new equipment costs and labor, and construction expenses, such as equipment needed to install the
new system. The costs will likely be derived from historic data, contractor quotes, or from information
received from vendors.
10.2 IDENTIFY POTENTIAL ECM PACKAGES
Once the detailed energy modeling and analysis has been completed and the initial scope costing of
each individual ECM has been completed, potential ECM packages should be identified. An ECM
“package”   typically   consists   of   multiple   retrofit   upgrades   that   are grouped together into proposed
retrofit packages that will later be summarized and presented in an energy audit report presented to the
facility owner. There are different strategies that can be employed to create the packages, but the
packages should group individual ECMs that, as a whole, align with the goals and constraints, such as
energy or investment goals, budget limits or potential tenant impacts.
When developing the ECM packages, it is important to look at which retrofit upgrades are necessary for
the facility. ECM packages may require the energy model to be a coupled analysis of the ECMs in order
to gain an understanding of the impact that grouping together ECMs has on the facilities energy savings.
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10.3 DEVELOP ECM COST MODEL
Using the information from the initial two steps of the Feasibility and Packaging process, an ECM cost
model should be created. The ECM cost model may be modeled in a calculation spreadsheet or a more
complex, dedicated cost estimating tool. The model will be used in later steps to support various
financial calculations that use information from both the energy savings, calculated during earlier
phases, and the individual ECM implementation costs calculated during 10.1 Estimate Cost Per Individual
Energy conservation measure.
10.4 CALCULATE ANNUAL ECM PACKAGE SAVINGS
The annual savings or annual value is a measure of cash flow and can be either negative or positive. It is
an accounting term used to identify the amount of annual savings associated with an ECM investment
over the course of a year. This value typically takes into account savings from things such as the amount
of energy that is saved from upgrading a particular building system. Once calculated, this value should
be presented both in terms of kWh per year and $ per year so that it is easy to draw comparisons among
the different ECM package options and that the facility owners are able to easily understand the values
presented.
10.5 CALCULATE ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS FOR PACKAGES
After the various ECM Packages have been identified the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs
associated with each of the packages need to be determined. The O&M costs will influence both the
yearly savings and the payback periods. For potential O&M information, the project team can consult
with previous equipment O&M costs, and equipment vendor information. This will be an aggregation of
the O&M costs calculated during 9.6 Identify Operation and Maintenance Changes for ECMs.
Utility costs must also be taken into account when evaluating the annual operating costs associated with
each of the ECM packages which are being considered as possible retrofit upgrades. When looking at
the savings associated with potential ECM package, individuals are often interested in the energy
savings. Depending on the energy analysis tool used during earlier project phases to perform the actual
ECM analysis, the energy savings may be in a variety of units. All of the ECM packages energy savings
should be converted into the same unit, such as kWh, so that the facility owner is able to draw
comparisons between the different ECM options.
10.6 CALCULATE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
The payback period is often one of the first numbers that facility owners consider when they are
evaluating whether or not a retrofit upgrade is financially feasible. At the start of a project, when
establishing project goals, the project team will also typically determine a set timeframe during which
they expect to make their investment back or a  “payback  period.”  Any  yearly  savings  beyond  this  period  
is viewed as a profit for the facility owner. The package costs and savings should be used to determine
the  return  or  payback  in  alignment  with  the  owner’s  goals.
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10.7 EVALUATE ECM PACKAGE FEASIBILITY & ALIGNMENT WITH OWNER’S  GOALS
Once all ECM packages have been evaluated on an individual basis and all potential ECM packages have
been evaluated, the various options need to be further investigated to determine which are financially
feasible. When looking at feasibility all elements, including installation costs, operation and
maintenance, yearly savings, energy savings, and payback periods should be taken into account. Each of
the options should be compared to the amount of money facility owner initially intended to invest and
how the various options align with the project scope and goal.
10.8 RANK ECM PACKAGES
After the ECM feasibility study has been completed, a list of ECM package suggestions should be
compiled. ECMs suggested should be evaluated according to both owner financially feasibility and
alignment with the project goals established earlier in the process and they should be ranked
accordingly. The ranked ECMs should include an explanation of both the positive and negative impacts
associated with each ECM the owner may choose to pursue. It is also important to note that the ECMs
suggested may include individual ECMs or multiple ECMs coupled together depending on the situation
and what makes the most sense for the project being evaluated.
Figure 9 shows the entire Feasibility and Packaging process. The Feasibility and Packaging process will
conclude with a report containing ECM recommendations delivered to the facility owner.
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Figure 9: Feasibility and Packaging - Recommendations
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11 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The Energy Auditing Process Model was developed by
members of a research team at The Pennsylvania State
University.
When developing the process maps,
concentration was placed on the energy auditing and energy
modeling processes as they should be completed on retrofit
projects. The core activities were identified through a
combination of workshops attended by industry members,
semi-structured interviews conducted with key project
stakeholders, literature review results, and field observation
studies. The major steps of the energy audit process
consistently showed up in all 4 of the workshop groups, in
the field observations that involved shadowing industry
members as they were performing energy audits, and
through the interviews that were conducted with expert
industry members. The critical issues with the current
processes were identified in a similar manner.

It is anticipated that the Energy
Auditing Process Model will be
used to assist project
stakeholders’  in  conducting  
energy audits and developing
energy models that consistently
add value to the retrofit design
decision process.

It is anticipated that the Energy Auditing Process Model will
be used to assist  project  stakeholders’  in  conducting  energy  audits  and  developing  energy  models  that  
consistently add value to the retrofit design decision process. The process model outlines the processes
that should be implemented when identifying project goals and needs, performing the pre-audit energy
use analysis, collecting data during the on-site assessment, performing the initial energy survey and
analysis, performing more detailed modeling and analysis, and using feasibility and packing to identify
retrofit upgrades to implement. The developed process model is intended to support process
transparency by providing industry members with a formal structure for the overall energy auditing and
energy modeling processes on retrofit buildings.
Research teams at Penn State and researchers will continue to refine the Process Model and validate its
use through future research projects.
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Appendix B
Results of Initial Energy Modeling Assessment Survey
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Number'of'Survey'Participants

Total

77

1.''Mark'(x)'for'the'option'that'best'describes'your'place'of'employment:

DESIGN FIRM
AUDIT FIRM/ESCO
FACILITY MANAGER
RESEARCH
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
OTHER

#"
39.83
8.83
1.00
5.00
6.33
16.00

%"of"Total"
Survey"
Participant
s

51.73%
11.47%
1.30%
6.49%
8.23%
20.78%

(software"development/services"&"sales,"sustainability
"consultant,"skylight"manufacturer,"University,"
design/build,""auditing"&"commissioning,"
consultants"who"provide"energy"and"facility"
management"service,"manufacturers)

2.''What'is'your'role'in'the'Company?

OWNER
PROJECT MANAGER
ARCHITECT
AUDITOR
ENERGY MODELER
ENGINEER

#"
8.33
9.50
3.25
2.25
17.17
22.75

RESEARCHER
OTHER

3.00
10.75

%"of"Total"
Survey"
Participant
s

10.82%
12.34%
4.22%
2.92%
22.29%
29.55%

(software,"mechanical/MEP,"energy,"structural,"civil
/transportation,"supervisor,"PE)

3.90%
13.96%

(business"developer,"exec."Management,"principal,"
Program"Management/CM,
"management,"Sr."VP,"construction
"executive,"estimator/PM,"sales)

3.''Which'of'the'following'services'is'performed'inIhouse?
#
Baseline'Energy'Analysis
62

%'of'total

80.52

what'tool(s)'are'used?
energy"plus,"open"studio,"Ruby,"eQuest,"
proprietary,"inUhouse"software,"excel,"energy"
star"portfolio,"trane"trace,"energy"measure,"
TREAT,"Retroficiency,"HAP,"VEUPro)
(energy+,"open"studio,"Ruby,"smart"people,"inU
house"software,"autodesk,"excel,"trane"trace,"
eQuest,"Ecotect,"Trnsys,"Revit,"virtual"
environment,"design"builder,"skycalc,"
SYNCHRO/cadd,"energy"measure,"TREAT,"
Retroficiency,"HAP,"VEUPro)

Alternative'Design'Comparison

65

84.42

Energy'Conservation'Measure'Analysis

61

79.22

(energy+,"open"studio,"Ruby,"doe"2"energy"
model,"inUhouse"software,"eQuest,"excel,"
trane"trace,"Ecotect,"Trnsys,"Revit,"energy"
measure,"Treat,"Retroficiency,"Beopt,"HAP,"
VEUPro)

Lifecycle/Payback'Analysis

59

76.62

(energy+,"open"studio,"Ruby,"doe"2"energy"
model,"inUhouse"software,"excel,"eQuest,"
trane"trace,"energy"measure,"BLCC,"BLCC"
Spreadsheets,"HAP,"VEUPro)
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4.##For#each#energy#modeling#program#please,#to#the#best#of#your#ability,#complete#the#table#below.

Company#Role

Program#Name

Who#Performs#the#
Analysis?

During#What#Phase#is#
the#Program#Used?

software)engineer

energy/plus

n/a

early

energy/modeler

energy/plus

modelers

conceptual/design

project/manager

energy/plus

energy/modeler/engineer

energy/plus

mechanical/engineer
energy/
modeler/HVAC

all/phases

low med high

X
X
X

SD

X

rarely,/only/when/
specifically/required/by/
project
starting/with/SD,/updated/
through/CD
typically/schematic/design/
or/master/plan/level

owner

energy/plus

one/modeling/expert

auditor/energy/modeler

energy/plus

energy/modeler

project/engineer

energy/plus

project/engineers

Energy/Modeler

energy/plus

energy/modeler

in)frequent

energy/modeler

energy/plus

all/plus

energy/modeler/engineer

energy/plus

PM,/auditor,/energy/modeler

energy/plus

energy/modeler
energy/
modeler/HVAC
PMs/and/below

software)engineer

open/studio

n/a

conceptual

energy/modeler

open/studio

modelers

structural/engineer

design/builder

structural/engineer

energy/modeler

design/builder

energy/modeler

conceptual/design
design/or/product/
comparison
all/phases

PM/energy/modeler/engineer

DOE/2

staff/engineers))>PMs

throughout/project

Owner

DOE/2

engineers

equipment/design

software)engineer

Reliability#of#
Results

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

all/phases
early/)/used/for/specific/
analyses

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

ruby

n/a

design

mechanical)engineer

EXCEL

all

X

energy/modeler/engineer

EXCEL

all

X

multiple/roles

EXCEL

energy/engineer
energy/
engineer/account/
all

audit

PM/energy/modeler

EXCEL

trained/engineer

SD/DD/CD

EXCEL/(in/house)

engineer

all

energy/modeler/engineer

EXCEL

mechanical/engineer

CD/phase

multiple/roles

EXCEL

engineer

all/phases

mechanical)engineer

EXCEL

engineer

ECM/analysis

EXCEL/ (financial/
spreadsheets)

auditors,/sales/
personnel

ECM/analysis,/and/
discussions/with/
clients

project/manager

EXCEL

mechanical/engineer

SD,/DD

energy/modeler/engineer

EXCEL

engineers

energy/modeler/engineer

EXCEL

energy/
modeler/HVAC

multiple/roles

EXCEL

mechanical)engineer

EXCEL

owner

energy/modeler

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

compiling/results/low/
level/analysis
schematic/end/phase/
(to/display/results)

X

mid)level/to/senior/
staff

all/phases

X

design/engineer

all/phases

X

*depends/on/user/
not/tool
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*depends/on/user/
not/tool

mechanical)engineer

EXCEL

design/engineer

all/phases

multiple/roles

EXCEL

engineer/auditor//
architect

all/phases

X

mechanical)engineer

EXCEL

lead/mech./engineer.

studies

X

early/part/of/energy/
audits

X

all/phases
preliminary/energy/
analysis/lifecycle/
payback
SD,/DD,/CD

X

owner

EXCEL

most/everyone

owner/energy/modeler

EXCEL

engineer/modeler

project/manager

EXCEL

Project/manager/engineer

Energy/Modeler

Excel

Project/Team

auditor/energy/modeler
mechanical)engineer
mechanical)engineer
PM/energy/modeler/mech/engineer
auditor/energy/modeler/engineer
Energy/Modeler/Engineer
Energy/Modeler/Engineer
Other

EXCEL/)/custom/
spreadsheets

analyst/auditor

X

X

Concept,/Schematic,/
Permit

X

used/to/win/projects

X

Engineer

Excel/(Spreadsheets)

ME/Thermal/
Spreadsheets
senior/level/engineer

primarily/schematic/
or/design/phase

Excel/Spreadsheets

PMs/and/below

throughout,/for/stand)
alone/projects

Energy/Model/Engineer

Excel

Engineer

Project/Engineer

Excel

Project/Engineer

Energy/Modeler

Excel

Energy/Modeler/Engineer

Excel

Energy/Modeler
energy/
modeler/HVAC

As/Needed
Schematic/Phase,/end/
phase/to/display/

Owner/Project/Manager/Engineer

Excel

Energy/Engineer

Schematic/Design

mechanical)engineer

Trace/700

energy/design/engineer

IGA

energy/modeler/engineer

Trace/700

energy/engineer

development/of/ECM's

PM/energy/modeler

Trace/700

trained/engineer

SD/DD/CD

mechanical)engineer

Trace/700

mechanical/engineer

DD/through/CD

energy/modeler/engineer

Trace/700

mechanical/engineer

CD/phase

multiple/roles

Trace/700

engineer

all/development

mechanical)engineer

Trace/700

mechanical/engineer

energy/modeler

Trace/700

energy/modelers

DD/&/CD
creating/baselines,/
ECM's/and/financial/
estimating

project/manager

Trace/700

mechanical/engineer

PMs/auditor/energy/modeler

X

miscellaneous/energy)
mech./engineer
construction
EXCEL
refrigeration/usage)
mech./Engineer
construction
EXCEL
EXCEL
mechanical/engineer throughout/project
energy/analyst,/
project/development/
EXCEL/)/custom/
auditor,/energy/
engineering/design/
spreadsheets
modeler
performance/period
Excel
engineer
SD,/DD
Excel

All
typically/schematic/
design/or/master/plan/

SD,/DD

X

X

after/audit/site/visit/if/in)
house/design/project,/
starting/with/SD/and/updated/

excel/(custom/
spreadsheets)

project/manager

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

)

X

X

)

)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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energy&modeler/engineer

Trace&700

multiple&roles

Trace&700

energy&modeler/HVAC

energy&modeler/engineer

Trace&700

mechanical6engineer

Trace&700

design&engineer

mechanical6engineer

Trace&700

lead&mech.&engineer.

mechanical6engineer,&Sr.&VP

Trace&700

X+
X
X+

all&phases

mid6level&to&senior&staff conceptual6100%&DD
energy&modeler/HVAC All&Phases&(used&most)
all&phases

*depends&on&user&
not&tool

prelim.&through&CD's&&&
LEED&submission

X

HVAC&Engineer

concept&6&CD

X
X
X

engineer/construction&executive

Trace&700

project&engineer

marketing/proposal/&
predesign

PM/energy&modeler/engineer

Trace&700

engineer

schematic&thru&final

owner/energy&modeler

Trace&700

engineer/modeler

all&phases

X
X
X

X

mechanical6engineer

Trace&700

engineers

schematic/DD&final&CD's&
for&LEED

PM/energy&modeler/mech&engineer

Trace&700

mechanical&engineer

throughout&project

Sustainability&PM

Trace&700

engineer

all&phases

Energy&Modeler

Trace&700

energy&modeler

SD,&DD

X
X

project&manager

Trace&700

senior&level&engineer

primarily&schematic&or&
design&phase

mechanical&engineer

Trace&700

mechanical&engineer

SD,&DD,&CD&and&LEED&
submission

X

owner/energy&modeler/ME&engineer

Trace&700

analyst&engineer

DD,&CD

researcher

energy&assessment

engineers

initial

researcher

retrofit&simulation

engineers

X
X
X

initial

energy&modeler/engineer

autodesk&revit

energy&engineer

architect

autodesk&revit

staff&architect

following&system&
selection&or&ECM&
determination
design&development

architect

autodesk&revit

architect

preliminary&schematic

project&manager

autodesk&revit

architect&&&engineer

SD

energy&modeler/engineer

eQuest

energy&engineer

development&of&ECM's

project&manager

eQuest

project&manager

planning

energy/mech&engineer

eQuest

engineers

feasibility/analysis

multiple&roles

eQuest

???

audit

PM/energy&modeler

eQuest

trained&engineer

SD/DD/CD

Energy&Modeler/Engineer

eQuest

energy&modeler/HVAC

all&phases

multiple&roles

eQuest

engineer

all&phases

mechanical6engineer

eQuest

engineer

ECM&analysis

owner

eQuest

all&employees

all&phases

energy&modeler/engineer

eQuest

engineers

retrofit&analysis

principal

eQuest

energy&modelers

design

energy&modeler/engineer

eQuest

energy&modeler/HVAC

all&phases

multiple&roles

eQuest

mid6level&to&senior&staff conceptual6100%&DD

mechanical6engineer

eQuest

design&engineer

all&phases

multiple&roles

eQuest

energy&modeler

SD&6&Permit&Documents

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
*depends&on&user&
not&tool

X
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mechanical)engineer

eQuest

energy2engineer

concept2)2CD

X

project2engineer

marketing/proposal/2
predesign

X

engineer/construction2executive

eQuest

owner

eQuest

PM/energy2modeler/engineer

eQuest

energy2modeler

eQuest

limited2people,2who2
are2better2at2energy2
staff2engineers))
>PMs
energy2modeler

energy2modeler

eQuest

energy2modeler

all2phases

X
X

throughout2project
SD,2DD,2CD

auditor/energy2modeler

eQuest

energy2modelers

starting2with2SD,2
updated2through2CD

PM/energy2modeler/mech2engineer

eQuest

mechanical2engineer

throughout2project

auditor/energy2modeler/engineer

eQuest

energy2
modeler/auditor

Sustainability2PM

eQuest

engineer

project2
development/2
performance2period
all2phases

Energy2Modeler/Engineer

eQuest

engineer

SD,2DD

project2engineer

eQuest

project2engineers

typically2schematic2
design2or2master2plan2
level

Energy2Modeler

eQuest

energy2modeler

eQuest

energy2modeler

all2phases

project2manager/architect

eQuest

specialist

project2manager

eQuest

senior2level2engineer

schematic2design
primarily2schematic2
or2design2phase

project2manager/architect

eQuest

owner/energy2modeler

eQuest

PM/auditor/energy2modeler

eQuest2)New2Bldgs

PM/auditor/energy2modeler

eQuest)Existing

owner/energy2modeler/ME2engineer

eQuest

owner

eQuest

X

mostly2for2LEED

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

mechanical2engineer,2
all2phases,2mostly2SD
energy2modeler

X
X
X
X

building2performance2
SD,2DD,2CD
analyst
all2phases2depending2
senior2level2mech2
on2what2our2needs2
engineers
are
schematic,2and2
PMs2and2below
DDs/CDs
schematic,2and2
PMs2and2below
DDs/CDs
analyst
SD/DD/CD
Building2performance2
early,2mid,2final2
engineers
designs
staff2architect
schem.2Design2&2DD

architect

TRANSYS

architect

ecotect

staff2architect

schem.2Design2&2DD

principal

ecotect

energy2modelers

design

energy2modeler/engineer

ecotect

engineer/architect

concept

project2manager/architect

ecotect

team2member

schematic2design

energy/mech2engineer

TREAT

engineers

feasibility/analysis

energy2modeler/engineer

TREAT

engineers

multifamily2analysis

multiple2roles

TREAT

engineer/auditor

audit

multiple2roles

BLCC

???

audit

energy2modeler/engineer

BLCC

engineers

life2cycle2analysis

engineer/construction2executive

BLCC

project2engineer

all2phases

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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engineer/construction,executive
owner
PM/energy,modeler
owner

BLCC,Spreadsheets

X

project,engineer
all,phases
Building,Performance,
Early,or,mid,to,make,
Engineers,or,Energy,
LCCA,decisions
Auditor
trained,engineer
SD/DD/CD

BLCC/Xcel,Energy
EIO

X
X
X

energy,measure

owner

BEopt

research,assistant

BEopt,(residential)

engineer/architect

Skycalc

structural,engineer

design,or,product,
comparison

X

owner

HAP

engineers

schematic,through,DD

X

mechanical:engineer

HAP

several

schematic

mechanical:engineer

HAP

mechanical,engineer

DD,&,CD

energy,modeler/engineer

HAP

energy,modeler/HVAC

all,phases

multiple,roles

HAP

mechanical:engineer

HAP

owner

HAP

ME's,(load's/energy)

all,phases

PM/energy,modeler/engineer

HAP

staff,engineers::>PMs

project,manager

HAP

Engineer

mechanical:engineer

HAP

auditor/energy,modeler/engineer

HAP

energy,modeler/engineer

HAP

owner/energy,modeler

HAP

Mech.,Engineer
energy,modeler/,
auditor/engineer
energy,
modeler/HVAC
all,mech,engineers

throughout,project
ECM,Analysis:Design,
Comparison
Design/Construction
project,
development/,
All,Phases

researcher
multiple,roles
structural,engineer

owner/PM/energy,engineer

after,all,data,is,collected
post:audit,,when,writing,
the,audit,report

design

design,engineer

all,phases

energy,engineer

schematic,design

engineers

retrofit,analysis

principal

EE4

energy,modelers

DD/CD

principal

IES:VE

energy,modelers

DD/CD

multiple,roles

LCCA

senior,staff

50%,:,100%,design

multiple,roles

REM/Rate,(residential)

engineer/auditor

design/audit

multiple,roles

Wrightsoft,(heat,loads) engineer/architect

design/audit

multiple,roles

IES,VE:Pro,

energy,modeler

SD:,permit,documents

mechanical:engineer,,Sr.,VP

IES,VE:Pro,

energy,engineer

PM/auditor/energy,modeler

IES:VE

PMs,and,below

concepts,:,CD
Early:used,for,
specific,analysis
start,to,finish

energy,modeler
project,manager/architect
owner
mechanical:engineer,,Sr.,VP

IES,Virtual,Environment
dedicated,modeling,staff
IES

modelers

IES,Virtual,Environmentbuilding,performance,analyst
IES:VE
energy,pro

X

X
X
X
X
*depends,on,user,
not,tool

X
X
X
X
X
X

schematic,design

HAP

energy,modeler

X

mid:level,to,senior,staff conceptual:100%,DD

retroficiency

energy,modeler/engineer

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

concept,to,tender

X

SD/DD

Building,Performance,
early,,mid,,final,designs
Engineers
HVAC,Engineer

DD,:,CD

X
X
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energy&modeler

energy&pro

energy&modelers

all&phases

auditor/energy&modeler

energy&pro

energy&modelers

CD&phase

Energy&Modeler/Engineer

energy&pro

engineer

Energy&Modeler

energy&pro

energy&modeler

energy&modeler

energy&pro

energy&modeler

permit
all&phases,&mostly&CD&
for&permits
all&phases

project&manager

energy&pro

engineer

project&manager

energy&pro

owner

energy&pro

owner/energy&modeler/ME&engineer

mechanical8engineer,&Sr.&VP

energy&pro

concept,&SD,&DD,&CD
primarily&schematic&
senior8level&engineer
or&design&phase
Building&performance&
final&designs&for&
engineers
compliance&with&Title&
analyst&engineer
CD

ComFen/Energy+

energy&engineer

concepts

auditor/energy&modeler/engineer

Proprietary&analysis&tools

energy&analyst,&
auditor,&energy&
modeler

project&development&
enginering&design&
performance&period

auditor/energy&modeler/engineer

metrix

measurement&and&
verification&specialist

performance&period

project&manager
mechanical8engineer
project&manager/architect
project&manager
Energy&Modeler/Engineer

solar&panel&analysis

solar&company

building&performance&
sefaira&concept
analyst
RetScreen&8&Canadian&
Project&
gov't&energy&program manager/engineer
TAS
Engineer

SD,&DD

CFD

Engineer

SD

ASHRAE&RTS

Engineer

SD,DD

project&manager

air&master&+

senior&level&engineer

SEMCO&Selection&
Software

inside&sales&team&
member

Excel&8Aircuity&DCV&
Analysis&Model&v2.7

In&House&Technical

Budgetary,&
conceptual&and&final&
design
Pre8

Vasari

architect

Design/Schematic

Revit&Vasari

team&member

schematic&design

EA8Quip&(multifamily)

engineer/auditor

audit

project&manager/architect
multiple&roles

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ECM&analysis&8&
Lifecycle&payback

Energy&Modeler/Engineer

Sustainability&PM

X
X

schematic&design

Energy&Modeler/Engineer

Sales&at&a&Vendor&of&Manufacturer&of&
Energy&Savings&Solutions

X

Design/Construction

PMs&and&below

sales

X
X

Energy&Star/Portfolio&
Preliminary&energy&
Project&manager/engineer analysis/ongoing&
Manager

Noesis

PM/auditor/energy&modeler

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Preliminary

X

primarily&schematic&
or&design&phase
beginning&design&
phase

X
X
X
X
X
X
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comments(()(main(problems/concerns(with(the(current(tools:
quality(of(input
time(consuming(to(learn(the(programs
time(required(for(basic(outputs
over(complexity(of(modeling(programs
lack(of(flexibility(for(unique(buildings
reliability(of(the(inputs
software(limitations(and(inflexibilities
they(do(not(interface(with(each(other
REVIT:((can(be(used(very(early(in(the(design(concept(stage(to(verify(comparative(design(approaches(and(not(for
((((((((((((((total(energy(consumption
the(paybacks(seem(high
the(geometry(of(the(building(that(could(be(designed(was(very(limited.((Buildings(with(odd(shapes(or(various(levels((
(((((((((((((((of(insulations(could(not(bewell(modeled
modeling(hybrid(systems
lack(of(transparency(in(the(output
creating(a(baseline(in(Trace(that(accurately(reflected(both(previously(energy(bill(sand(existing(equipment
((((((((((((((((was(sometimes(difficult(
limitations(in(modeling(unusual(design(strategies(or(systems
our(company(works(on(a(lot(of(retrofit(jobs(and(it(is(very(difficult(to(get(good(information(from(the(
((((((((((((((building(owners/operators
limitations(to(the(software((ability(to(accurately(model(advanced(HVAC(systems)
whole(building(simulation(tools(can(be(limited(in(system(types(and(configurations,(while(spreadsheets(
((((((((((((((do(not(easily(account(for(system(interaction.
Whole(building(simulation(software(is(only(as(good(as(the(energy(analyst(entering(the(data(and(
((((((((((((((understanding(the(outputs(relative(to(the(best(decisions.
the(tools(are(only(as(reliable(as(the(users(
spreadsheets(don't(have(the(ability(to(calculate(exterior(loads
eQuest(can(not(take(into(account(H2O(economizers(or(ASHRAE(62(calcs
the(different(programs(all(have(their(own(drawbacks
REM/Rate((residential)(S(only(one(temperature(zone.((Less(control(over(base(load
TREAT((residential/multifamily)(S(great(for(multifamily,(not(goof(for(complex(mechanical(systems(or(multiple(
((((((((((((((systems.((Has(a(great(ECM(analysis.((
Wrightsoft((heat(loads)(S(heats(loads(are(done(well(but(the(energy(plug(in(is(not(reliable
EASQuip((multifamily)(S(very(similar(to(TREAT,(web(based(but(need(to(pay(per(project.(ECM(analysis(not(as(user(
((((((((((((((friendly(as(TREAT.((
Beopt((residential)(S(only(good(for(simple(new(homes.((Very(fast(to(make(the(model.((Not(good(at(all(for
(((((((((((((((complex(homes.(
Spreadsheets(S(this(can(be(very(helpful(for(some(items(as(long(as(the(user(knows(what(they(are(doing.((
(((((((((((((((Can(take(a(while(to(make(it(work(correctly,(depending(on(how(differently(the(projects(are.((
((((((((((((((((Time(consuming(to(get(all(interactions(between(ECMs.
flexibility(&(accuracy(for(advanced(systems((new(technology,(combinations(of(systems)
eQuest(is(somewhat(limited(in(the(types(of(sysems(available(within(the(software
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Bugs%in%algorithms
availability%of%technical%support
tool%interoperability%with%other%analytical%tools%and%BIM
less%than%comprehensive%reporting%capabilities
limitations%on%algorithms%to%evaluate%more%of%the%passive%conidtioning%strategies
lack%of%integration%with%design%tools%(e.g.%Revit)
lack%of%consistency%of%results%between%tools
lack%of%understanding%by%modeling%professionals%on%how%to%successfully%integrate%modeling%into%the%entire%design%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%phase%of%a%project%(especially%%early%phases%@%concept%and%schematic)
reliability%of%energy%modeling%results%is%due%to%lack%of%information%available%during%the%phase%that%the%modeling
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%is%being%performed,%not%the%accuracy%of%the%tools.
most%widely%accepted%tools%have%been%validated%to%the%industry%standards
the%skill%of%the%modeler%is%the%most%important%factor%in%determining%reliability%
Trace%requires%significant%input%for%a%quick%comparison
Trace%has%a%lot%of%input,%some%of%which%matters%all%of%the%time,%some%of%which%matters%occasionally.%%Sometimes%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%its%not%clear%which%inputs%are%used%to%arrive%at%the%outcome
Carrier%HAP%is%the%program%that%we%use%for%loads%which%are%done%on%nearly%all%formal%design%projects.
Energy%modeling%when%needed%is%doen%with%either%HAP%or%e@Quest.%%
Energy%modeling%is%normally%only%required%on%LEED%projects%and%some%government%projects.
Spreadsheets%are%very%useful%for%energy%audit%proejcts%and%for%initial%screenign%of%ECOs%in%the%very%early%stages
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%of%design%projects.
lack%of%standard%process%and%consistent%data%from%manufacturers%to%use%for%comparision
since%most%equipment%is%manufactured%to%current%standards%@%the%only%differentiation%is%marketing/BD%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%buzzwords%and%packaging%of%the%message
few%claims%of%exceptional%performance%as%compared%to%competitionare%truly%substantiated%by%the%rating%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%systems%(AHRI,%etc)
do%not%use%trane%trace%because%it%is%more%difficult%to%use
energy%pro%is%good%for%compliance%checking%(title%24)%@@>%not%good%for%energy%calculating
some%have%issues%with%certain%modeling%CHP%for%example;%ENERGY%STAR%building%types%can%be%limited
HAP%is%somewhat%reliable%@%it%gives%you%an%estimaged%energy%output,%but%it%is%easily%manipulated%and%can%easily%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%be%wrong%and%not%reflect%the%energy%savings.
The%Solar%Panel%Analysis%is%done%by%the%solar%company%@%they%typically%use%our%design%and%run%a%load%to%find%the%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%yearly%savings%of%the%solar%design
The%Miscellaneous%Energy%and%Refrieration%Usage%are%excel%spreadsheets%our%company%has%created%based%on%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%refrigeration%and%energy%usage%in%the%buildings%we%design.%%We%get%results%from%existing%buildings%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%with%management%systems.%
eQuest%and%EnergyPro%only%model%commercial%buildings%and%standard%HVAC%systems;%there%is%not%a%developed%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%user%interface%for%Energy%Pro
From%experience,%people%put%a%lot%of%confidence%in%an%energy%simulation,%but%without%any%real%understanding
%%%%%%%%%%%%%of%the%underlying%problems%that%exist.%%The%same%goes%for%simple%spreadsheet%calculations.%%
Without%a%high%level%of%scrutiny%to%inputs,%and%no%easy%way%to%scrutinize,%it%is%often%difficult%to%tell%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%it%is%garbage%in/garbage%out,%or%really%relevant%input%data%to%a%model%and%the%underlying%assumptions.%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%I've%seen%a%lot%of%"highly%calibrated%models"%but%once%you%get%a%layer%deep,%everything%is%put%together
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%with%"bandaids%and%scotch%tape,"%not%relevant%inputs
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Also,&not&all&tools&are&currently&future&proof&and&can&handle&the&copious&amounts&of&data&that&are&becoming&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&available&as&growing&demand&for&energy&management&services&grow.&&Not&all&tools&fit&into&our&own&process
&&&&&&&&&&&requiring&unique&developments&to&interact&with&standard&tools.
None&are&very&comprehensive&and&a&suite&of&tools&must&be&used&to&analyze&all&aspects&of&a&building.
Daylighting,&natural&ventlation,&passive&heating,&thermal&mass,&shading&>>&all&must&be&looked&at&with&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&a&variety&of&programs&to&find&effective&solutions&would&be&great&to&have&this&abiltiy&all&in&one&program&
&&&&&&&&&&&&like&Revit
The&work&arounds&we&use&in&eQuest&to&handle&alternative&design,&can&easily&become&unverifiable.&&It&would&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&be&very&nice&to&have&a&user&"friendly"&energy&modeling&tool&that&could&handle&multiple&conditioning&.&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&models&in&a&single&zone&without&using&work&arounds&Energy&Plus&would&be&a&much&better&tool&for&
&&&&&&&&&&&&alternative&design&but&the&interface&makes&it&cumbersome&for&a&production&design&team.
Have&we&captured&sufficient&detail&in&the&model?
lack&of&sophisticated&waterside&design&inputs,&frequent&crashes,&variability&of&results
Your&table&actually&actually&has&problems&because&the&word&reliability&could&imply&accuracy&of&a&model&or
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&compliance&with&a&standard.&&If&a&model&is&reliable&to&pass&a&code&but&not&accurate&to&reality&is&a&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&common&service.&&This&is&an&industry&produced&problem&really,&not&so&much&a&tool&concern.
useability&is&everything
inexperienced&users,&lack&of&independent&modelers,&designers&"fabrication"&of&anticipated&savings;&tools&used&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&just&to&verify&LEED&points&>>>&LEED&consultant&comments
I&rated&the&reliability&of&results&in&the&table&above&based&on&my&understanding&of&the&intrinsic&accuracy&of&the&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&tools.&&However,&the&actual&reliability&is&highly&dependent&on&several&factors,&including&the&experience
&&&&&&&&&&&&&of&the&user.&&For&example&a&well>constructed&spreadsheet&may&be&much&more&reliable&than&an&eQuest&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&model&created&by&an&inexperienced&user.
Trane&Trace&has&some&well>known&issues&with&its&ability&to&model&certain&mechanical&systems&that&are&becoming&
&&&&&&&&&&&&more&common.&&Additionally,&Trace&is&not&a&great&visual&tool&and&is&not&user&friendly,&limiting&usefuleness&
&&&&&&&&&&&&in&early&phases&of&design.&&
mechanical&systems&available,&how&well&is&displacement&ventilation&modeled,&chilled&beam,&etc,&natural&
&&&&&&&&&&&&ventilation&modeling&capabilities,&can&the&software&also&do&daylight&or&airflow&analysis&(IES>VE&can&
&&&&&&&&&&&do&all&these),&can&the&software&take&a&Revit&or&Sketchup&model&and&import&it&and&how&difficult&is&it&to
&&&&&&&&&&&&do&this?&(IES>VE&can&do&this)
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Appendix C
Results of Follow-Up Surveys with Industry Members
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1.##Name#of#Energy#Modeling#Software#Program#the#survey#answers#below#pertain#to
Program:

eQuest

Responses:

12

2.##When#is#the#energy#modeling#program#being#used?#-(check-all-that-apply)
#

%#

9
10
10
7

75.00
83.33
83.33
58.33

Planning#Phase

5

41.67

Other

Schematic#Design
Design
Construction
(when-s pec ific ally-required-and-then-kic king-and-s c reaming,-exis ting-buildings ,-meas urement-andv erific atio n/energy-guarantee-pro jec ts -Y-utility-predic tio n,-pro gramming-when-do ing-N E Z B 's ,-po s t-o c c upanc yv alidatio n-and-c o mmis s io ning

3.##What#is#the#purpose#of#the#energy#modeling#being#created/how#with#the#energy#model#be#used?
Energy-models-are-used-to-estimate-energy-savings-from-individual-ECMS-based-on-custom-improvements.--eQuest
is-used-when-a-building-is-complicated-enough-to-justify-interactive-savings.
The-initial-purpose-of-an-energy-model,-for-us,-is-to-compare-basic-design-desicisions-that-will-later-impact-theoverall-energy-use-of-the-building-(ie,-DX-vs-CHX,-daylighting-vs.-none,-lighting-power-densityreductions,-etc.)
Compliance-with-RFP-requirements-to-show-EPACT-2005,-7-and-EISZ-2009-and-LEED-Prereq-2-Y-Minimum-EnergyPerformance-and-LEED-Energy-credit-EA1
Financial-decision-making,-life-cycle-cost-analysis,-design-decisions,-LEED
Primarily-modeling-for-utility-incentive-programs-and-LEED
Scenario-comparison,-net-present-value-and-payback-calculations,-planning-tool-and-program-compliance
To-establish-behcnmark-of-energy-use,-to-compare-to-prevailing-energy-code,-to-establish-compliance-with-LEED
requirements-and-to-calc-%-savings-per-LEED,-and-to-compare-design-options-for-energy-efficiency
I-only-have-limited-experience-with-this-program-as-it-has-just-recently-become-an-option-for-my-use.--Purpose-is
to-rapidly-prototype-a-facility-to-determine-energy-savings-opportunities-based-on-the-energy-useoutputs.--This-"high-level"-model-allows-for-quick-determination-of-the-feasibility-of-energy-conservation
measures-(ECMs)-that-would-otherwise-take-extended-periods-of-calculations-too-complete.-Additionally,-the-expansion-of-the-base-model-to-a-more-defined-energy-model-for-use-in-determinationof-savings-and-possiibly-as-a-model-for-measurement-and-verification-post-project-are-futureexpectations-of-the-modeling-program.
LEED-compliance,-Energy-code-compliance,-existing-building-energy-audits,-government-financial-incentivemodeling
In--my-experience,-it-has-been-most-commonly-used-to-predict-the-energy-consumption-of-a-building-based-on-its
design,-and-to-compare-this-estimated-energy-usage-to-a-baseline-case-(ASHRAE-90.1)-for-LEEDdocumentation.
1.)-Schematic-Design-energy-analysis,-2.)-Architectural-envelope-analysis-to-model-changes-to-the-envelope/
orientation-that-get-developed-by-the-architects,-3.)-LEED-modeling
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Parametric)analysis.))Prediction)of)annual)energy)use)cost.

4.##What#information#is#being#inputted#into#the#program?
Run)hours,)efficiency,)variance,)weather)data,)systems,)detailed)occupancy,)information.
HVAC,)lighting,)and)plumbing)design)information,)plug)loads,)exterior)loads,)exterior)lighting,)envelope)properties,
usage)schedules,)plant)information
All)detailes)on)the)building)including)envelope,)lighting)and)HVAC)systems.))Water)usage,)operational)schedules
and)utility)rates)are)also)critical
Building)envelope)performance)characteristics,)equipment)performance)and)specifications)(lighting,)mechanical,
power,)process)and)renewables),)schedules,)control)sequences)and)fuel)costs)and)tariffs
Building)geometry,)building)shell)data,)HVAC)system)data,)lighting)and)equipment)power)densities,)operational
schedules
All)building)data)or)design)decisions)available
loads,)systems,)and)plant)info.))We)conduct)economic)evaluation)seperately.))Is)a)3D)model.))We)usually)trace)the
arch)input)over)a)CADD)drawing)and)then)input)all)other)to)reflect)actual)bldg)or)the)design)specs.
Similar)to)that)of)Trace,)however)it)appears)less)detailed,)allowing)for)a)more)broad)brush)interpretations)of)the)
facility.))Allowing)the)buildng)to)be)set)up)in)its)actual)shape)and)with)its)actual)layout)rather)than
entering)every)room.))This)ability)to)move)past)a)data)entery)intensive)step)allows)for)more)rapid)
results,)albeit)not)as)accurate.))Typical)information)would)be)occupancy,)building)type,)set)points,
main)central)plant)equipment,)and)building)layout
Complete)description)of)physical,)mechanical)and)electrical)building)systems
All)physical)traits)of)the)building)(construction)types,)geometry,)glazing,)orienttaion),)building)location,)all
HVAC)systems)and)their)components,)process)loads)(water)heater,)site)lighting,)etc.),)lighting)and
plug)loads,)schedules)(occupancy,)systems,)processes,)etc.),)occupancy,)zoning,)fuel)types,)utility
rate)schedules)(electrical)gas),)building)usage)and)predicted)activity,)ventilation)rates,)exhaust
rates,)infiltration,)and)any)other)specifics)about)the)building)that)would)affect)its)energy)usage
1.))All)envelope)information,)orientations,)etc.))))2.))Occupancy)type)and)schedules))))3.))Mechanical)system
types)))))4.))Control)systems
Building)Properties.))Weather)data.

5.##What#do#you#preceive#to#be#the#most#important#inputs?
Getting)occupancy)and)run)hours)correct.
Lighting,)HVAC)efficiences,)envelope)data
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All#details#on#the#building#are#important#but#operational#schedules#are#the#biggest#unknown
All#of#them,#but#of#most#note#worthy#is#schedules#of#operation,#occupancy,#etc.#These#assumption#affect#the#
output#greatly
Schedules,#HVAC#data,#and#HVAC#Controls
Depends#on#the#climate#and#building#type
Depends#on#the#project.##All#the#input#is#important.##The#last#input#tweaked#to#get#a#good#design#is#the#one#we#
remember
Occupancy#type#and#central#plant#equipment.##Again,#I#have#not#had#the#time#to#spend#evaluating#changes#to#certain
parameters#and#the#effect#on#the#model
Varies#from#project#to#project,#but#in#short,#the#most#important#inputs#are#those#which#have#the#greatest#impact
on#the#outputs.##In#other#words,#the#key#is#to#focus#oon#the#inputs#which#have#the#biggest#likelyhood
of#screwing#up#the#analysis#if#they#are#wrong.##So#it's#all#about#context.##In#a#heatingGdominated#
climate#in#Alaska,#I#don't#really#care#if#I#do#a#good#job#on#the#cooling#system#inputs,#because#even#if#I
am#wrong#by#100%,#the#answer#will#only#differ#by#1%
Each#of#the#inputs#will#have#an#effect#on#the#energy#model,#either#directly,#or#by#affecting#another#input's#accuracy.
For#the#purpose#of#comparing#the#model#to#its#baseline#counterpart,#having#the#correct#plant/system
data#is#very#important#since#it#will#have#a#great#impact#on#the#portion#of#energy#usage.##The
correct#constructiono#types#and#values#are#also#extremely#imporotant,#especially#the#glazing#since
it#is#where#a#majority#of#heat#gain/loss#occurs.
Mechanical#system#types#and#components
Operating#schedules#G#Both#foro#internal#loads#and#the#HVAC#system.

6.##What#are#the#anticipated#outputs?
Btu/kWh#saved#per#year
Overall#annual#energy#use#of#building#and#energy#cost
System#sizing#CANNOT#be#trusted!#Only#energy#usage#and#utility#costs#are#looked#at.
Energy#and#fule#consumption#and#operation#and#operating#costs,#as#well#as#part#load#data#relative#to#inputs#and#
building#type#and#use
Utility#consumption#by#end#use,#monthly#utility#consumption,#hourly#utility#consumption
Estimate#of#energy#use,#comparisons#of#energy#use,#estimate#of#annual#energy#costs,#and#comparison#of#annual#
energy#costs.##Also#we#add#life#cycle#costs#comparisonGsometimes#with#the#program,#and#sometimes#with
required#government#programs#(BLCC,#etc.);#and#sometimes#with#our#own#LCC#analyses.
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To#use#the#program#in#lieu#of#Trace#as#it#seems#more#oriented#towards#energy#studies#than#design#exercies.##I#would
like#to#be#able#to#rapidly#enter#minimal#information#typically#available#even#before#a#site#survey#
(obtained#through#RFPs,#Google/Bing#Maps,#etc)#to#have#some#idea#of#opportunities#beforegoing#to#
the#site.##It#would#then#be#modified#with#the#site#survey#findings#to#create#an#accurate#interpretation#of#
the#facility#and#used#to#evaluate#the#savings#opportunities#and#interactions#of#various#ECMs.##Being#
able#to#select#variable#inputs#to#the#modoel#would#allow#for#a#much#more#time#efficient#means#of#
evaluatinb#ECM#feasibility#versus#long#hand#calculations#(often#difficult#when#evaluationg#
interactions#of#ECMs)
Energy#consumption,#energy#costs,#peak#demand,#greenhouse#gas#emissions
The#predicted#energy#usage#broken#down#into#categories#to#show#where#and#how#much#energy#is#predicted#to#be#
used#is#the#most#useful#output.##The#outputs#are#also#extremely#helpful#in#problem#solving#and#finding
errors#in#the#model#since#they#will#poing#to#any#inconsistencies.
Energy#use#and#cost
Annual#energy#use/cost

7.##What#is#the#level#of#accuracy#of#the#model#results?
15%

##+#or#:

30%

5%

##+#or#:

5%

##+#or#:

Not#Sure

##+#or#:

Not#Sure

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:

30%

##+#or#:

5%

##+#or#:

20%

5%

for#exi s ti ng#EA#&#benchma rki ng#+#K#1%#twea ked#to#refl ect#a ctua l #uti l i ty#da ta
**the#initial#model#(if#conducted#per#site#visit)#would#only#need#to#be#in#the#+/K#30%#range#but#
would#need#to#be#refined#to#+/K#20%#for#evaluation#and#+/K#10%#for#energy#savings#
determination

##+#or#:

**#Typically#depends#on#the#level#of#analysis#and#quality/accuracy#of#inputs.##Schematic/DD#
models#may#vary#by#+/K#20%#,#but##compliance/construction#moodels#may#vary#by#5%

##+#or#:

We#do#not#typi ca l l y#compa re#our#model s #to#the#a ctua l #opera ti on#of#the#bui l di ng.#
After#the#LEED#s ubmi s s i on#i s #compl eted#the#model #i s #not#further#eva l ua ted.

##+#or#:

Unknown

##+#or#:

15%

8.##What#training#did#you#receive#prior#to#using#the#modeling#program?##(check#all#that#apply)
#

%

2
7

16.67
58.33

7

58.33

other

3

25.00

none

online#training
software#tutorials
(2Kday#in#pers o n#c o urs e#in#Wis c o ns in,#us age/experienc e#training#c las s ,#pro v ide#inKho us e#training#fo r#o thers ,#
s elfKtaught/mo deling#s eminars ,#o n#the#jo b#training,#and#s o me#experienc e#in#s c ho o l
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9.##What#training#was#made#available#to#you#from#the#software#modeling#company?!!(check!all!that!apply)
#

%

3
7
4
2

25.00
58.33
33.33
16.67

online#training
software#tutorials
other

(25day!in!pers o n!c o urs e!in!Wis c o ns in,!us age/experienc e!training!c las s ,!mo deling!s eminars ,!the!help!menu

none

10.##What#type#of#technical#support#did#you#receive#when#using#the#software?#!(check!all!that!apply)
#
5

%
41.67

online#support

5

41.67

email#support

4

33.33

call#support

3

25.00

other

3

25.00

none

(all!"liv e"!s uppo rt!we!rec eiv e!is !thro ugh!an!o nline!fo rum!fo r!eQ ues t!us ers ,!us er!gro ups !and!D O E !engineering!
manual,!o nline!c o mmunity!o f!s o ftware!us ers

11.##Who#is#collecting#the#data#for#the#energy#modeling?##(complete!the!table!based!on!that!individual)
12.50 architect

79.17 engineer

outside#energy#auditor

0
Level#of#experience#with#energy#modeling

1

2

3

0.5

2.5

9

3.5

8.5

Level#of#involvement#with#energy#modeling
3

Knowledge#of#architectural#systems

8.33 other

5

4

Knowledge#of#mechanical#systems

1.5

Knowledge#of#electrical#systems

3.5

5

3.5

1

6

4.5

Knowledge#of#building#controls

0.5

10.5

0!5!No,!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
1!5!mi ni ma l !l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
2!5!modera te!l evel !experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3!5!In5depth!l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
**answer!depend!on!individual.!!We!send!out!information!requests!to!architects!and!mechanical!engineers!
and!they!send!us!the!drawings,!schedules,!cut!sheets,!etc.!!We!then!sift!through!the!info!and!extract!the!bits!
we!need!for!modeling.!!In!general,!I!find!only!quailfied!modelers!can!fulfill!this!role!5!the!architects!and!
designers!simply!don't!know!enough!about!the!modeling!tools/process!to!do!this!work.
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12.$$Who$is$performing$the$energy$analysis?$$(complete)the)table)based)on)that)individual)
architect

83.33 engineer

outside$energy$auditor

0

1

16.67 other

2

3

1

11

Level$of$involvement$with$energy$modeling

1

2

9

Knowledge$of$architectural$systems

3

5

4

2

5

5

7

5

Level$of$experience$with$energy$modeling

12

Knowledge$of$mechanical$systems
Knowledge$of$electrical$systems
Knowledge$of$building$controls
0)?)No,)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
1)?)mi ni ma l )l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
2)?)modera te)l evel )experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3)?)In?depth)l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge

**In)general,)specialized)consultants)(modelers))should)be)used.))The)other)designers)have)too)many)other)
things)to)worry)about.))A)modeler)knows)how)everything)fits)together)so)they)are)in)the)best)position)to)
understand)system)interactions)and)how)the)combination)will)impact)energy)use.))But)too)often)modelers)
are)not)a)direct)part)of)the)team,)they)work)in)silos)and)there)needs)to)be)more)dialogue.

13.$$What$issues$do$you$need$to$contact$the$software$company$for$help$with$most$frequently?
Internal)calculations)that)don't)agree)with)our)preconceived)notiions)or)findings.))Sometimes)outputs)look)wrong
and)we)need)some)support
When)a)particular)HVAC)system)does)not)produce)the)expected)results,)when)we)encoutner)a)larger)number)of
unmet)hours)unexpectedly,)when)we)encouter)errors
How)to)model)systems)it)cannot)model)directly
You)don't)contact)them
Varies)with)projects.))Usually)unusual)systems)such)as)peak)shaving)generators,)scheduling)operations,)
complicated)combinations)of)systems)(such)as)combination)of)solar,)co?gen,)peak)shaving,)chilled
water)stg)
Issues)with)the)availability)of)certain)mechanical)systems.))Some)of)the)systems,)such)as)coal/oil)fired)steam,)do)
not)seem)to)be)available,)along)with)more)modern)systems,)such)as)variable)refrigerant)systems.))But
the)company)has)not)been)evaluated)given)we)are)still)evaluating)the)usefulness)of)the)software.
None)available)?)freeware)tools
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Issues%with%data%outputs%not%lining%up%with%expected%results%pretaining%to%system%specifics%(e.g.%fan%motor%energy
usage%either%significantly%higher%or%lower%than%would%be%expected)
The%integration%of%new %HVAC%systems%and%controls.%%The%program%does%not%keep%up%with%changes%in%equipment%
and%controls%as%the%industry%changes.

14.$$Additional$comments/concerns?
eQuest%is%easy%to%use%but%cannot%perform%load%models%and%cannot%perform%ASHRAE%62.1%calculations.%%It%cannot
properly%model%dedicated%outdoor%air%systems%which%along%with%ASHRAE%62.1%calculations%limitations
are%MAJOR%issues%for%us.%%It%also%cannot%model%some%systems%like%mixed%mode%(natural%and%mechanical)
ventilation,%displacement%ventilation,%UFAD,%and%static%pressure%reset.%
Software%tends%to%be%"buggy."%%Lags%behind%other%software%in%updates
Seems%to%be%the%most%accurate%simulation%available%and%is%the%most%transparent%in%seeing%how%calcs%are%made.
While%this%still%appears%to%be%a%great%energy%modeling%tool,%the%inability%to%move%it%from%an%energy%model%to%a%
design%model%(such%as%with%Trace),%seems%to%be%creating%issues%interdepartmentally.%%Also,%the%historic
use%of%Trace%has%made%the%possibility%of%change%difficult%given%the%level%of%comfort%with%the%software,%
even%if%not%designed%to%model%energy%perimarily.%%The%initial%data%entry%stage%seems%to%be%long%and%
intricate,%but%allows%for%use%of%defalts%that%correspond%to%only%a%few%necessary%selections,%and%in%a%test%
case,%was%farily%close%to%the%Trace%output%but%requiring%only%a%fraction%of%the%time%(about%20U30%minutes
versus%multiple%hours%of%reiterations).%%Overall,%I'd%like%to%continue%learning%the%software%and%would%like%
to%see%the%results%of%the%study%on%it,%as%it%would%assist%in%our%internal%development%of%utilization%for
energy%only%modeling%to%start%with,%hopefully%moving%to%the%same%level%as%Trace%for%use%in%our%
design%department.
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1.##Name#of#Energy#Modeling#Software#Program#the#survey#answers#below#pertain#to
Program:

Trane#Trace

Responses:

11

2.##When#is#the#energy#modeling#program#being#used?#-(check-all-that-apply)
#

%#

5
9
11
6
2

45.45
81.82
100.00
54.55
18.18

Planning#Phase
Schematic#Design
Design
Construction
Other

(energy-audits /s tudies -with-no -direc t-des ign,-pro jec t-dev elo pment/s ales

3.##What#is#the#purpose#of#the#energy#modeling#being#created/how#with#the#energy#model#be#used?
Primary-reasons-include-comparing-3H4-HVAC-systems-during-schematic-design,-modeling-for-LEED,-comparingenvelope-options-provided-by-architect-during-schematic-design.
Design-selections-for-items-like-chillers-and-fans,-compare-HVAC-system-types,-compliance-with-EPACT-2005,-7-andEISA-2009-and-LEED-Prereq-2-H-Minimum-Energy-Performance--and-LEED-Energy-credit-EA-1
Energy-cost-analysis,-comparison-of-design-with-baselline-model,-system-design,-ASHRAE-62-and-189.1-compliance
Using-Trace-to-develop-preliminary-energy-savings-for-potential-ESCO-projects.--This-may-be-a-first-pass-determining
energy-savings,-or-as-a-verification-of-savings-calculations-using-other-software.--If/when-the-project
moves-forward,-the-initial-data-entered-for-rooms,-equipment,-zones,-etc.-I-ssoometimes-used-for
schematic-and-final-designs-through-load-modeling-in-the-program.--This-often-requires-input-of-more
data-or-manipulation-of-the-original-data-as-the-first-model-is-usually-created-with-minimal-existingdesign-documents-or-equipment-data-and-pirmarily-focused-on-energy-use-and-savings.--Often-the
existing-conditions-do-not-represent-the-intended-design-conditions-(higher/lower-set-points,-large-airinfiltrations,-limited-outdoor-air,-etc)-and-therefore-require-the-design-model-to-have-these-valuescorrected-to-meet-code-or-representations-of-final-project-scope-(building-envelope-sealing,-façade
upgrades,-space-usage-types,-required-OA,-etc.)
LEED-requirements,-Peak-loads-for-equipment-sizing,-Test-design-decisions
Financial-decision-making,-life-cycle-cost-analysis,-design-decisions,-LEED
The-model-is-being-used-for-LEED-projects,-and-EPACT-analysis-or-state-mandates-for-energy-saving-mandates
To-create-loads-and-to-size-equipment.--To-compare-to-prevailing-energy-code,-to-establish-compliance-with-LEED
requiprements-and-to-calc-%-savings-per-LEED,-and-to-compare-design-options-for-energy-efficiency.
The-purpose-of-the-initial-model-is-to-assist-in-sizing-of-HVAC-terminal-and-plant-equipment-and-to-act-as-a-life
cycle-cost-analysis-in-selection-of-system-type.--As-design-progresses,-model-is-updated-to-backcheck-sizing-of-equipment-and-reflect-any-space-change-updates.--During-construction-model-is-thentypically-used-as-the-basis-for-the-LEED-energy-model-required-for-Energy-and-AtmospherepreHrequisites-and-credits.
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In#my#experience,#it#has#been#most#commonly#used#to#predict#the#energy#consumptiono#of#a#building#based#on#
its#design,#and#to#compare#this#estimated#energy#usage#to#a#baseline#case#(ASHRAE#90.1)#for#LEED
documentation.
Code#compliance,#rating#system#compliance,#energy#cost#estimating,#troubleshooting#system/equipment/
operational#issues.

4.##What#information#is#being#inputted#into#the#program?
Weather#(default#files),#envelope,#internal#loads,#ventilation#rates,#schedules,#systems#(air),#plants,#utility#rate
structures.##For#USGBC#LEED#we#also#input#domestic#water#plants,#kitchen#loads,#parking#lot#lighting
All#details#onot#he#building#including#envelope,#liginting#and#HVAC#systems.##Water#usage,#operational#schedules
and#utility#schedules#and#utiltiy#rates#are#also#critical
Geometry#of#proposed#building#from#Revit#via#GBXML,#systems,#lighting#power#density,#occupancy,#schedules#of#use,
energy#cost,#buildling#characteristics#(shgc),#design#conditions#and#weather#data
For#the#energy#models,#the#timeline#and#availability#of#existing#design#documents#dictate#the#information.##Some#
models#are#minimalistic#and#contain#only#the#building#are#as#a#foot#print#(no#design#documents#
available)#with#assumptions#of#construction#type#based#on#preliminary#site#visits#and#building#vintage,#
equipment#efficiencies#based#on#visual#inspections,#and#operating#conditions#based#on#comments#from#
facility#staff.##More#detailed#models#may#be#broken#down#into#rooms#with#known#set#points#from#
control#systems,#construction#types#from#design#documents,#and#operational#parameters#from#the#
control#system.##Typical#information#for#an#energy#model#entered#into#the#program#is#room#size,
occupancy/schedule,#set#points,#central#plant#equipment/ancillary#equipment#with#efficiency#and#size,
construction#types,#infiltration,#and#outdoor#air.
Envelope,#mechanical#systems,#human#behaviors,#electrical#loads
Building#Envelope#Performance#characteristics,#equipment#performance#and#specifications#(lighting,#mechanical,
power,#process#and#renewables),#schedules,#control#sequences#and#fuel#costs#and#tariffs
Horsepower#for#fans#and#pumps,#building#envelope,#service#water#heating,#interior#and#exterior#lighting,#Cooling
and#heating#efficiency#and#equipment,#service#water#heating,#miscellaneous#building#loads#and#any#
energy#conservation#measures
Loads,#systems#and#plant#info.##We#conduct#economic#evaluation#seperately.##Not#a#3D#model.##And#then#input#all#
other#to#reflect#actual#bldg#or#the#design#specs.
The#building#is#being#modeled#as#close#to#expected#as#built#conditions#as#possible.##Detailed#construction#data,
detailed#schedules#and#detailed#system#data#is#all#used.##
All#physical#traits#of#the#building#(construction#types,#geometry,#glazing,#orientation),#building#location,#all#
HVAC#systems#and#their#components,#process#loads#(water#heater,#site#lighting,#etc.),#lighting#and
plug#loads,#schedules#(occupancy,#systems,#processes,#etc.),#occupancy,#zoning,#fuel#types,#utility
rate#schedules#(electrical,#gas),#building#usage#and#predicted#activity,#ventilation#rates,#exhaust
rates,#infiltration,#and#any#other#specifics#about#the#building#that#would#affect#its#energy#usage
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Typical(data,(location,(climate(zone,(weather(file,(building(construction(details,(orientation,(occupancy,(system,
terminal(equipment,(lighting(characteristics,(operating(schedules,(temperature(set(points(and(set
backs,(equipment(full(load(and(part(load(efficiency,(etc.

5.##What#do#you#preceive#to#be#the#most#important#inputs?
All(have(a(very(similar(importance(for(an(accurate(model
All(details(on(the(building(are(important(but(operational(schedules(are(the(biggest(unknown.
Geometry(of(proposed(building(from(Revit(via(GBXML,(systems,(lighting(power(density,(occupancy,(schedules(of(use,
energy(cost,(buildling(characteristics((shgc),(design(conditions(and(weather(data
For(use(as(an(energy(model,(I(feel(the(most(important(input(is(occupancy(schedules(and(outdoor(air(levels.((This(has
a(large(impact(on(the(energy(use(shwon(by(the(program.((The(effect(of(the(construction(types(and(set(
points(have(a(much(loewr(impact(on(the(overall(outcome(of(the(energy(use((misjudging(the(thickness
of(a(brick(wall(with(CMU(back(up(has(little(to(no(effect,(no(does(changing(a(set(point(by(2(degrees(F)
Mechanical(systems,(and(electrical(loads
Schedules(and(controls
The(envelope(is(probably(the(most(important(input
Depends(on(the(project.((All(input(is(important.((The(last(input(tweaked(to(get(a(good(design(is(the(one(we(remember.
I(consider(all(nputs(important(to(generate(the(most(accurate(model(possible.((Placing(lesser(importance(on(any
of(the(inputs(I(listed(above(could(greatly(alter(the(reults(of(my(model.
Each(of(the(inputs(will(have(an(effect(on(the(energy(model,(either(directly,(or(by(affecting(another(input's(accuracy.
For(the(purpose(of(comparing(the(model(to(its(baseline(counterpart,(having(the(correct(plant/system
data(is(very(important(since(it(will(have(a(great(impact(on(that(portion(of(energy(usage.((The(correct(
construction(types(and(values(are(also(extremely(important,(especially(the(glazing(since(it(is(where
a(majority(of(heat(gain/loss(occurs.
All(of(the(above(S(but(also(a(complete(and(thorough(understanding(of(the(owners(indoor(environmental(and(
comfort(expectations(and(operating(schedules(and(sequences(are(most(important(for(energy(
consumption(estimatin
(Typical(data,(location,(climate(zone,(weather(file,(building(construction(details,(orientation,(occupancy,(
system,(terminal(equipment,(lighting(characteristics,(operating(schedules,(temperature(set(points(and(
set(backs,(equipment(full(load(and(part(load(efficiency,(etc.)

6.##What#are#the#anticipated#outputs?
We(typically(look(at(the(following(to(match(anticipations:((sqft/ton,(cfm/ft2,(appropriate(monthly(energy(
consumption(by(equipment,(annual(cost/ft2,(kbtu/ft2*yr
System(sizing,(energy(usage(and(utility(costs
System(load(projections,(monthly(energy(use(and(cost,(LEED(performance(rating(method,(ventilation(rates
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The$anticipated$outputs$for$the$energy$model$from$Trace$are$accurate$monthly$energy$and$total$energy$use,$as$well
as$energy$use$intensity$(EUI),$all$within$a$+/>$10%$range$of$the$actual$energy$provided$through$utility$
bill$analysis$(both$monthly$and$yearly).$$This$is$used$in$determining$feasibility$of$energy
conservation$measures$(ECMs),$as$well$as$savings
Peak$loads$and$energy$costs
Energy/fuel$consumption$and$costs,$part$load$data$for$design
Building$Load,$Energy$consumption$and$demand
Estimate$of$equipment$sizing.$$Estimate$of$energy$use,$comparison$of$energy$use,$$estimate$of$annual$energy$costs,$
and$comparison$of$annual$energy$costs.$$Also$we$add$life$cycle$costs$comparisons>sometimes$with$
the$program$and$sometimes$with$required$government$programs$(BLCC,$etc.);$and$sometime$with$our
own$LCC$analyses.
We$are$looking$for$a$full$range$of$outputs.$$Our$exxpereince$has$shown$that$all$outputs$need$to$be$closely
examined$in$conjunction$with$associate$inputs$prior$to$submitting$to$the$client.
The$predicted$energy$usage$broken$down$into$categories$to$show$where$and$how$much$energy$is$predicted$to$be$
used$is$the$most$useful$output.$$The$outputs$are$also$extremely$helpful$in$problem$solving$and$
finding$erors$in$the$model$since$they$will$point$to$any$inconsistencies.
Energy$consumption,$energy$cost,$end$use$analysis,$load$profiles,$temperature$and$humidity$profiles,$equipment
sizes,$alternative$comparison,$life$cycle$cost

7.##What#is#the#level#of#accuracy#of#the#model#results?
80%

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:

10%

30%

##+#or#:

15%

##+#or#:

30%

##+#or#:

UNSURE

##+#or#:

5%

5%

*At$this$stage$I$typically$look$for$+/>$10%$difference$across$months$and$for$the$total,$however,$
certain$circumstances$(during$shoulder$months)$sometimes$allow$for$a$slightly$higher$(+/>$15%>
20%)$variance$as$there$is$difficulty$in$properly$modeling$the$shoulder$months

##+#or#:
##+#or#:
we$do$not$typi ca l l y$compa re$our$model s $to$the$a ctua l $opera ti on$of$the$bui l di ng.$$
After$the$LEED$s ubmi s s i on$i s $compl eted$the$model $i s $not$further$eva l ua ted

##+#or#:
##+#or#:

15%
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8.##What#training#did#you#receive#prior#to#using#the#modeling#program?#!(check!all!that!apply)
#

%

2
7

18.18
63.64

7

63.64

other

1

9.09

none

online#training
software#tutorials
(o n!the!jo b,!us age/expereinc e!training!c las s ,!tec hnic al!manuals ,!c us to mer!s uppo rt!v ia!telepho ne!and!email,!
trial/erro r,!o ther!c o Dwo rkers ,!8!ho ur!s eminar

9.##What#training#was#made#available#to#you#from#the#software#modeling#company?!!(check!all!that!apply)
#

%

4
7
4
2

36.36
63.64
36.36
18.18

online#training
software#tutorials
other

(training!c las s !and!help!line,!tec h!manuals !and!c us to mer!s uppo rt,!v endo r!training

none

10.##What#type#of#technical#support#did#you#receive#when#using#the#software?#!(check!all!that!apply)
#
4

%
36.36

online#support

9

81.82

email#support

10

90.91

call#support

0

0.00

other

0

0.00

none

11.##Who#is#collecting#the#data#for#the#energy#modeling?##(complete!the!table!based!on!that!individual)
7.58 architect

80.30 engineer

outside#energy#auditor

0

12.12 other

1

2

3

Level#of#experience#with#energy#modeling

1

3

7

Level#of#involvement#with#energy#modeling

1

2

8

Knowledge#of#architectural#systems

2

6

3

Knowledge#of#mechanical#systems

1

Knowledge#of#electrical#systems

2

5

4

Knowledge#of#building#controls

1

4

6

0!D!No,!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
1!D!mi ni ma l !l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
2!D!modera te!l evel !experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3!D!InDdepth!l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge

10
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12.$$Who$is$performing$the$energy$analysis?$$(complete)the)table)based)on)that)individual)
architect

90.90909 engineer

outside$energy$auditor 9.090909 other

0

1

2

3

4

7

Level$of$involvement$with$energy$modeling

1

2

8

Knowledge$of$architectural$systems

2

7

2

1

10

6

4

5

6

Level$of$experience$with$energy$modeling

Knowledge$of$mechanical$systems
Knowledge$of$electrical$systems
Knowledge$of$building$controls

1

0)>)No,)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
1)>)mi ni ma l )l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
2)>)modera te)l evel )experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3)>)In>depth)l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge

13.$$What$issues$do$you$need$to$contact$the$software$company$for$help$with$most$frequently?
1.))How)to)model)non>typical)HVAC)systems,)i.e.)forcing)the)"canned")systems,)equipment),)and)program)limitations
into)modeling)our)project)specific)situation,)2.))very)unexpected)erroneous)results
How)to)model)systems)it)cannot)model)directly
Software)"Bugs")>)meaning)calcs)not)as)expected,)modeling)of)unusual)or)non>standard)conditions
When)I)first)began)using)the)program,)I)started)to)modify)settings)to)beter)match)the)existing)conditions)often)that
were)at)or)beyond)the)limits)of)design.))My)view)of)Trace)is)primarily)as)a)design)tool)with)the)ability)
to)calculate)energy)savings.))Trace)was)used)by)our)design)engineering)department)and)was)a)
convenient)program)to)use)given)their)understanding,)however,)to)properly)model)buildings)not
operating)at)design)conditions,)it)becomes)more)difficult.))After)many)iterations)of)guess)and)check)as
to)changes)in)the)inputs,)I)had)a)discussion)with)the)software)help)line.))Their)response)was)sound)in)
reasoning,)however,)not)practical)to)the)application)and)required)a)separate)online)search.))This)
dealt)with)the)use)of)heat)pumps.))Continually,)to)this)day,)the)program)seems)to)have)inherent)
difficulty))in)properly)modeling)the)geothermal)systems)we)are)designing)and)implementing,)from
straight)geothermal)to)hybrid)systems)with)peak)load)shaving)by)conventional)central)plant)systems.
Review)of)the)most)modern)user)guide)available)in)our)office)and)calls)to)the)software)company
have)helped,)but)more)formal)training)may)be)required)to)effectively)use)the)program)for)these)types)
of)programs.))It)also)may)be)the)case)that)these)are)outside)the)realm)of)the)software's)capability.
Results)do)not)match)the)common)sense)thoughts)about)variables
Software)Bugs
Unmet)hours)and)how)to)measure)specialty)systems
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Varies'with'projects.''Usually'unusual'systems'such'as'peak'shaving'generators,'scheduling'operations,'
complicated'combinations'of'systems'(such'as'combination'of'solar,'co>gen,'peak'shaving,'chilled'
water'stg).'Or'how'to'trick'the'simulation'into'giving'a'usable'output'for'a'system'that'the'program
does'not'simulate
Specific'modeling'techniques'for'system'types'that'may'be'out'of'the'range'of'typical'arrangements.''Also,'we
have'spent'a'fair'amount'of'time'reviewing'our'LEED'energy'modelin'techniques'with'technical'
support'to'assure'we'are'not'submitting'a'model'which'will'be'rejected.
Issues'with'data'outputs'not'lining'up'with'expected'results'pretaining'to'system'specifics'(e.g.'fan'motor
energy'usage'either'significantly'higher'or'lower'than'would'be'expected).

14.$$Additional$comments/concerns?
We'are'currently'investigating'other'modeling'software'that'could'be'more'powerful'and'flexible'than'Trace.''We'
need'to'make'a'cost>time/benefit'analysis'of'the'available'options.'.'.'.'We'are'currently'looking'at'
VE>PRO'by'IES,'Inc'but'do'not'have'any'measure'of'what'other'firms'in'the'industry'are'utilizing
Trane'Trace'700'is'more'complicated'to'use'than'HAP'but'can'do'more.''It'cannot'model'some'systems'like'thermal
storage,'natural'ventilation'and'mixed'model'(natural'and'mechanical)'ventilation.''We'use'the'
same'models'for'our'load'calculations.
We'are'currently'implementing'energyplus'as'a'2nd'energy'modeling'tool'and'as'a'result'we'are'not'starting'to'see
some'limitations'of'Trane'Trace.''Energyplus'seems'able'to'model'a'greater'variety'of'building'systems
and'design'strategies.
Overall'Trace'is'a'solid'program'to'use'once'a'basic'understanding'of'the'interactions'of'inputs'is'realized.''It
offers'a'great'tool'that'can'be'used'from'the'planning'phase'through'design'and'construction'and'in
our'case'as'a'means'for'final'measurement'and'verification.''By'having'a'model'set'up'for'energy
savings'early'on,'it'provides'a'great'resource'for'comparison'to'other'means'of'savings'calculations.
It'also'allows'for'the'model'to'advance'and'become'a'more'detailed'"design"'model'for'our'design'
engineering'department'with'minimal'changes,'given'most'of'the'basic'data'remains'the'same'(room
type,'occupancy,'construction,'etc.).''However'difficulty'in'initial'understanding'without'proper
training,'complicated'sub'menus'for'certain'equipment'types/operation,'and'the'time'required'for'
data'entry'make'it'a'more'difficult'tool'to'use'on'short'time'frames'in'development'of'projects.
While'modeling'time'does'decrease'with'more'detailed'understanding,'there'is'still'a'considerable'
time'required'for'even'basic'data'entry,'such'as'occupancy,'templates,'room'types/construction,
and'room'creation.''These'are'all'required'even'for'the'most'simple,'but'accurate,'models'that'can'be'
need'in'very'short'(less'than'a'day)'time'frames'for'feasilbility.
Unmet'load'hours
Need'more'flexibility'in'controlling'background'algorithms
Seems'to'be'an'accurate'simulation'<'but'it'is'not'the'most'transparent'in'seeing'how'calcs'are'made.
Trane'has'been'very'accommodating'with'us'in'terms'of'technical'support.''They'respond'quickly'and'make'sure
you'thoroughly'understand'the'problems/solution'before'ending'the'conversation.
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1.##Name#of#Energy#Modeling#Software#Program#the#survey#answers#below#pertain#to
Program:

HAP

Responses:

8

2.##When#is#the#energy#modeling#program#being#used?#-(check-all-that-apply)
#

%#

4
8
6
1
2

50.00
100.00
75.00
12.50
25.00

Planning#Phase
Schematic#Design
Design
Construction
Other

(L E E D -C redits -fo r-energy-o ptimizatio n,-planning-fo r-equipment-replac ement

3.##What#is#the#purpose#of#the#energy#modeling#being#created/how#with#the#energy#model#be#used?
Select-HVAC-system-to-be-designed-which-meets-energy-performance-targeted-for-specific-project
LEED-requirements,-testing-design-decisions
Financial-decision-making,-life-cycle-cost-analysis,-design-decision,-LEED
We-primarily-use-HAP-for-doing-load-calculations.--Load-calculations-are-required-on-almost-every-project-todetermine-space,-system,-and-plant-loads.--We-also-use-HAP-for-energy-modeling,-LEED-or-otherwise.
HAP-is-perfectly-capable-of-performing-an-annual-whole-building-energy-calculation-but-we-do-notalways-need-to-provide-this.
Design-selections-for-items-like-chillers-and-fans,-compare-HVAC-system-types.--Compliance-with-EPACT-2005,-7-andEISA-2009-and-LEED-Prereq-2-W-Minimum-Energy-Performance-and-LEED-Energy-credit-EA1
Demonstrate-energy-efficient-design-for-LEED-certification
To-create-an-understanding-of-which-design-directions-may-yield-the-best-life-cycle-costs.--Various-building-options
are-incorporated-into-a-model.--The-output-is-tabulated-along-with-estimated-costs-of-each-option.
Tax-incentives,-financing-costs,-and-risk-analyses-are-performed-on-the-data-to-confirm-which-has
the-best-chance-of-having-the-lowest-life-cycle-cost.Creation--of-building-heating-and-cooling-loads;-sometimes-we-use-it-for-LEED-modeling-but-not-often

4.##What#information#is#being#inputted#into#the#program?
Building-heating/cooling-loacs,-HVAC-equipment-types-and-efficiencies,-fuel-types,-building-operating-schedules
automatic-temperature-controls
Envelope,-mechical-systems,-human-behavior,-electrical-loads,-etc.
Building-Envelope-performance-characteristics,-equipment-performance-and-specifications-(Lighting,-Mechanical,
Power,-Process-and-Renewables),-schedules,-control-sequesnces-and-fuel-costs-and-tariffs
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Basic&building&geometry&information&along&with&internal&heat&gains&(people,&lights,&plug&loads,&etc.)&It&is&also&
required&to&input&basic&information&about&the&systems&and&zoning&although&this&is&less&critical&for&load&
calculations&vs.&energy&modeling.&&Schedules&are&also&input&but&schedules&are&also&less&important&for
loads&vs.&energy&modeling.
All&details&on&the&building&including&envelope&lighting&and&HVAC&systems.&&Water&usage,&operational&schedules&and&
utility&rates&are&also&critical
All&physical&construction&data,&space&use,&occupancy,&and&equipment&type&information&required&for&heating&
cooling&load&calculations,&plus&addition&information&about&equipment&efficiencies,&utility&rates,
process&loads,&and&schedules
Location,&weather&data&(selected),&building&envelope&data&(walls,&roof,&windows,&doors,&shading),&orientation,
space&data&(lights,&plug&load,&people,&miscellaneous&equipment&loads),&scheduling&of&energyF&
using&or&heatFcreating&items,&ventilatin&requirements,&HVAC&systems&(system&type,&zoning),&
scheduling&of&HVAC&systems,&utility&tariff&models,&central&plant&equipment&(boilers,&chiller,&
towers,&pumps),&designated&sequences&of&operation,&various&building&loads&(such&as&transportation
(elevators),&site&lighting,&domestic&water&heating,&laundry,&site&loads&otoher&than&lighting)&and&
associated&schedules.
1.)&envelope,&occupancy,&etc.&&2.)&system&types&&&3.)&control&types&

5.##What#do#you#preceive#to#be#the#most#important#inputs?
Load&calculations&and&equipment&efficiencies
Mechanical&systems&and&electrical&loads
All&of&them,&but&of&most&note&worthy&is&schedules&of&operation,&occupancy&etc.&&These&assumption&affect&the&
output&greatly
It&is&obviously&important&to&get&the&building&geometry&correct&but&this&is&in&general&well&defined&by&the&architect.&
Exact&properties&of&walls,&windows,&etc&are&sometimes&not&known&or&change&but&relatively&simple&
simple&assumptions&are&suitable&and&don't&seem&to&make&a&big&impact&on&load&or&energy&outputs.&&There
is&much&moroe&subjectivity&in&the&assumptions&associated&with&internal&gains&and&schedules.&It&can&be
almost&impossible&to&know&how&a&building&will&be&operated&during&the&design&phase&so&more&attention
must&be&paid&to&these&assumptions&(such&as&plug&loads).
All&details&on&the&building&are&important&but&operational&schedules&are&the&biggest&unknown.
Any&of&it&can&throw&the&results&off,&but&big&differences&in&results&are&often&the&result&of&bad&schedule&information
Assuming&the&building&characteristic&data&is&important,&schedules&are&what&give&life&to&the&energy&model.&&Also
magnitudes&of&load&that&are&associated&with&the&schedules&are&also&important&(maximum&load&x
schedule&%&x&frequency&of&occurance&(hours&per&year)
mechanical&system&type
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6.##What#are#the#anticipated#outputs?
annual%energy%consumption
Peak%loads%and%energy%costs
Energy%and%Fuel%consumption%and%operating%costs,%as%well%as%part%load%data%relative%to%inputs%and%building%type%
and%use
Load%outputs.%%The%outputs%are%pretty%simple.%%You%need%the%space%loads,%the%system%loads%(example%AHUs)%and%the%
plant%loads%(example%chiller%or%boiler).%%These%are%the%basic%design%parameters%for%every%job.%%HAP%also%
provides%a%series%of%psychrometric%analyses%to%assist%with%sizing%coils%in%AHU%and%things%like%that.%%I%do
not%trust%these%analyses%and%always%do%coil%selections%and%other%key%AHU%calculations%by%hand%or%with%
an%independent%coil%selection%program.
An%output%that%never%seems%to%be%correct%is%the%autosizing%of%reheat%coils.%%Reheat%coils%are%tricky
because%they%must%account%for%heating%up%the%air%form%the%cooling%temperature%to%a%neutral%temperature
and%then%provide%additional%heat%to%offset%the%space%losses%through%walls,%windows,%etc.%%Individual%
reheat%loads%and%the%overall%reheat%system%load%never%seem%to%be%correct.
Energy%Modeling.
Similar%outputs%are%used%by%the%annual%energy%model%but%instead%of%load%values%needed%for%equipment%
sizing,%energy%use%is%the%desired%output.%%HAP%can%provide%outputs%by%system,%by%fuel,%or%any%number
of%ways.
System%sizing,%energy%usage%and%Utility%costs
Full%year%hourly%energy%consumption%data%to%be%used%to%demonstrate%efficiency%or%compare%alternatives
Anticipated%energy%use%and%estimated%cost%to%operate%a%buiding%are%the%goals%of%the%energy%modeling%exercise.
Also%knowing%the%capacity%of%equipment%needed%is%helpful%in%space%planning.
1.)%%Heating%and%cooling%load%%%2.)%energy%usage

7.##What#is#the#level#of#accuracy#of#the#model#results?

15%

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:

30%

##+#or#:

30%

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:
80

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:

20%

Prel i mi na ry%or%Schema ti c%Des i gn

15%

Des i gn%Devel opment%(mi ni mi zi ng%des i gn%opti ons )

5:10%
##+#or#:

Inves tment%Gra de%Model %(dependi ng%on%wha t%i s %a t%ri s k)
unknown
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A"client"once"asked"me"what"will"be"the"efficiency"of"the"building"I"was"designing"and"it"was"very"difficult"to"
explain"that"you"could"not"determine"an"efficiency"of"a"buildinng"(he"was"looking"for"a"number"like
73%"or"something"like"that)."In"the"same"way,"a"load"or"energy"model"tool"does"not"have"a"specific
accuracy.""I"do"noot"belive"that"this"questioncan"be"answered"with"a"specific"value.
Consider"a"scenario"where"all"of"the"data"input"into"a"model"was"exactly"correct.""Every"window"the"
exact"size,"every"computer"conted"and"its"heat"gain"known"exactly.""In"this"case,"the"results"of"the"energy"
model"would"depend"only"on"the"internal"simmplificatioins"and"assumptions"that"are"built"into"the"
programming.""Under"this"scenario,"HAP"would"be"very"accurate.""But"to"provide"a"number,"I"would
have"to"know"what"is"considered"100%"accurate"and"there"is"no"such"thing.""
HAP"is"based"on"the"transfer"function"method"which"is"sound"mathematical"approach"to"simplifying
and"solving"the"very"difficult"problem"of"heat"flows"in"a"building.""But"even"it"requires"relatively"gross"
simplifications"of"geometric"details"and"other"factors"of"the"building.""Buildins"aren't"perfectly"square"
and"involve"complicated"detaiils"at"corners"of"walls,"where"walls"meet"roofs,"and"of"course"you"never
know"how"many"people"or"computers"are"going"to"be"in"it.
In"my"experience,"HAP"or"any"other"modeling"program"can"be"tuned"after"the"fact"so"that"its"prediction
of"the"energy"use"is"within"say"5%N10%"on"an"annual"basis.""If"you"look"at"it"on"a"month"to"month"basis
though,"individual"months"may"be"off"by"as"much"as"20%.""Sam"ething"happens"if"you"look"at"individual"
systems"vs."the"building"overall.""The"point"is"that"the""accuracy""has"far"more"to"do"with"the"inputs
and"assumptions"that"with"the"acutal"fidelity"of"the"program.
I"would"encourage"you"to"look"at"the"accuracy"in"terms"of"what"decision"you"are"trying"to"make"with
the"analysis"and"is"the"output"accurate"enough"to"allow"you"to"make"the"correct"decision.""For"example,
when"designing"a"building,"it"is"very"important"to"get"the"size"of"the"chiller"correct.""Chillers"come"in"
incremental"sizes"though"so"you"might"be"deciding"between"a"200"ton,"a"250"ton"or"a"300"ton.""If"the"
load"prograrm"tells"you"the"chiller"load"is"210"tons"or"223"tons"or"even"238"tons,"you"are"going"to"go"
with"the"250"ton"chiller"(some"engineers"might"even"go"with"the"300"ton"but"right"sizing"is"another"topic).
You"don't"need"great"accuracy"to"get"that"right.""So"is"210"tons"more"accurat"than"223"ton?""You"will"
never"know"unless"you"get"a"weather"day"(actual"at"least"3"weater"days"in"a"row)"that"exactly"matched
the"weather"you"assumed,"along"with"the"exact"number"of"people,"computers,"lights"and"everything"else.
Not"only"is"this"impossible"to"determine,"it"doesn't"matter"unless"you"completely"missed"it"and"the"load
is"275"tons"and"you"put"in"a"250"ton"chiller.
Another"objective"might"be"to"compare"the"life"cycle"cost"of"tow"systems"or"building"features.""In"this"
case,"the"overall"model"does"not"need"to"be"all"that"accurate;"it"just"has"to"be"accurate"relative"to"each
other.""Energy"modeling"might"also"be"used"to"tell"an"owner"about"how"much"he"will"spend"on"utilities.
That"is"probably"the"most"difficult"question"to"answer"accurately"but"I"suspect"if"you"told"him""between
$100,000"and"$125,000","and"the"bill"came"out"to"say"$115,000,"that"would"be"considered"a"very
accurate"result.

8.##What#training#did#you#receive#prior#to#using#the#modeling#program?#"(check"all"that"apply)
#

%

4
7
5
0

50.00
87.50
62.50
0.00

online#training
software#tutorials
other
none

(c las s ,"s elf"taught,"Us age/E xperienc e"training"c las s ,"c las s es "fro m"H A P "3.0"days
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9.##What#training#was#made#available#to#you#from#the#software#modeling#company?!!(check!all!that!apply)
#

%

4
6
6

50.00
75.00
75.00
0.00

online#training
software#tutorials
other

(c las s ,!c las s ro o m!training,!training!c las s !and!help!line,!detailed!help!pages

none

10.##What#type#of#technical#support#did#you#receive#when#using#the#software?#!(check!all!that!apply)
#
3

%
37.50

online#support

8

100.00

email#support

8

100.00

call#support

0

0.00

other

0

0.00

none

11.##Who#is#collecting#the#data#for#the#energy#modeling?##(complete!the!table!based!on!that!individual)
4.17 architect

79.17 engineer

outside#energy#auditor

0

1

Level#of#experience#with#energy#modeling
Level#of#involvement#with#energy#modeling

1

Knowledge#of#architectural#systems

16.67 other

2

3

2

6

1

6

4

4
8

Knowledge#of#mechanical#systems
Knowledge#of#electrical#systems
Knowledge#of#building#controls
0!D!No,!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
1!D!mi ni ma l !l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
2!D!modera te!l evel !experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3!D!InDdepth!l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge

1

3

4

1

7
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12.$$Who$is$performing$the$energy$analysis?$$(complete)the)table)based)on)that)individual)
architect

87.5 engineer

outside$energy$auditor

0

1

Level$of$experience$with$energy$modeling
Level$of$involvement$with$energy$modeling

1

Knowledge$of$architectural$systems

12.5 other

2

3

2

6

2

5

4

4
8

Knowledge$of$mechanical$systems
Knowledge$of$electrical$systems
Knowledge$of$building$controls

1

3

4

1

7

0)>)No,)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
1)>)mi ni ma l )l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
2)>)modera te)l evel )experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3)>)In>depth)l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge

13.$$What$issues$do$you$need$to$contact$the$software$company$for$help$with$most$frequently?
How)to)model)unique)HVAC)systems
Results)that)do)not)make)sense.))Common)sense)would)say)another)result)should)apply.
Determine)background)algorithms)being)performed)not)in)the)tech)manuals)for)understanding)cause)and)effect
Usually)we)see)some)output)that)doesn't)make)sense)so)we)call)and)try)to)figure)out)what)is)going)on.))The)program
is)simple)enough)that)we)don't)usually)need)much)help.
How)to)model)systems)it)cannot)model)directly
Where)the)system,)or)some)aspect)of)the)system)was)not)available)as)a)standard)input)in)the)program
Infrequent)conflicts)of)results)with)"common)sense."
Background)calculations)for)LEED)submissions
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14.$$Additional$comments/concerns?
Unmet&load&hours.
Software&needs&to&provide&more&detailed&input&capability&and&equipment&selection/control&options.
HAP&is&easy&to&use&but&cannot&model&some&systems&like&thermal&storage,&natural&ventilation,&mixed&mode&
(natural&and&mechanical)&ventilation,&displacement&ventilation,&UFAD,&static&pressure&reset,&daylighting
or&radiant&heating&or&cooling
Where&standard&inputs&not&available&the&work&around&or&approximation&provided&by&the&program&support&was&
questionable
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1.##Name#of#Energy#Modeling#Software#Program#the#survey#answers#below#pertain#to
Program:

EnergyPlus

Responses:

3

2.##When#is#the#energy#modeling#program#being#used?#-(check-all-that-apply)
#

%#

1
1
3
0
2

33.33
33.33
100.00
0.00
66.67

Planning#Phase
Schematic#Design
Design
Construction
Other

(o nly-when-it-is -required-fo r-a-pro jec t-whic h-is -rare,-exis ting-c o mmerc ial-retro fit-des ign)

3.##What#is#the#purpose#of#the#energy#modeling#being#created/how#with#the#energy#model#be#used?
For-doing-load-calculations.--Load-calculations-are-rquired-for-almost-every-project-to-determine-space,-system
and-plant-loads.--We-use-EnergyPlus-when-it-is-required-for-a-project-which-is-rare.
Evaluate-ccurrent-designs,-get-existing-building-energy-use-breakdown,-evaluate-alternative-design
approaches
Evaluate-the-energy-consequences-of-design-tradeoffs.--As-a-National-Laboratory-we-use-energy-modeling
to-evaluate-the-performance-of-the-commercial-buildings-sector-as-a-whole

4.##What#information#is#being#inputted#into#the#program?
Basic-building-geometry-information-along-with-internal-heat-gains-(people,-lights,-plug-loads,-etc.).--It-is-also
required-to-input-basic-information-about-the-systems-and-zoning-although-this-is-less-critical-forload-calculations-vs.-energy-modeling.--Schedules-are-also-input-but-schedules-are-also-lessimportant-for-loads-vs.-energy-modeling.
Floor-plans,-Lighting-and-plug-load-densities-and-schedules,-HVAC-Equipment-capacities-and-efficiency-curves,
HVAC-system-Control-algorithms
Detailed-geometry,-HVAC-configuration,-and-plug-and-process-loads-with-schedules

5.##What#do#you#preceive#to#be#the#most#important#inputs?
It-is-obviously-important-to-get-the-building-geometry-correct-but-this-is-generally-well-defined-by-the-architect.
Exact-properties-of-walls,-windows,-etc-are-sometimes-not-known-or-change-but-relatively-simple
assumptions-are-suitable-and-don't-seem-to-make-a-big-impact-on-load-or-energy-outputs.--There-is
much-more-subjectivitly-in-the-assumptions-associated-with-internal-gains-and-schedules.--It-can-be
almost-impossible-t-know-how-a-building-will-be-operated-during-the-design-phase-so-more-attention
must-be-paid-to-these-assumptions-(such-as-plug-loads)
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Lighting'and'plug'load'power'deisnities'and'schedules,'HVAC'equipment'efficiencies,'Room'temperature'efficiencies
room'temperature'set'points,'HVAC'system'control'algorithms'and'operation'schedules
Operation'schedules

6.##What#are#the#anticipated#outputs?
Load'outputs.'.'.'.'The'outputs'are'pretty'simple.''You'need'the'space'loads,'the'system'loads'(example'AHUs)'and'
the'plant'loads'(example'chiller'or'boiler).''These'are'the'basic'design'paramters'for'every'job.'.'.'Energy
modeling.'.'.'Similar'outputs'are'used'by'the'annual'energy'model'but'instead'of'load'values'needed'
for'equipment'sizing,'energy'use'is'the'desired'output.
Building'annual'energy'use'intensity'(EUI,'source'EUI'and'site'EUI),'monthly'energy'usage'and'peak'demand,''
annual'end'use'breakdown
Energy'end'use'breakdown

7.##What#is#the#level#of#accuracy#of#the#model#results?
EnergyPlus'has'the'potential'to'be'more'accurate'than'HAP'but'I'would'have'no'idea'how'to'
put'a'number'to'it.''And'I'say'"potential"'to'be'more'accurate'because'depending''on'the'
"inputs,"'it'could'be'more'or'less'accurate.''Difficult'to'put'a'number'on'this.

##+#or#:
10%

##+#or#:
##+#or#:

To'difficult'to'determine

##+#or#:
##+#or#:
##+#or#:
##+#or#:

8.##What#training#did#you#receive#prior#to#using#the#modeling#program?#'(check'all'that'apply)
#

%

1
2
1
1

33.33
66.67
33.33
33.33

online#training
software#tutorials
other
none

(example'files
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9.##What#training#was#made#available#to#you#from#the#software#modeling#company?!!(check!all!that!apply)
#

%

1
2
2
1

33.33
66.67
66.67
33.33

online#training
software#tutorials
other

(example!files )

none

10.##What#type#of#technical#support#did#you#receive#when#using#the#software?#!(check!all!that!apply)
#
2

%
66.67

online#support

1

33.33

email#support

0

0.00

call#support

0

0.00

other

1

33.33

none

11.##Who#is#collecting#the#data#for#the#energy#modeling?##(complete!the!table!based!on!that!individual)
0 architect

83.33 engineer

outside#energy#auditor

0

2

3

Level#of#experience#with#energy#modeling

1

2

Level#of#involvement#with#energy#modeling

1

2

Knowledge#of#architectural#systems

3

Knowledge#of#mechanical#systems

1

2

1

1

1

2

Knowledge#of#electrical#systems
Knowledge#of#building#controls
0!@!No,!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
1!@!mi ni ma l !l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
2!@!modera te!l evel !experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3!@!In@depth!l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge

1

16.67 other

1
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12.$$Who$is$performing$the$energy$analysis?$$(complete)the)table)based)on)that)individual)
architect

83.33 engineer

outside$energy$auditor

0

1

16.67 other

2

3

Level$of$experience$with$energy$modeling

1

2

Level$of$involvement$with$energy$modeling

1

2

Knowledge$of$architectural$systems

3

Knowledge$of$mechanical$systems
Knowledge$of$electrical$systems
Knowledge$of$building$controls

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

0)<)No,)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
1)<)mi ni ma l )l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge
2)<)modera te)l evel )experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3)<)In<depth)l evel )of)experi ence,)i nvol vement)or)knowl edge

13.$$What$issues$do$you$need$to$contact$the$software$company$for$help$with$most$freqently?
Usually)we)see)some)output)that)doesn't)make)sense)so)we)call)and)try)to)figure)out)what)is)going)on.))
The)program)is)simple)enough)tha)twe)don't)usaully)need)help.
Some)objects)do)not)work)well)together,)or)the)simulated)hourly)results/trends)do)not)meet)engineer's
expectations
We)use)our)own)in)house)software)and)share)core)EnergyPlus)development)with)developers)across)the)
country.

14.$$Additional$comments/concerns?
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1.##Name#of#Energy#Modeling#Software#Program#the#survey#answers#below#pertain#to
Program:

Excel

Responses:

5

2.##When#is#the#energy#modeling#program#being#used?#-(check-all-that-apply)
#

%#

3
2
3
2
2

60
40
60
40
40

Planning#Phase
Schematic#Design
Design
Construction
Other

(energy-audits /s tudies -with-no -direc t-des ign,-equipment-replac ement-o r-s imple-energy-es timating-to o ls

3.##What#is#the#purpose#of#the#energy#modeling#being#created/how#with#the#energy#model#be#used?
To-compare-to-real-time-energy-use-data
The-model-is-being-used-for-LEED-projects-and-EPACT-analysis-or-state-mandates-for-energy-saving-mandates
Energy-models-are-used-to-estimate-energy-savings-from-individual-ECMs-based-on-custom-improvements.
Understanding-trends-in-a-dynamic-system.--Evaluating-systems-with-very-few-variables.
Energy-Efficiency-Measure-Analysis

4.##What#information#is#being#inputted#into#the#program?
Actual-utility-data-and-TRACE-model-output-from-an-onsite-assessment-or-audit
Documentation-for-the-model,-for-converting-units,-and-to-calculate-baseline-systems.
Run-hours,-efficiency,-variance,-weather-data.
The-variables-that-pertain-to-the-problem-and-the-formulas-needed-to-yield-answers.
Weather-bin-data.--Select-properties-ofo-uilding-and-HVAC-system

5.##What#do#you#preceive#to#be#the#most#important#inputs?
Accurate-utility-data,-building-square-footage,-number-of-occupants,-average-daily-temperature,-fuel-sources,
utility-rate-details.
Calculating-the-baseline-systems.
It-depends-on-the-ECM.
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Formulas)to)generate)the)analysis.
Weather)bin)data.))The)rest)depend)on)what)you're)looking)at:))Ventilation)air)is)usualy)a)big)driver)of)energy
consumption.))Expected)plant)part)load)fraction.))Fan)speed)and)power)at)part)load.

6.##What#are#the#anticipated#outputs?
TRACE)model)compared)to)actual)use,)accurate)EUI's)for)comparing)and)evaluating)energy)conservation)measures
and)proposed)operational)and)behavioral)changes.
Fan)power)calculations.
Btu/kWh)saved)per)year
Trend)information)to)allow)a)direction)to)be)set)for)a)particular)application)or)problem.
Energy)use

7.##What#is#the#level#of#accuracy#of#the#model#results?
##+#or#:

25%

90%

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:

10%

##+#or#:

20%

##+#or#:

20%

##+#or#:
##+#or#:

8.##What#training#did#you#receive#prior#to#using#the#modeling#program?#)(check)all)that)apply)
#

%

0
2

0
40

online#training

4

80

other

2

40

none

software#tutorials
(o n)the)jo b)training,)mo s t)o f)o ur)energy)mo dels )are)c ertified)in)energy)auditing)o r)energy)management)fro m)
A E E )S>)C E A )o r)C E M ,)c o Swo rkers

9.##What#training#was#made#available#to#you#from#the#software#modeling#company?))(check)all)that)apply)
#

%

1
2
1
3

20
40
20
60

online#training
software#tutorials
other
none

(E xc el)has )a)pretty)go o d)help)menu,
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10.$$What$type$of$technical$support$did$you$receive$when$using$the$software?$!(check!all!that!apply)
#
1

%
20

online$support

0

0

email$support

0

0

call$support

2

40

other

4

80

none

(c o <wo rker,

11.$$Who$is$collecting$the$data$for$the$energy$modeling?$$(complete!the!table!based!on!that!individual)
0 architect

60 engineer

0 outside$energy$auditor

0

1

Level$of$experience$with$energy$modeling
Level$of$involvement$with$energy$modeling

1

Knowledge$of$architectural$systems

1

40 other

2

3

1

4
4

2

2

Knowledge$of$mechanical$systems

1

4

Knowledge$of$electrical$systems

3

2

Knowledge$of$building$controls

2

3

0!<!No,!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
1!<!mi ni ma l !l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
2!<!modera te!l evel !experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3!<!In<depth!l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge

12.$$Who$is$performing$the$energy$analysis?$$(complete!the!table!based!on!that!individual)
architect

60 engineer

outside$energy$auditor

0

1

Level$of$experience$with$energy$modeling
Level$of$involvement$with$energy$modeling

1

Knowledge$of$architectural$systems

1

40 other

2

3

1

4
4

2

2

Knowledge$of$mechanical$systems

1

4

Knowledge$of$electrical$systems

3

2

Knowledge$of$building$controls

2

3

0!<!No,!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
1!<!mi ni ma l !l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
2!<!modera te!l evel !experi ence/i nvol vement/knowl edge
3!<!In<depth!l evel !of!experi ence,!i nvol vement!or!knowl edge
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13.$$What$issues$do$you$need$to$contact$the$software$company$for$help$with$most$frequently?
None,&although&higher&level&skills&with&Excel's&tools&can&improve&the&speed&and&accuracy&of&the&energy&modeling.

14.$$Additional$comments/concerns?
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Appendix D
Auditors Completed House of Quality
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Appendix E
Owner Evaluation Form

!

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

!
Additional(Comments:(((
(

(

(
(

(

(
(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

(

(

!

!

(

(

(

!

!

!

!

!

The!audit!report!created!an!effective!message.!

The!information!within!the!audit!report!included!credible!back<up!
and/or!supporting!evidence.!!
The!retrofit!recommendations!presented!within!the!audit!report!
appear!accurate.!
The!retrofit!upgrades!presented!within!the!report!align!with!the!facility!
owner’s!goals.!
The!retrofit!upgrades!presented!were!an!appropriate!scope!for!the!
facility!owner.!
The!information!in!the!report!would!be!helpful!throughout!the!retrofit!
design!process.!
It!is!feasible!for!the!owner!to!implement!some,!if!not!all,!of!the!retrofit!
upgrades!included!in!the!report.!
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The!order!of!the!information!presented!within!the!audit!report!was!
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The!information!in!the!audit!report!was!clearly!presented.!

Additional!information!could!have!improved!the!overall!message!of!the!
report.!
Sections!of!the!report!could!be!removed!without!impacting!the!
message.!
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The!information!within!the!audit!report!was!complete.!
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The!audit!report!was!an!appropriate!length.!
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Appendix F
Audit Timelines

258
Henning Building Traditional Audit:

Henning Building Audit with Pre-Audit Planning Activity:

Agricultural Sciences and Industries Building Traditional Audit:

Agricultural Sciences and Industries Building Audit with Pre-Audit Planning Activity:

259

Appendix G
ECM Evaluation and Selections
Guidelines for Selecting ECMs to pursue:
•
•
•

Must be an ECM recommendation included in one or both prepared audit reports
Must meet the owner required 5 or 8 year payback period
Must be consistently selected by the facility owner representatives as an ECM
they would implement or investigate further
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